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Somebody once said there's no price for perfection.

Now there is: $2,195.

Perfection. It's another name for signal/one's CX7A. When signal/one engineers set out to design the CX7, they started with a clean slate. They sat down and brainstormed. They tried to come up with every conceivable feature the serious amateur would want in a rig.

Once they had the features figured out, they started engineering innovative circuitry... right from the chassis up. And they didn't compromise, either in circuitry or in the components they chose for the rig.

Oh, sure, there were problems. You always run into that when you're making electronic history. But we've been ironing out those problems. And we've come up with a rig that should answer every amateur's prayer... the CX7A.

In fact, the CX7A makes all other amateur gear seem obsolete. It's like having a room full of sophisticated gear in one single desk-top unit.

See the CX7A at your signal/one dealer. Or write us today for a detailed brochure. You'll be perfectly delighted when you see what dedication to perfection has come up with. Even at $2,195.

Features:
1. Instant band change without tuneup.
2. Instantaneous digital frequency readout.
3. IF shift control.
5. All popular modes of operation.
6. Transceiver-plus-receiver operation.
7. Hang AGC levels out wide swings in signal strength.
8. All ham bands from 160 through 10 meters.
9. RF envelope clipping provides matchless talk power.
10. Metering of all critical functions.

a subsidiary of
Computer Measurements, Inc.
1645 West 135th Street
Gardena, California 90249
Phone: (213) 532-9752
IF YOU’VE EVER USED A REPEATER,

If you haven’t already received a copy of our NEW 1971 Catalog of Precision Quartz Crystals & Electronics for the Communications Industry,

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

Somewhere along the line, in virtually every ham repeater in the world, you’ll find a couple of Sentry crystals.

Repeater owners and FM “old-timers” don’t take chances with frequency—they can’t afford to. A lot of repeater users depend on a receiver to be on frequency, rock stable...in the dead of winter or the middle of July. The repeater crowd took a tip from the commercial “pros” a long time ago—and went the Sentry Route.

That’s one of the reasons you can depend on your local repeater to be there (precisely there) when you’re ready to use it. FM’ers use the repeater output as a frequency standard. And for accuracy, crystals by Sentry are THE standard.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST, SPECIFY SENTRY CRYSTALS.

YOU’VE USED A SENTRY CRYSTAL

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Crystal Park, Chickasha, Oklahoma 73018

PHONE: (405) 224-6780
TWX-910-830-6425
The Henry Family of Fine Amplifiers Grows and Grows

2K-ULTRA

There has never been an amateur linear amplifier like the new 2K ULTRA. Small and lightweight, yet rugged and reliable... all that the name implies. The ULTRA is destined to establish the standard for comparison for the 70's as the earlier Henry 2K series did in the 60's. It offers all of the fine quality, engineering and construction of its big brother, the 2K-4, condensed into a miniature powerhouse of radio frequency energy.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- Maximum legal amateur input in all modes: 2KW PEP SSB, 1 KW CW-FSK
- Continuous duty performance
- Frequency range: 3.5 to 30 MHz
- Tube Complement: Two Eimac 8873 tubes, conductively cooled grounded grid triodes
- Power requirements: 115/230 VAC, 50/60Hz
- Drive power required: SSB-CW; 50 to 100 watts
- ALC Circuit: prevents overdrive from today's high power exciters and boosts average talk power
- Output impedance: 52 ohms unbalanced with SWR not to exceed 2 to 1
- Input impedance: 52 ohms
- Harmonic and other spurious emissions: Second Harmonic: -50db. Third Order Distortion: -35 db at full power output
- Noise level: -40 db or better below one tone carrier at 1 KW
- The price: $845.00

2K-4

True to its heritage, the 2K-4 is destined for a future of even greater achievements than its predecessor 2K's. Its rugged construction guarantees a long life of reliable performance. The 2K-4's heavy-duty components allows it to loaf along even at full legal power. You can spend more for an amateur linear, but you can't buy better. The 2K-4, the big signal amplifier... floor console or desk model: $795.00

3K-A

Military/Commercial Linear Amplifier

Henry Radio is proud to introduce the new, high quality 3K-A linear amplifier for commercial and military users. The 3K-A employs two rugged Eimac 3-500Z grounded grid triodes for superior linearity and provides a conservative three kilowatts PEP input on SSB with efficiencies in the range of 60%. This results in PEP output in excess of 2000 watts. In addition, the 3K-A provides a heavy duty power supply capable of furnishing 2000 watts of continuous duty input for either RTTY or CW with 1200 watts output. Price: $995.00

Henry Radio

11240 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif. 92801
Butler, Missouri 64730

Also available at select dealers throughout the U. S. See list on page 128.
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Radio engineers from the U. S. Department of Commerce are creating immense, invisible heated bubbles in the upper atmosphere with a new 100-million-watt radio beam. The short-lived bubbles are formed in seconds at altitudes up to 200 miles and grow to their full 50 to 100-mile size in about 20 minutes. Composed of the electrified gas of the ionosphere, the bubbles elongate upward and downward under the force of the earth's magnetic field.

Observations of these effects on the upper atmosphere should lead to a better understanding of the ionosphere and improvements in long-distance radio communications. Within minutes or hours, depending on the time of day and conditions in the high-level environment, the modified region of the ionosphere rebounds to its natural state.

The new high-power transmitter, located in Colorado, uses a nine-element circular array of antennas, 360 feet in diameter, with an additional element in the center for beam focussing. The system is capable of projecting effectively a 100-megawatt radio beam that is tunable between 5 and 10 MHz, the usual range of ionospheric penetration frequencies.

The intense radio beam is transmitted straight up at very close to the penetration frequency — the frequency at which a radio wave passes completely through the ionosphere. This imparts a maximum amount of energy to the ionosphere. The closer the transmitted beam approaches the penetration frequency, the higher it reaches before being bent back to the earth, the more it is slowed down, the longer it remains in the ionosphere, and the more its energy is absorbed by the ionospheric electrons.

The electron heating takes place in about 20 seconds, more or less. The heat bubble expands more slowly, however, because the negatively-charged electrons must drag the heavier, slower-moving positive ions with them in order to maintain the electrical neutrality of the ionospheric plasma. Within 20 minutes or so the dimensions of the heat bubble may grow to 50 or 100 miles.

Measurements indicate that the radio beam raises the temperatures of the ionospheric electrons by as much as 35 percent. Scientists expected that this temperature change would cause enhanced reflections of radio signals. Unfortunately, this is not the case; radio waves reflected from the regions of heated electrons are severely attenuated.

Another major surprise is the artificial creation of a natural phenomenon known as Spread-F. Spread-F is the upper layer of the radio-reflecting region of the ionosphere which is characterized by a patchy pattern of reflected signals.

Scientists have long been looking for a technique for modifying the ionosphere as a method for studying it. They have used chemical releases, atomic bombs and small electron-beam accelerators, but none of these methods are as controllable or repeatable as the new 100-megawatt transmitter. Hopefully this new tool will lead to a better understanding of the ionosphere, and eventually, control of its radio reflecting properties. Can you imagine around-the-clock contacts on 10, 15 and 20 meters even in years of minimum sunspots? QRM could become more of a limiting factor than it is now!

Jim Fisk, W1DTY
editor
T-4XB Transmitter
R-4B Receiver
C-4 Station Console
MS-4 Speaker

Hams around the world say the DRAKE 4 LINE is really number 1!

Engineered and built by R. L. DRAKE COMPANY 540 Richard Street, Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 USA
Dear [Name]

Thought you might like to know that I still have plenty of the shaving lotion and talcum left over from last Christmas, I really prefer to pick out my own shirts, and neckties, and what I would really like to have is the Swan equipment I have checked below. OK?

- Swan Phone Patch, Model FP-1 $44
- Swan Desk Microphone, Model 444 $25
- Swan Hand Microphone, Model 404 $18
- External Crystal Oscillator, Model 510X $49
- VOX Accessory, Model VX-2 $35
- I.F. Noise Blanker, Model NB500 $89
- Audio Notcher Peaker Accessory
- External VFO, Model 508 $129
- Mobile Mounting Bracket for mobile installation of Swan Transceivers, Model MTK $9
- Complete power supply for 117 volts 50-60 cps in matching Model 117-1C $99
- Complete 12-14 volt DC Power Supply, Model 14-117 $129
- DC Converter that converts the 117XC to 12-14 DC operation, Model 14-C $65
- 1200 Watt Linear Amplifier. Has built-in 117 AC power supply, Model 1200W $219
- Swan 500CX, 550 watt 5 band transceiver $489
- Swan 270B, 5 band 260 watt portable transceiver with built-in AC supply and loudspeaker $429
- Swan 500DR, receiver $395
- Swan 600T, 600 watt transmitter for 10-80 meters $535
- 2000 Watt Linear Amplifier. Price includes tubes and power supply, Mark II $599
- FM-2X two-meter FM Transceiver $259
- VHF-150, 150 watt 2-meter Amplifier. Built-in 117 volt AC power supply $279
- 14C DC Converter for VHF 150 $65
- Swan 4 element heavy-duty multiband beam antenna, Model TB-4H $129
- Our 3 element multiband beam antenna, Model TB-3 $94
- 14C DC Converter for VHF 150 $65
- 14C DC Converter for VHF 150 $65
- Swan's 5 band Remote Controlled Switching Mobile Antenna, Model 558 $99
- 5 band Remote Controlled Switching Mobile Antenna, Model 558 $99

This ad can be used as an order blank. Check the items you want, fill in coupon below, and mail to either Swan address. But do it soon to assure delivery before Christmas.

Gentlemen:
Please ship the Swan equipment checked above to:

Name
Address
City, State, Zip

Payment by (check one):
- Check
- Money Order
- C.O.D.
- BankAmericard
- Master Charge

Expiration Date
Other

Shipping charges are C.O.D.

Phone: (714) 757-7525

Phone: (201) 531-4114

Phone: (714) 757-7525

Phone: (201) 531-4114

Phone: (714) 757-7525

Phone: (201) 531-4114

Phone: (714) 757-7525

Phone: (201) 531-4114

Phone: (714) 757-7525
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Phone: (201) 531-4114

Phone: (714) 757-7525

Phone: (201) 531-4114

Phone: (714) 757-7525

Phone: (201) 531-4114
As a further service to our amateur friends, Swan now offers a Revolving Credit Plan that permits you to purchase any Swan equipment, and charge it!

If you wish, you can pay your charge each month within 25 days of your billing date with no finance charge. Or if you prefer, you can spread your payments over a number of months, and your monthly payments will be adjusted accordingly depending on your balance.

Now it's easier than ever to purchase Swan equipment. Just order your equipment from the factory, our East Coast branch, or one of our participating dealers, and say, "Charge it!". Once your account has been opened, you can add to your account at any time.

An important fact to remember is that this financing is available directly from Swan. We handle your account from start to finish. Unlike many credit plans offered today, Swan WILL NOT sell your account to some finance company.

Mail the adjacent coupon in today, and we will send you complete information and your Swan Credit Application by return mail, and your account can be opened in just a few days.

Introducing a New Service for Hams

Swan Revolving Credit Service

Gentlemen:
Please send me:
☐ Complete information on your Revolving Credit Plan.
☐ A Swan Credit Application.
☐ The 1972 Swan Catalog.

Name:
Address:
Call: City:
State: Zip:

Swan Electronics
A Subsidiary of Cubic Corporation

Swan Factory
305 Airport Road
Oceanside, CA 92054
Phone: (714) 757-7525

Eastern Office
P.O. Box 2288
Ocean, N.J. 07712
Phone: (201) 531-4114

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 120
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miniature solid-state variable-frequency oscillator

This miniature circuit-board can be used for either the Seiler or Vackar oscillator circuits, including the buffer-amplifier and emitter-follower.

My search for a simple high-quality vfo which was small enough to justify the use of miniature solid-state devices led to the design of a dual-function printed-circuit board which accommodates either the Seiler or Vackar oscillator circuits. These circuits were given comprehensive treatment by W1DTY¹ and can provide the amateur with exceptional results.

seiler and vackar circuits

Fig. 1 shows the Seiler oscillator circuit. Q1 is the oscillator, followed by an amplifier (Q2) and an emitter-follower (Q3). Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of the Vackar. Again, Q1 is the oscillator, followed by an amplifier (Q2) and an emitter-follower (Q3) which are identical.
Careful study of the basic Seiler and Vackar oscillator circuitry reveals that the circuit differences involve a basic re-
viewed from the foil side of the printed-
circuit board for both the Seiler and the Vackar circuits.* Connections shown by
dashed lines are for the Vackar; its

![Circuit Diagram](image1)

**fig. 1.** Circuit of the Seiler oscillator. Components values shown tune from 7.0 to 7.3 MHz.

![Circuit Diagram](image2)

**fig. 2.** Vackar oscillator circuit. Buffer-amplifier (Q2) and emitter-follower (Q3) stages are the same as the Seiler circuit in fig. 1.

The padding capacitor, C3, is designated as C3A and C3B. This allows you associated components are designated by
the letter V (i.e.: V-L1, V-Jumper, V-C6, V-C7, and V-RFC1).

Parts placement for the Seiler circuit can be seen by simply ignoring the

to use two different temperature compensating values should this be necessary.

circuit board

Fig. 3 shows the parts placement as

*An etched and drilled glass board (including the nine quarter-watt resistors used in the test oscillator) is available for $1.50 postpaid ($1.00 for the board only) from Technical Assistance Unlimited, Inc., 717 N. W. 1st St., Gainesville, Florida 32601.
fig. 4. Dc and rf voltage measurements made on the 7-MHz Seiler test oscillator. The dc voltage measurement is the upper number; the rf voltage (rms) is below the line.

dashed lines and the V-designated connections. When the circuit board is used for the Seiler circuit no connections are made to holes indicated by the letters E or F.
If you begin with the Seiler oscillator,

3. R3 is replaced by RFC1.
4. C8 is replaced by C6.
5. The end of C7 which was connected to the source of Q1 is connected to point F.

After these five steps are completed, C8 and R3 are leftover as they are not required in the Vackar configuration.

dc and rf voltages

Fig. 4 indicates the dc and rf voltage (rms) measurements made on a 7-MHz Seiler test oscillator. Circuit values are shown in fig. 1. These measurements were made with an 11-megohm vtm equipped with an rf probe. The upper number indicates the dc voltage with Q1 removed from the circuit. The bottom number is the rf voltage (rms) obtained with the oscillator functioning.

construction and test

Since this circuit board packs a lot of components in a small space it is recommended that you mount the resistors first. The quarter-watt size is preferred but half-watters may be used by standing them on end. Next, mount the capacitors, coil, choke, and zener — checking and re-checking for proper position.

The transistors are mounted last. You should mount Q2 and Q3 and check the dc voltages as shown in fig. 4. Any abnormal reading will allow you to find
the mislocated component or faulty transistor. Install Q1, apply power and you should be in business.

The rf voltage measurements shown in fig. 4 for the 7-MHz test oscillator can be used as a rough guide. Using the Vackar circuit, or other frequencies or components will result in rf voltages that depart widely from those of the test oscillator. Once you have obtained proper operation, you may wish to note these voltages for reference.

Failure to oscillate may be traced to a mislocated part, a bad fet or improper values at C4, C5, C6 or L1 and its associated parallel capacitors. In many cases you may have to experiment with these components to determine the proper value. In addition to the comprehensive article by W1DTY already mentioned, the additional references provide examples of various frequency ranges and circuit layouts.

Generally speaking, mechanical construction of the finished product will spell the difference between a "warbler" and crystal-controlled stability. The general rule of thumb is to build it like the venerable battleship; the article by W8YFB4 is recommended reading.

By all means try your hand at substitutions. Some substitutions may produce superior performance. MPF102 fets may be used in place of the 2N3819s but be sure to check the base lead configuration as the gate lead is on the outside instead of in the middle. Some bending may be necessary to get the right lead into the right position, and care should be taken to insure that none of the leads are short-circuited. This substitution was made in the test oscillator, and it functioned with little perceptable difference from the original except for slightly higher rf voltages.

Toroidal inductors need not be used at L1 although they do offer a size advantage. Miniductor type stock was tried and performed very well. Alternately, the hole used to mount the toroid can be enlarged and a slug tuned coil fastened in this position. While this works, it may be necessary to adjust some of the components to get the circuit oscillating as the Q of this type inductor may be considerably lower than either the toroid or the airwound coil.

Various rf chokes with values as low as a few microhenrys were tried at RFC1 with success.

summary

This versatile printed-circuit board permits easy construction of either the Seiler or Vackar oscillator. In addition to being useful to the homebrewer in search of a small high-quality vfo, this board should keep the Seiler vs Vackar experimenter busy for some time.

references

diversity receiving system

The application of photocell modules and ICs to improve reception in the hf bands

In the same sense that most family garages these days contain two or more cars, most amateur stations have at least two receivers. The second receiver may be a separate self-contained unit, or of the two receivers, one may be in the form of a transceiver. The availability of two receivers covering the same band or bands allows one to enjoy the advantages of diversity reception.¹

The most useful application of diversity reception in amateur work is probably for ssb DX, since deep signal fading often causes missing words or entire phrases. Although diversity reception will also improve CW intelligibility under marginal signal conditions, the improvement is not quite as obvious as that with ssb since CW speed versus fade time, plus the fact that CW contacts often follow a standard format, allow one automatically to fill in missed portions. Much the same is true of RTTY, where one can see the printout of several words and fill in a garbled word.

Although commercial and government stations may use racks of equipment to obtain diversity reception with low error rates on hf circuits, the basic advantages of diversity reception can be obtained for amateur purposes with relatively simple equipment.

diversity reception

Besides having two receivers available, the other basic requirement for diversity reception is that each receiver be fed an input signal that doesn’t fade in the same manner, so that the diversity circuits can choose automatically the best receiver channel at any instant. There are numerous ways to provide the differing input signals for each receiver. The commercial/military approach is usually to use space diversity. In this method, each receiver is fed by a similar antenna separated 5 to 10 wavelengths. The space between the antennas provides different signal levels as ionospheric refraction conditions vary.

Another approach is frequency diversity in which only one antenna is used, but each receiver is tuned to a different frequency which carries the same intelligence. This method is satisfactory for shortwave broadcast reception, since most major shortwave broadcasters transmit similar programs simultaneously on at least two bands to a given area. Amateurs,
however, may transmit simultaneously on
different bands only under restricted con-
ditions generally defined by the FCC as
serving the overall amateur interest (code
practice) or during emergencies.

polarization diversity

Probably the most satisfactory diver-
sity receiving method for hams is polari-
zation diversity, which doesn’t require
the real estate necessary for space diver-
sity. Its principle is based on the fact that
a signal refracted by the ionosphere ex-
periences a change in polarity. The
change is most pronounced during dis-
turbances in the ionosphere that produce
rapid fading. Most refracted signals
exhibit circular polarization, and the best
hf DX receiving antenna would probably
be one that responds to this type of wave.
However, such antennas are generally not
practical on hf.

Polarization diversity reception isn’t
difficult to implement in most cases,
since all that’s required is an antenna of
opposite polarization to complement the
existing antenna. For instance, if the
existing antenna is horizontally polarized,
a second, vertically polarized antenna is
needed. The gain of the complementary
antenna is not as important as the fact
that it responds to oppositely polarized
signals.

A rarely used method of diversity
reception involves (a) cross-response, and
(b) extremely different angle-of-arrival-
response antennas. In the former case,
similarly polarized antennas are used but
have a 90° difference in major-lobe re-
sponse to account for the fact that signals
may be received better over different
propagation paths. In the latter case, an
antenna ½ wavelength high may be used to
complement an antenna 1-2 wave-
lengths high to take advantage of the fact
that, during disturbed propagation condi-
tions, transmission over a long path may
vary between 1- and 2-hop F-layer propa-
gation with a corresponding difference in
the signal angle of arrival.

Whatever antenna method is used
depends upon the construction possibili-
ties at a station. The following parts of
the article describe circuits that may be
used to obtain an automatic selection of
the receiver for best reception assuming a
given receiving antenna arrangement.

selection via avc combining

The simplest method to obtain a selec-
tive choice of receiver outputs is to tie
together the avc bus of two similar
receivers, as shown in fig. 1. The receiver
with the stronger signal biases the receiver
with the weaker signal to reduce its audio
output. Signal-to-noise ratio suffers, how-
ever, because the receiver with the weaker
signal is never completely cut off.

fig. 1. Simplest diversity receiving method. The
receiver with the stronger signal biases the
receiver with the weaker signal to reduce its
audio output. Signal-to-noise ratio suffers, how-
ever, because the receiver with the weaker
signal is never completely cut off.
halve the difference in input signal level to each receiver. For example, if the input signal to one receiver differs 20 dB with respect to that of the other receiver, the combined audio level will exhibit about a 10-dB change.

inexpensive and performs the audio combining or selection process almost as well as several tube or transistor stages. It's particularly effective when used in receivers with their avc buses tied together. However, it can be used with two re-

---

**fig. 2.** Addition of photocell module, M, improves diversity action of two receivers with avc buses connected, or it can be used alone with two receivers having dissimilar avc circuits. Photocell (Clairex CLM 4006) is available from Allied Radio, order no. 60F6468, at $3.25.

---

**photocell combiner**

To further enhance the differential avc voltage when one receiver input signal increases as the other decreases, a photocell operating on the audio output of each receiver can be used to advantage (fig. 2). The receiver with the stronger audio output energizes the photocell module in the first stage of the other receiver. The resistive element of the photocell module decreases in resistance with increasing drive, and in conjunction with the 1-meg series resistor, forms a voltage-divider that reduces the signal to the audio section of the receiver with the weaker signal.

The photocell addition is relatively

---

**switching combiner**

The main disadvantage of the simple methods described above is that the receiver with the weaker signal is never completely disabled. The combined avc/photocell method is about as far as one can go with simple circuitry, but even here, unless the difference in signal levels to the receivers is very great, the receiver

---
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with the weaker signal will provide some output and degrade the overall signal-to-noise ratio. The only way to avoid this is to completely disable the output of the receiver with the weaker signal. The rate at which the level of each receiver in a special equipment. Although diversity action would be enhanced if the unit shown were used with receivers whose AVC buses could be tied together, it can be used with receivers having dissimilar AVC circuits.

![Block diagram of IC diversity combiner](image)

Fig. 3. Block diagram of IC diversity combiner. Note that the two audio-processing circuits are identical.

diversity system should be sampled, as well as how fast and by what means the output of each receiver can be chosen without creating switching noise, has been the subject of numerous studies and commercial design approaches.

**IC diversity combiner**

The simple circuits using ICs shown in fig. 3 and 4 provide effective, low-cost diversity receiving action approaching that obtainable with expensive commercial.

As shown in fig. 3, the IC combiner consists of two identical audio processors, each connected to the audio output of one receiver, then interconnected. Each processor consists of a 1-watt audio power amplifier whose output is regulated by a control section consisting of two μA702A stages. The first μA702A stage is driven by the audio-output level of the power amplifier in the companion audio processor. It acts as a low-pass (2,000 Hz) amplifier. Its output is then
rectified and fed into another $\mu$A702A stage, which acts as a level detector.

When the rectified input level to this stage exceeds a certain value, an output is created that is used to sharply reduce the gain of the audio power amplifier. Thus, only one audio channel will be amplified as long as it produces a sufficiently strong signal to retain control of the system at the minimum level at which it has been set. If the signal falls below this minimum level, no output will control the system until a signal exceeds the minimum level. Only manual control of the system level is used. It is possible to provide automatic sampling of receiver levels to allow the stronger signal to set the system level.

However, such a refinement would add little to the value of the unit for amateur DX receiving purposes, where the main objective is to select the receiver which, at any time, provides at least a minimum readable signal.

**circuit description**

The details of the circuit are shown in fig. 4 for one audio processor. The first $\mu$A702A stage frequency roll-off was designed to hinder response to noise signals. The $\mu$A702A level-detector stage provides a positive output whenever the input level on terminal 3 exceeds that set by the level-set potentiometer. The positive output operates the 2N1711 driver transistor, which in turn switches the lamp on.
and off in the Clairex 4006 photocell module. The resistive element of the photocell module controls the HEP593 amplifier gain. The audio amplifier is not completely cut off by the photocell, but its gain is reduced by about 40-50 dB. This, plus the thermal action of the photocell lamp, provides a smooth switching action instead of a thump each time one or the other audio channel is activated. A delay loop is also included in the second μA702A stage and is controlled by a 2-megohm pot. This loop, plus the rectifier circuit between the μA702A stages, prevents loss of control of the audio-amplifier stage during short-term periods of low input to the first μA702A; e.g., during brief speech pauses.

construction

The construction of the processor units is identical. Perforated-board stock may be used as shown in the photo. The pots are PC-board types, but they should be installed as panel controls. The two processor units can be packaged into a complete assembly to suit individual requirements. Separate speakers were used for each audio channel instead of using isolating stages to drive a combining audio amplifier. The cost of the components, compared to that of an additional simple speaker, didn't justify the added complexity.

The power for the two units is -6 volts at 50 mA and +12 volts at 400 mA, which can be supplied by a well-filtered transistor power supply.

adjustment

When using the audio combiner, each receiver should first be adjusted to provide the same output level for a steady input signal. This can be done with the receiver controls and the af-level control on each processor unit. The processor-level control should be set to the ground end. The processor-level and level-set controls on each processor should then be advanced equally so that one receiver just controls the system within the smallest difference in control settings between processor units. That is, a small adjustment of the level-set pot on either processor should cause one of the audio channels to be activated. The delay control should be set under actual receiving conditions so that excessive switching back and forth between audio channels, when no marked difference in output level between channels is noted, does not occur.

reference
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push-to-talk
for a
styleline telephone

This simple solid-state circuit provides complete push-to-talk operation with the built-in recall switch included on Trimline and Styleline telephones since many of the two-meter fm repeaters within range of my base station are either controlled by Touch-Tone, or about to be, I felt that I had to become better equipped. All I really wanted was a Touch-Tone pad, but I found that just the pad (keys and tone generator) were hard to get, although obtaining a complete Touch-Tone telephone was relatively easy.

Why not get the entire phone? Perhaps I could extract the needed Touch-Tone pad. I was confident that I could find a use for the leftovers. The trim new Styleline handsets manufactured by Automatic Electric have a Touch-Tone pad built into the handset along with a recall switch. The recall switch can be depressed momentarily to disconnect your call.

I figured I could use the built-in recall switch for push-to-talk. I wouldn’t even have to remove the Touch-Tone pad; I could use the entire handset as a microphone. Little did I realize that it wasn’t as simple as all that! One of the members of my radio club pointed out that the

This circuit can also be used with a Trimline telephone handset, editor.
built-in recall switch should be used for push-to-listen, not push-to-talk, since this button is in series with the cradle switch and completely disconnects the handset from the line.

One of the club members had taken his phone apart and mounted a normally-open push-button switch in the handset. He used the dial-light wires already in the cord. But what a job; the handset was so jam-packed that he could hardly get it back together again.

Dismayed but not undaunted, I began to think about solving this problem. Certainly I could activate a relay when I took the handset off the hook. This would turn the transmitter on; when I wanted to listen I could either push the recall button down and hold it, or hang up. The circuit for this arrangement is shown in fig. 1.

*Styleline telephones are available from Junction Distributors, 164 Cypress Lane, Nashua, New Hampshire, 03060. Styleline Touch-Tone handsets are $39.20; Styleline base, desk type, $13.25; Styleline base, wall type, $12.45; Touch-Tone pad only, $27.20; enclosure for Touch-Tone pad, $6.80. Add $1.00 for orders west of the Mississippi River. Styleline telephones are available in beige, ivory, blue, ebony, green, yellow, avocado, pink and white; the Touch-Tone enclosure is available in either beige or black. Junction Distributors will provide a complete list of telephone equipment upon receipt of a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

When the new Styleline phone arrived a quick examination convinced me that holding down the recall switch to listen — not an easy button to operate — was not the way to go. I didn’t even think I wanted to operate it as a push-to-talk switch, trying to hold it down during one of my long-winded transmissions.

I recalled the ordinary dial telephone: When the handset is picked up, a switch connects the telephone to the line. However, when a number is dialed, the line is momentarily broken the same number of times as the number dialed. What prevents line disconnection during dialing? "Delay," I thought to myself. The cradle switch is operated longer (typically much longer) than the dialing pulse mechanism.

I decided I would need two relays: one for control, the other for push-to-talk. The control relay, activated as soon as the handset is lifted from the cradle, would have a fast-operate slow-release characteristic so it would ignore the momentary operation of the recall switch. The push-to-talk relay would be controlled by the recall switch on the handset.

The control relay would provide two functions; when the handset was still on the cradle the relay would insure that the push-to-talk output could not be accidentally triggered, and it would make sure that the control circuit would always go to the receive mode when I hung up.
the telephone.

In some installations the push-to-talk relay may not be needed. The push-to-talk relay in the transceiver could be driven directly from by the relay-driver transistor. However, be sure to put a diode across the relay coil to shunt transistor-destroying voltage spikes caused by the collapsing magnetic field when the coil drops out.

Since I planned to operate the recall switch as a momentary push-to-talk, momentary push-to-listen button, I needed a memory circuit; a J-K binary would be fine. The binary, actuated by the recall switch, would alternately change state, thereby providing driving logic for the sequential transmit/receive modes of the push-to-talk relay.

**power supply**

Several different voltages were available because I was going to use the push-to-talk control assembly at my base station. Although 24 volts dc was available for the relays, instead of dropping this down to +5.0 volts for the integrated circuits, I decided to use a 6-Vac supply and build a small bridge rectifier circuit. This would give me 6 Vdc to operate the Touch-Tone and the carbon microphone in the handset.

If the control circuit is to be used in a mobile station, the +12 Vdc supply can be used with an appropriate voltage-dropping resistor in place of the bridge so that approximately +8 Vdc is available at the input of L1 in fig. 3.

All parts for the power supply came out of my junk box. Filtering is quite important since any hum on the power supply lines will show up as hum on the transmitted audio. The chokes I used were pulled out of old TV sets.

The voltage drop across both smoothing chokes must be considered when determining correct values for R1, R2.

---

*"As near as I can tell, it was frightened to death..."*
and R13. The off-hook Styleline requires from 20 to 30 milliamperes of current. The lowest voltage at the input of R4 should not be less than 0.7 volts; otherwise Q1 will respond to audio inputs and cause erratic triggering. R13 is selected so that the power rating of the zener diode is not exceeded.

When I first put the circuit together I intended to put a capacitance delay circuit across relay K1. However, I soon discovered that the recall switch in the Styleline handset had considerable contact bounce. This generated multiple pulses each time it was operated with the result that it was impossible to determine the state of the J-K binary. I decided to concentrate on solving the contact bounce problem and worry about relay delay later.

By adding a Fairchild 9601 integrated-circuit one-shot to the circuit and wiring the 0 output back to pin 2, a single pulse was produced at the output although many pulses appear at the input. The one-shot is triggered from a cross-coupled-gate pulse-squaring circuit; the one-shot output provides a clean clock trigger for the J-K flip-flop.

circuit

Inductor L2 provides additional filtering as well as providing a high impedance to audio signals. Capacitor C2 establishes a low impedance to audio signals across the biasing resistor R3. Both L2 and C2 are essential to the proper operation of this circuit.

I used 2N2219 transistors in the circuit because they were available. Any npn switching transistor that can withstand the relay driving voltage and provide adequate driving gain should work.

fig. 3. Push-to-talk control circuit for Styleline telephones is activated by the built-in recall switch. Integrated circuits U1, U2 and U3 are part of a Signetics 7400 quad two-input gate. U4 is a Fairchild 9601 monostable multivibrator. U5 is a Sprague 7472 J-K binary.
The one-shot timing circuit (C3, R12 and CR1) is critical only to the extent that there is sufficient delay to insure that switch contact bounce has ceased. The delay time of the one-shot circuit can be determined from the following formula

\[ T \approx 0.36 \cdot \frac{RC}{1 + \frac{0.7}{R}} \]

where \( R \) is in kilohms, \( C \) is in picofarads and \( T \) is in nanoseconds.

Diode CR1 is used when capacitor C3 is an electrolytic. This diode prevents a reverse voltage across C3. The resistor for this circuit should be less than 30k, and all timing components must be as physically close to the circuit as possible to reduce noise pickup.

The one-shot provides an additional switch. Although a short off pulse occurs (see fig. 4) it is much too short for K1 to respond.

**summary**

I am using the push-to-talk control circuit in fig. 3 in my base station. When I hang up the Styleline handset the radio is switched to receive and stays in that mode until I pick up the handset and momentarily push the recall switch. It works very well, and provides a good deal of satisfaction when I show it off to those disbelievers who said it couldn’t be done.
The most powerful antennas under the sun!

Hy-Gain's
ALL NEW HAMCAT

Now The Best Is Even Better!

- More power capability with lower VSWR
- Higher Q plus broad band performance
- Higher radiation effectiveness
- Lightweight, super strength construction
- Shake-proof sleeve lock folds over for garaging
- Lightweight precision wound coils sealed in an indestructible epoxy-fiberglass sleeve
- Swivel base for quick change from band to band
- Nominal 52 ohm impedance on all bands—no special matching (any length coax will work)
- Coil sleeve is distinctive white with heavy chrome plated brass fittings
- Turn-over mast is hefty ¾" dia. heavy wall tubing of highly polished heat-treated brite dipped aluminum
- All connections are standard ¾ x 24 thread
- Mast folds over, swivels, turns over—mount it on bumper or deck
- Swivel lock base is stainless steel
- Coil and tip rods are a one-piece assembly. Coil diameters are constant, only lengths change

Order No. 257 All new design 5' long heavy duty mast of high strength heavy wall tubing $16.95
Order No. 252 75 meter mobile coil $19.95
Order No. 256 40 meter mobile coil $17.95
Order No. 255 20 meter mobile coil $15.95
Order No. 254 15 meter mobile coil $12.95
Order No. 253 10 meter mobile coil $10.95

No. 256 No. 255 No. 254 No. 253

Hy-Gain Heavy Duty Bumper Mount
- Rugged stainless steel construction • Handles full size heavy whip
- Clamps to most car bumpers

Order No. 415 $8.95

HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 5407-WL Lincoln, Nebraska 68505
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frequency dividers for ssb generators

A simple frequency-dividing scheme for generating upper- and lower-sideband mixing frequencies for surplus ssb filters

Some of the mechanical and crystal-lattice filters obtainable from surplus and other sources are not available with the necessary crystals for carrier generation in an ssb exciter. These crystals should be chosen at a frequency 20 dB down the skirt of the filter frequency response. They are fairly expensive if purchased new and surplus crystals are never quite on frequency. Here is a way to solve the problem simply and inexpensively.

The block diagram (in fig. 1) shows a method of sideband generation derived from the “Sideband Package” described by W6TEU. It uses only one crystal to generate the necessary frequencies to produce a high-frequency sideband signal that does not shift frequency when changing sidebands. The 500-kHz carrier generator crystal is used to produce a ssb signal at 500 kHz; harmonics of the 500-kHz signal at 1 MHz and 2 MHz are used to heterodyne the 500-kHz signal to 1500 kHz. Upper and lower sidebands are selected by the choice of the 1- or 2-MHz injection frequency in the second balanced modulator.

Fig. 2 shows that the same results can be obtained by using a high-frequency crystal and a system of dividers to get the proper injection frequencies. This circuit has the advantage that a lower-cost more readily available high-frequency crystal can be used; this crystal can be “rubbered” in frequency so that it can be placed on the frequency corresponding to the 20-dB point on the filter curve.

The schematic diagram in fig. 3 shows a practical circuit I used in my solid-state ssb exciter. The 1500-kHz ssb signal could be used with a 5- to 6-MHz vfo to produce a usable signal on the 40- and 80-meter bands. However, in my case the vfo frequency was chosen to produce a tunable ssb signal between 6 and 6.5

Ken Stone, W7BZ, 641 Grant Avenue, Twin Falls, Idaho 83301
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MHz. This signal is heterodyned with crystal-controlled oscillators to get to the desired amateur band.

A little arithmetic will show that similar schemes can be worked out for small toroid coils crystal-controlled oscillators to get to the should work as well.

The diodes in the balanced modulators were surplus computer diodes and careful matching was not found to be necessary.

**construction**

The sideband generator was easily built with parts at hand, and no special selection was found to be necessary. Any of the available JK flip-flops should work as well as the μL923s provided proper biasing for class-A operation by proper choice of the resistors in the base circuit. A little instability was detected in the 2N2102 1500-kHz amplifier until the neutralizing circuit was added. This consists of a piece of wire wrapped around, but not connected to, the base of the transistor; the other end is connected to the free end of the plate tank circuit.

The crystal-oscillator circuit worked very well, and its output was sufficient to drive the first divider and the second balanced modulator without any shaping or amplification.

Other crystals with less activity may require higher voltage on the oscillator to produce oscillation. In this case it may be necessary to limit the drive to the first

---

**fig. 1. Block diagram of sideband generator derived from the Bigler's Sideband Package.**

**fig. 2. Modified sideband generator circuit uses frequency dividers for generation of upper- and lower-sideband carriers.**
flip-flop to prevent damaging it.

You may wonder about the particular filter shown on fig. 3. While a 4-kHz bandwidth would not be very desirable in have a steep skirt and desired out-of-band characteristics.

I hope that the ideas presented here will help other amateurs put some of the

![Schematic of the complete SSB package using IC frequency dividers.](image)

fig. 3. Schematic of the complete SSB package using IC frequency dividers. For components marked with an asterisk, see text. Diodes are surplus computer types.

a receiver or transceiver, it presents no problem in a simple SSB transmitter because the bandwidth is easily restricted in the audio system. This permits the use of mechanical filters of any bandwidth greater than 2.1 kHz as long as the filters surplus filters to work in a rewarding homebrew project.

**reference**
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Now with the purchase of a Robot SSTV monitor only, Robot will make you a free personalized SSTV tape that will enable you to transmit a video SSTV signal without having to own an SSTV camera. After you have purchased your Robot monitor, just mail us the call sign card, photos, drawings, etc. that you want on your tape, and we will make up a five-minute tape for you (reel or cartridge) and send it to you by return mail. You then simply play the tape on an audio tape recorder that is plugged into the mic jack of your transmitter or transceiver, and you are transmitting an SSTV video signal.

Now, for just $4.95 (the cost of the Robot SSTV Monitor alone) you can join the many amateurs who have already made great progress towards their WAC, DXCC, and WAS certificates for two-way SSTV.

If you are already operating SSTV, you will be interested to know that we are preparing a directory of SSTV operators. Send us a post card with your QSL and we will include your call in our directory and send you a copy.

See the complete line of Robot SSTV equipment at your nearest dealer.

Robot Research Inc.
7591 Convoy Court
San Diego, California 92111
Phone 714-279-9430

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 120
This circuit provides easily distinguishable frequency markers to above 30 MHz.

For a number of years my station receiver was a ham-bands-only design. When I developed an interest in world-wide short-wave listening I found the amateur communications receiver too restrictive frequency-wise, so I purchased a medium-priced communications receiver.

The first problem was dial calibration; there were marks for each MHz point, but how did you locate an intermediate point? The usual 100-kHz calibrator was no help. When the distance between the 9- and 10-MHz calibration points is less than 1/8-inch, how do you determine which is the 9.7-MHz marker?

The circuit described here was designed to locate the desired marker. By starting at 1.0 MHz for the main dial marks, and switching to 500 or 100 kHz, it is easy to locate any 100-kHz point on the main tuning dial. In addition, this circuit provides strong harmonics well above 30 MHz.

The integrated circuit used in the crystal oscillator circuit in fig. 1 is a hex inverter; three inverter stages are used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>crystal frequency</th>
<th>35 pF padder</th>
<th>no padder</th>
<th>1.000 MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00 MHz</td>
<td>32 pF</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>7.68 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.68 MHz</td>
<td>32 pF</td>
<td>7678.205 kHz</td>
<td>7.680 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00 MHz</td>
<td>32 pF</td>
<td>9994.308 kHz</td>
<td>10.000 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00 MHz series</td>
<td>32 pF</td>
<td>9997.428 kHz</td>
<td>10.000 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.36 MHz</td>
<td>32 pF</td>
<td>15339.505 kHz</td>
<td>15.360 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The circuit will work with crystals from about 700 kHz to above 15 MHz as indicated in table 1. Variable capacitor C1 provides a means of adjusting the oscillator to precisely the desired frequency.

G. Tillotson, W5UCS, 436 Grace Drive, Richardson, Texas 75080
fig. 1. Integrated-circuit crystal oscillator circuit uses hex inverter, Motorola MC3008 or TI SN74H04. Alternate transistor oscillator is shown on page 28.

Since this is a fundamental crystal oscillator circuit, overtone crystals oscillate at their fundamental. The output waveform is rich in harmonics. An alternate transistor oscillator is shown on page 28.

The two TTL integrated circuits used in the frequency divider are very fast. The circuit in fig. 2A is a divide-by-two section followed by a divide-by-five section.* With the connections shown in fig. 2, two sets of frequency markers are available, 1000, 500 and 100 kHz (fig. 1A) and 1000, 200 and 100 kHz (fig. 1B).

construction

The receiver calibrator is built into a small mini-box with switches S1 and S2 (power) located on one end. I used a miniature 3-pole, 3-position lever switch for S1, but a rotary switch could be used. Power is provided by the low-voltage supply in the solid-state general-coverage receiver. A portable supply could be made from three 1½-volt dry cells.

operation

With this circuit I had no problem with the oscillator starting or divider operation with the crystals I tried. The alternate transistor oscillator circuit did require capacitor substitution to get close enough for the trimmer capacitor to set a zero beat with WWV. For highest accuracy the unit should be calibrated against WWV with the divider set to the 100-kHz position.

ham radio

*Other divide ratios can be obtained by internal or external gating. For more information see Texas Instruments Bulletin CA-102, "Counters and Shift Registers."
Complete packaged Multi-Band Antenna Systems employing the famous Bassett Sealed Resonators and a special Balun. Air has been evacuated from both and replaced with pure helium at one atmosphere.

Highly efficient system packages including all hardware, insulation, coax cable, and copperweld elements assembled at the factory. Complete installation instructions included.

Multi-frequency models available for all amateur bands and for commercial use, point to point, ground to air, military and government.

**MODEL DGA-4075 — $59.50**
A complete system package for primary use in the 40 and 75 meter bands at power levels up to 4KW-PEP with secondary operation in other bands at reduced power levels.

**MODEL DGA-152040 — $79.50**
A complete system package for primary use in the 15, 20, and 40 meter bands at power levels up to 4KW-PEP with secondary operation in other bands at reduced power levels.

**MODEL DGA-204075 — $79.50**
A complete system package for primary use in the 20, 40, and 75 meter bands at power levels up to 4KW-PEP with secondary operation in other bands at reduced power levels.

**MODEL DGA-2000 — $49.50**
A complete system package, trapless wide band easily transportable and “ALLBAND”-6-10-15-20-40-75 meters. For use at power levels up to 2KW-PEP.

CONTACT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR DATA
Speech processing is one of the most popular topics for discussion among groups of amateur radio operators. When DXers gather at club meetings, sooner or later the talk turns to speech clippers, speech compressors, rf clippers and alc circuits. This is only natural. When the active DXer has put up the best antenna he can afford, as high as possible, and is using maximum legal power, the only way he can further improve his signal is through some method of speech processing. Many excellent articles have been written on this subject. I highly recommend that you carefully review the articles listed in the bibliography. W6JES, W1DTY and K1YZW set forth the basic facts of speech processing and indicated that rf clipping is the best system for ssb communications work.\textsuperscript{1,2} K6KA clearly shows that background noise must be completely absent when using any type of speech processing.\textsuperscript{3} K1YZW shows why simple speech clipping should not be used with ssb equipment.\textsuperscript{4}

**time constants**

In an audio-frequency speech compressor the ideal attack time should be less than 1 millisecond, and the release time should be faster than 10 milliseconds. However, the problem with such short time constants has been distortion which is caused by phase shift within the control loop. With the very complex internal circuitry of the IC used in the speech compressor in fig. 1 no phase-shift problems are encountered when using even shorter time constants. As long as the release time-constant is longer than several cycles of the speech waveform, there is very little distortion.

**performance**

The only way to evaluate accurately the actual improvement offered by a speech processor is to measure the Intelligibility Threshold Improvement (ITI).
To do this, a test path is set up where the unprocessed ssb signal is just barely understandable in the presence of white noise. The speech processor is switched in and a calibrated attenuator inserted in the line to the communications receiver. Attenuation is increased until the processed ssb signal is again just barely understandable; the value of attenuation is the ITI in dB.

While running ITI tests between my station and the club station, VK9UC, I found that the actual ITI measurement was very subjective: Under the same operating conditions different operators come up with different values for ITI.

The IC speech compressor in fig. 1 measured approximately 4-dB ITI with 18-dB peak limiting. With this circuit peak limiting can be as great as 28 to 30 dB before objectionable distortion occurs. With ordinary long-time-constant speech compressors ITI is only about 1 dB. After running these tests I feel that many authors are overly optimistic when quoting up to 10-dB ITI with a 20-dB peak-limiting rf clipper.

My reasons for selecting this type of speech processor are ease of installation and adjustment, satisfactory ITI without distortion and low cost. On all of these points the compressor is better than adding an rf clipper to your transmitting setup. Many of the rf clippers I have heard on the air produce noticeably more distortion than this circuit. This may be due to the adjustment and installation problems encountered when adding an rf clipping circuit to an existing ssb transmitter. The National LM170, LM270 and LM370 are a family of IC amplifiers with built-in agc systems.* For amateur use the LM370 is completely adequate; the LM170 and LM270 are more expensive devices that have tighter operating specifications and extended temperature ranges.

---
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fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the IC audio speech compressor.
The LM370 amplifier circuit, built into a TO-5 transistor package, contains 34 transistors and 20 resistors.

Transistor Q1 in fig. 1 is used in a low-noise, low-gain stage which amplifies the microphone input slightly to drive the LM370 IC into its compression range. The 5k compression control is a variable emitter resistor which controls the gain of the stage. This effectively varies the amount of compression; maximum resistance coincides with minimum compression.

The input impedance of this stage is sufficiently high for use with high-impedance microphones. I normally use a low-output 200-ohm dynamic microphone, and there is sufficient range to provide plenty of compression.

The input, output and power leads are filtered for rf as are the base of transistor Q1 and pins 1 and 10 of the LM370 integrated circuit. The 0.03-µF capacitor connected to pin 1 of the IC provides some roll-off for high audio frequencies.

The 0.5-µF capacitor from pin 2 to ground determines the attack and release times of the circuit. Attack time is approximately 0.5 millisecond, and release time is about 10 milliseconds. I found during compression that there was quite a bit of negative-peak distortion due to charging this capacitor to 1.5 volts (see fig. 2). When the voltage on pin 2 is less than +1.5 volts, there is no compression, so I biased the capacitor to about the +1.5-volt level. This completely cleared up the distortion as shown in fig. 3.

Since the voltage on pin 2 is related to the compression level I added a dc amplifier (Q3) and a 200-microamp meter as a compression indicator. To set up the meter circuit, disconnect the 390k resistor from pin 2 and connect it to +1.5 volts dc. Adjust the 1000-ohm potentiometer until the meter reads some convenient level about two-thirds full scale. Reconnect the 390k resistor to pin 2.

Now, with the compressor on, but with no input signal, adjust the 5k bias control until the meter reads to the same two-thirds point or slightly less. This reading will drift slightly with ambient temperature changes. This is all right as long as the meter does not go over the two-thirds point (pin 2 not over +1.5 volts).

In normal operating the meter will flick somewhat higher with compression. The higher the meter reading, the greater the compression; with no movement of

*The LM170, LM270 and LM370 agc/squelch amplifier integrated circuits are manufactured by National Semiconductor Corporation, 2975 San Ysidro Way, Santa Clara, California 95051. The LM370 is priced at $4.50 in small quantities.
the needle, there is no compression although the unit still operates as a preamplifier. Some high-output microphones will produce occasional voice peaks which will be compressed even with the compression control turned fully down.

Transistor Q2, along with the internal circuitry of the IC, provides detection of the negative audio peaks. There is no current flow through Q2, and no compression, until the negative voice peaks exceed a certain level.

The base of Q2 is biased to one-half the supply voltage. The emitter voltage is set with the 5k potentiometer to provide an output from zero to several hundred millivolts. If this pot is set too near the zero-output point a severe transient pulse appears at the output of each syllable. Other than this the setting, this potentiometer is not critical. With the wiper of the 5k pot set at its lower end you will obtain maximum output and a compression range of about 28 dB.

If you have an oscilloscope and an audio signal generator you can experimentally check various settings of this 5k emitter potentiometer. I have found that there is one point where you obtain maximum overall compression range before distortion occurs, and this varies from one LM370 to another. The improvement in compression range in only a matter of a few dB so it may not be worth the effort.

Since the circuit requires about 13 mA

I included a simple ac power supply rather than using batteries. When I first built the unit I used batteries, but I often forgot to turn the compressor off when I closed down the station, and in only a few days the batteries would be dead. If you’re only going to use the compressor for amateur communications (I also use mine when tape recording speech) the +14 volts may be taken from your transmitter power supply. The zener diode is not really necessary and may be left out, although the supply voltage will increase slightly.

My compressor is built into a small metal cabinet as shown in the photographs. Two printed-circuit boards, shown in fig. 4, are used. One circuit board contains the IC-compressor circuit; the other holds the final filter capacitor and metering circuit.

**operation**

When my wife and children, with their high-pitched voices with many peaks, speak into the microphone, the compressor is worth its weight in gold. With a normal male voice the compressor provides at least 4 dB improvement. Al-
If your transmitter power supply sags with this higher output power the speech compressor will not provide much on-the-air improvement. Also, if your transmitter uses tv sweep tubes in the final amplifier you will probably be replacing them more often because the higher average power will result in greater heat dissipation and shorter tube life. This is where the compression control and meter come in handy; when signals are good I usually run the compressor so the meter only occasionally flicks upward, indicating occasional compression of voice peaks. This gives maximum tube life and prevents overdrive and splatter.

When my wife and children are talking I use more compression, and they get through solidly. When signal conditions are bad, or rare DX appears, I use maximum compression to provide maximum talk power.

references
electronic speed conversion for RTTY teleprinters

A reliable and accurate alternate for gearbox speed translators is this converter using ujt clocks and IC counters.

Many RTTY operators are interested in using their teleprinters at speeds higher than 60 wpm for activities such as punching tape (e.g., operating a model 19 teleprinter* at 75 wpm to obtain hard copy while punching), MARS work, snooping around the commercial frequencies for press copy, or for possible multi-speed operation in the amateur bands should a current proposal before the FCC be adopted.¹

Such operation requires at least two machines, one operating at 60 wpm and another for higher speeds. If more than one higher speed is of interest, more machinery will be needed. Most RTTY operators use the higher speeds only occasionally so the high-speed machines are idle most of the time. Even with

*This equipment and other RTTY gear is discussed in "First Steps in RTTY" by Chuck Schecter, W8UCG, which appeared in the June, 1971 issue of QST. editor
multiple-speed authorization, 60 wpm will probably be the predominant RTTY speed, since most machines currently in use operate in this range.

Owners of model 28 machines may use a gearbox to print at two or three different speeds—if their pocketbooks can stand it. However, such items are expensive and hard to come by through surplus sources.

An alternate approach, suggested by W6JVE, is to use electronic speed conversion. A few years ago this method would have been impossible. Today, ICs and other sophisticated solid-state devices make electronic speed conversion easy and relatively inexpensive. In the converter shown here, only 10 ICs and 7 transistors are used (excluding those in the power supply).

operation

The logic diagram of the speed converter is shown in fig. 1. Its input is connected to a terminal unit and the output to a model 28 printer operating at 100 speed (a model 15 may be used at 75 speed).

The speed converter receives slower-speed teleprinter signals and temporarily stores each character (one at a time) in a shift register. It then makes a parallel transfer to the output shift register and transmits the character to the model 28 printer at a 100-wpm rate. While the speed converter is transmitting the character to the model 28 printer, it is ready to receive another character. The receiving speed can be anything less than or equal to the converter output speed. Speed selection is by a switch that changes the timing resistance in the receiving section unijunction oscillator clock.

In addition to the speed-converted output, an additional output is provided that is equal to the receiving speed. This output is a regenerated replica of the input signal and can thus be used for bias-free retransmission.

Transistor-transistor logic is used throughout. The shift registers are five-bit registers (on one chip) plus a single type-D flip-flop to make the registers six bits long. The receiving section counter is composed of four type-D FFs. The original speed converter used a four-bit dtl counter when ttl prices were relatively high. Now, at the physical expense of another chip package, it's cheaper to make the counter from discrete FFs.

The input section consists of W6JVE’s standard voltage interface. (Alternate arrangements are shown in figs. 2A and 2B.) Since the standard for mark and space is a negative and positive voltage level respectively, the output of Q1 is +mark and is thus labeled +data. The input impedance of TTL logic is fairly low, so Q1’s output is buffered by inverters, two of which are necessary to preserve signal sense.

The input of the six-bit receiving shift register is half of a 7474 dual type-D flip-flop. This ff provides the regenerated output signal at the same speed as the incoming signal. Thus, its noninverted (O) output is connected to the standard voltage interface output circuit. Although not shown, Q4’s collector is returned to a negative voltage source through the standard voltage interface hub. An alternate output arrangement is shown is fig. 2C.

receive clock

The receiving shift register clock is controlled by a latch composed of cross-coupled 3-input and 2-input NAND gates (IC-1A, IC-2A). During a start pulse (space), +data goes low setting the latch and thus turning off Q2, the control transistor for the ujt clock, Q3. The timing capacitor, C1, now charges to the firing point of Q3 through one of the switch-selected timing resistor combinations. The period of oscillation is set to twice the Baud rate by the network RC time constant (see table 1).

The 50 μH choke in the base-1 lead of
Q3 provides an output pulse width of approximately one microsecond. The 1N270 diode prevents the output from going negative after Q3 turns off.

counter

Since the receiving clock oscillation frequency is twice the Baud rate, the first pulse out of Q3 occurs halfway into the start pulse (11 ms for 60-speed reception). This pulse is applied to the counter (U9, U10) through an inverter so that the counter toggles to 0000 (previously 1111) on the falling edge of Q3's pulse if the received signal is still spacing. (Note that the 7474 ff is positive-edge triggered.) If the signal is not spacing at this time, the counter is inhibited from toggling, and false start resets the latch. Assuming it is spacing, the first stage of the counter divides the output frequency of Q3 by two and provides clock pulses to the shift register. The inverted (Q) output of the first counter stage goes from low (0) to high (1) half a bit-time into the start pulse and thus provides +clock-in to the shift register. After the clock pulse rises the data at the input of ff U5A shifts to its output. The input data is now free to change without affecting flip-flop output. The start pulse is now briefly stored by this flip-flop.

The operation above repeats for all five selecting pulses and the stop pulse of the incoming character. Each positive transition of the clock pulse shifts the data one stage to the right. Since the start pulse isn't needed in the speed-conversion process, the start pulse is allowed to shift out of the right end of the shift register so that the five selecting pulses are stored in the five-bit shift register, U7. Note that the input to U7 is from the inverted (Q) output of ff U5A; thus the parallel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>speed and Baud rates</th>
<th>input clock frequency</th>
<th>resistors*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 speed 45.45</td>
<td>90.90 Hz</td>
<td>R2 = 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67 speed 50.00</td>
<td>100.0 Hz</td>
<td>R2 = 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 speed 56.67</td>
<td>113.3 Hz</td>
<td>R3 = 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 speed 74.2</td>
<td>148.4 Hz</td>
<td>R4 = 110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Output clock frequency = Baud rate of desired output speed. Select C2 for desired output speed (e.g., 100 wpm, C2≈0.047 µF; 75 wpm, C2≈0.062 µF).

*1% tolerance

output of U7 is data. The stop pulse is stored in ff U5A, which provides the stop pulse for the regen output.

sequencing

Each clock pulse from the first stage of the counter increments the last three stages of the counter by one. (We'll ignore the first stage of the counter for counting purposes since the first stage is not in decoding but only for the shift-register clock pulses.) The output of U1B (~stop) resets the clock control latch when the counter reaches 6 (110 counted from right to left in the counter). This normally occurs during the stop-pulse interval. Q2 is turned on by the reset latch, and thus the receive clock is inhibited from producing further output.

If it were not for gate U2D and inverter U3C, U1B would see a count of 6 when the counter turns to 0000 at the beginning of the receiving cycle when the first clock pulse is produced. This is due to the nonzero propagation delay of the counter ffs. Thus U2D inhibits the brief glitch that results when the counters turn to 0000 by first inputing a low signal to U2D several nanoseconds before U9B reaches 0. Note that U9B reaches 0 while U10A and U10B are still 1, and thus a false count of 6 is produced. U2D prevents this false count from reaching the 6 decode gate, U1B. When the counter actually toggles to a count of 6 U2D allows this count to pass to the
decode gate, since the first ff is set to a 1 (with the signal line marking during the stop interval). If the signal line is not marking, the next clock pulse will toggle the first flip-flop to a 1.

Thus the receiving portion of the speed converter stops during the stop-pulse interval regardless of whether the stop pulse is present. Such action is quite unlike a mechanical selector, which keeps operating if the stop pulse is missing, leading to synchronization problems.

We now have received the character, and the next step is to transfer it to the output register and reset the counter for the next receiving cycle.

At this point assume that a normal stop pulse is present. U1C detects +mark (from the +data line) AND +6 causing its output to go low, which presets the first stage of the counter to a logical 1.

The second stage of the counter is preset by a race pulse initiated by the -stop signal as follows: The low -stop signal presets the last stage of the output shift register (U5B). The (Q) output of U5B goes low, which causes the output of U8, an 8-input (only 6 used) NAND gate, to go high. This signal, +start, is ANDed together with +6 AND mark from U1C and U3D to preset the second stage of the counter to a logical 1. This since the -stop signal has been removed from the latch, and the received character stored by the input register has been loaded into the output register for transmission.

output circuit

The method used to control the output-section clock is to detect space signals in the register and keep the clock on until all spaces have been shifted out. Even if the received character is a Ltrs function, one space will be present because the (Q) output of U5B is low as a result of the race pulse. This low output provides the start pulse and also turns on the unijunction oscillator clock by causing a high on the +start line. In the case of a Ltrs function, only one clock pulse is generated. The pulse occurs approximately 13 milliseconds (for 100 speed) after U5B has been preset by the race pulse. The clock pulse shifts the data one stage to the right and shifts in a -mark at the left

fig. 2. Alternate input circuits are shown in A and B; an alternate output circuit appears in C.
end (serial input is grounded, thus -mark).

When the start pulse has been shifted out the right end all the inputs to U8 are high, which causes +start to go low, and the clock turns off. If the character K had been received, for example, a space pulse would have been loaded into the first and

The pins of the ICs can be pushed through the holes in the board and the interconnection wires soldered directly to them. Use Vector T-42-1 Micro-Klips to mount the discrete components.

All npn transistors are Motorola MPS834 or equivalent. Diodes D1 and D2 must be germanium — 1N270s are pre-

the last stage of the output shift register. The space pulses move one stage to the right after each clock pulse until the last pulse is shifted out. At this time the clock is turned off because all the inputs to U8 are high.

The output cycle is now complete and ready to receive another character from the input section.

construction

The ICs, transistors, and other discrete components were mounted on type 169P59/047 Vectorboard. Sockets can be used to mount the ICs but aren’t neces-

ferred. Silicon diodes cannot be used because of their high voltage drop, which allows the unijunction oscillator output to go too far negative when it turns off. Q4 and Q5 are Motorola MPS3703 or equivalent pnp transistors.

Although the noise immunity of TTL logic is better than RTL logic, TTL generates a bit more noise. This is especially true of the shift-register chips. It’s a good idea to solder 0.01-μF disc ceramic bypass capacitors between the \( V_{ee} \) and \( V_{cc} \) pins of the shift register chips to prevent their noise pulses from being distributed to the other chips.
A suitable power supply is shown in fig. 3. Be sure to insulate the 2N4921 from the heat sink (chassis) with the mica washers supplied with it. Verify that the power supply is working correctly before connecting it to the logic.

Five-percent resistors were originally used in the timing networks of the unijunction oscillators. However, considerable improvement in long-term stability was found through the use of one-percent precision resistors. Stability on the order of one or two Hz over a period of several months has been obtained with precision resistors and ten-percent mylar capacitors. Unlike resistors, the tolerance of mylar capacitors doesn’t appear to be an indicator of their stability.

**Initial Operation**

Before applying power check the speed converter for wiring errors. This doesn’t take much time and can eliminate a lot of problems that might otherwise be hard to track down.

If a frequency counter is available, connect it to the base-1 lead of (Q7). Ground the base of Q6 and adjust the associated pot for a frequency of 74.2 Hz for 100-wpm operation (56.7 Hz for 75 wpm).

Due to a wide variation in unijunction transistor and capacitor tolerances, the value shown for C2 is minimum. It may be necessary to pad C2 with a few thousand pF to place the desired clock frequency in the center of the output pot’s range. If a counter is not available, use a calibrated oscilloscope. Lacking this, temporarily remove the preset input to U9A (pin 4), ground the base of Q2 instead of Q6, place a mark signal on the input of the converter, then slowly turn the pot until the receiving machine prints Ltrs and then something other than Ltrs function. Place the pot midway between these two points. Remove the ground from Q6 if still present and replace the preset input lead to U9A if removed.

**Receive Clock Adjustment**

The receiving clock frequency should equal twice the Baud rate of the selected receiving speed. Place the input-speed switch to the 60-wpm position, ground the base of Q2, and adjust the 60-wpm pot for 90.0 Hz at base-1 of Q3. Set the speed switch to 67 wpm and adjust the 67-wpm pot for 100.0 Hz. Capacitor C1 may require some padding to get the 60- and 67-wpm clock frequencies to fall within the range of their respective pots. After this, the pots for 75 and 100 wpm may be adjusted for their respective clock frequencies.

If an oscilloscope or counter is not available, the receiving clock can be adjusted by printing a teleprinter test signal of the desired speed. The test signal should be at machine speed. At first the printer may print garbage because the
clock is too far out. Carefully adjust the appropriate pot until the printer prints correctly. Find the minimum and maximum points of the pot that give good copy, then carefully center the pot between these two points. (Note: Neither control transistor’s base should be grounded with this method.)

If a frequency counter isn’t used to adjust the output clock frequency, the adjustment should be refined by making range measurements on the printer. Readjust the output clock frequency for maximum printer range while receiving a test signal.

troubleshooting

Be sure the wiring is correct. It’s sometimes helpful to have a friend double-check the wiring — you may consistently overlook a mistake.

The unijunction oscillators should free-run whenever the base of the associated control transistor is grounded. If not, check the base-2 supply voltage. Check the voltage across the timing capacitor; it will resemble a sawtooth waveform when the oscillator is running. The oscillator may not be working due to an open charge path to the capacitor, or the capacitor may be leaky. Check the control transistor by lifting its collector lead from the unijunction emitter.

If the speed converter works only partially chances are one or both clock oscillator frequencies are not correct. Recheck them. Also check the input waveforms — the output of Q1 should be no more than 0.3 volt for a space and greater than 2.5 volts for a mark.

Is the regen output working correctly? If so, the receiving portion of the speed converter is working correctly. If not, check the various logic signals with an oscilloscope.

If the trouble appears to be in the output section, check to see if the clock comes on at all right after a character has been received. If the input of the speed converter is spacing, the speed-converted output should also be spacing (running open). If not, the last stage of the shift register is not being preset or its (Q) output is not connected to U8. The clock should definitely run when the last stage is preset.

Check the logic levels to the output (hub driver) transistor.

If certain bits are consistently garbled there may be trouble in loading the output register.

conclusion

Operation of the speed converter has been quite reliable. At the beginning of the project it was feared that the unijunction clocks wouldn’t exhibit sufficient long-term stability and that crystal clocks with dividers would be in order. Such is not the case — the unijunction clocks have been quite stable with precision resistors and mylar capacitors in the timing networks.

Printing accuracy of the speed-converted machine is not much different than that of a machine geared to the desired speed under adverse receiving conditions. Oftentimes copy is better on the speed-converted machine than on the directly geared machine, probably due to the improved synchronization of the converter’s receiving section to the incoming teleprinter signal.

With the possibility of multiple-speed authorization by the FCC for the amateur bands, the speed converter should be a valuable asset to any RTTY station. By suitable transistor switching, the receiving speed of the converter may be changed by control signals from an electronic character recognizer or a stuntbox to allow any of the standard speeds to be programmed into the converter by the received signal. Alternatively, suitable logic could be added to recognize what speed is being received and then change the receiving speed of the converter to that of the incoming signal.

references

This high-performance kilowatt amplifier for the 1¼-meter band uses a new ceramic/metal triode, the Eimac 8874.

The Eimac 8874 is a new ceramic/metal, high-mu triode rated for use up to 500 MHz. Operation of this tube in separate 144, 220 and 432 MHz amplifiers has proved that it is an excellent performer up to 450 MHz. This article describes a 220-MHz linear amplifier that uses the 8874.

The 8874 has good division between plate and grid current and low intermodulation distortion. The tube has a plate-dissipation rating of 400 watts and mu of approximately 160. The cathode is indirectly heated, and filament requirements are 6.3 volts at 3.2 amperes.

The 220-MHz amplifier described in this article is designed for the serious DXer who works tropo-scatter as well as for the very serious experimenter who is trying to work moonbounce or meteor-scatter. The compact amplifier uses a grounded-grid circuit with a half-wave open plate line and lumped T-network cathode input circuit. The amplifier is not touchy in operation, requires no neutralization and is completely stable and free of parasitics.

The amplifier is intended for 50 percent duty operation at the 1000-watt dc input level and can develop 1000 watts.
PEP input for ssb operation.* For 1000 watts PEP input the plate voltage should be 2000 volts. The plate current under key-down conditions will be 500 milliamperes. Without speech processing the plate current for one kilowatt PEP input 27 pF). The network consists of one series capacitor and two series inductors with one shunt capacitance. Electrically, the network has two inductive reactances in series with a shunt capacitive reactance. The variable capacitor, C1, is in

under voice conditions will be about 200 milliamperes. Do not talk the amplifier up to 500 milliamperes on ssb! If you do, the amplifier will be overdriven and will cause splatter and distortion. The amplifier will deliver 580 watts output; drive power will be 29 watts. Stage gain is 13 decibels at an amplifier efficiency of 58 per cent.

input circuit
The cathode input matching circuit is a T-network which matches a 50-ohm termination to the input impedance of the tube (about 94 ohms in parallel with

series with L1 (see fig. 1) to allow the input inductive reactance to be varied. L1 is larger than the network calculations call for; by placing a variable capacitor in series with L1 the correct value of inductive reactance can be obtained by varying

*For a discussion of the ratings for this type of operation read the article, "Intermittent Voice Operation of Power Tubes," in ham radio, January, 1971, page 24.
C1 15-pF variable (Hammarlund MAPC-15)
C2 50-pF variable (Hammarlund MAPC-50)
C3 1000 pF, 2500 volts (Erie 1270-010)
C4 100 pF, 5000 volts (Centralab 8505-100)
C5 500 pF (Centralab 8585-500)
C6 1.75" diameter disc approximately 0.4" from plate line.
C7 1.50" diameter disc approximately 0.375" from plate line
L1 0.8 µH, 4 turns no. 14, 5/16" diameter, ⅛" long
L2 0.03 µH, 1 turn no. 14, ½" diameter, ½" long
L3, L4, L5 10 turns no. 16 Formvar, 5/16" diameter
L6 see fig. 3
T1 6 volt, 4 amp filament transformer (Stancor P6376)
Blower is Dayton 2C782

FT are 500-pF feedthrough capacitors (Erie type 327)

fig. 2. Exploded view of the 220-MHz power amplifier.

the capacitor. The two variable capacitors allow the network to cover a wide range of impedance transformations.

The variable capacitor C1 is mounted on the bottom side of the input circuit chassis. The shunt capacitor, C2, is also mounted on this side of the chassis to allow easy adjustment from the bottom of the amplifier. Front panel access to these two controls did not seem desirable since these adjustments don't require attention very often.

The layout of input circuit components is seen in the photographs. The
Cathode input circuit. Cathode terminals are interconnected with small copper plate. Filament chokes L3 and L4 are at top. Cathode input matching circuit is at the lower right inside the box.

Input network is in the chassis box at the left. Capacitor C1 is the smaller capacitor adjacent to the rf input coax fitting. L1 is the coil running between the adjacent variable capacitors, C1 and C2. The one-turn inductance between the center of the tube socket and the variable capacitor C2 is L2. This coil is terminated in the center of the copper plate connecting all cathode leads together to keep the path length to all cathode leads the same.

The photograph of the socket assembly shows the control-grid collet assembly which is used to ground the control grid.

fig. 3. Plate line for the 220 MHz amplifier.
and to mount the socket. The control-grid contact is an Eimac 008292 collet soldered to a 1/16-inch thick copper ring, two inches in diameter with a hole 1-7/16 inches in diameter in the center. The three mounting screws are 4/40 captive stainless studs, 1/4-inch long, and are positioned to line up with the holes in the Johnson socket (Johnson 124-311-100).

Standby plate current of the 8874 is reduced to a very low value by use of a 10k, 25-watt cathode resistor which is shorted out when the amplifier vox circuit is energized, permitting the tube to operate in normal fashion. A 200-ohm safety resistor insures that the negative power circuit of the amplifier does not rise above ground potential if the positive terminal of the plate supply is accidentally grounded. A second safety resistor is placed across the zener diode to provide a load for the zener; it also prevents the cathode potential from rising if the zener should accidentally burn open.

plate circuit

The plate circuit of the amplifier is a half-wave open transmission line. A quarter-wave line could have been used with a small improvement in bandwidth.
Exploded view of the tube socket, grid collet, tube and anode connector. The anode assembly is made of two copper rings which encircle the tube; the rings are clamped together with the collet in between. Bottom ring has a flange which is attached to plate blocking capacitor C5.

and efficiency. However, the size of the plate circuit would be very small and more difficult to work with. A quarter-wave line would terminate approximately at the first mounting screw for the plate-line mount.

The half-wave line was made wide at the open end to allow sufficient area so that enough capacitance could be obtained in the tuning and loading capacitors without reducing the plate-to-plate spacing which would degrade the voltage hold-off capability. A low-impedance half-wave line was too long to fit into the 17 inch chassis. Therefore, a shorter line was narrowed at the high current point to increase the inductance and make the line electrically longer.

The plate line is resonated by C6 while the loading is adjusted by C7. These two adjustments will interact to a certain extent and therefore the proper operating point must be determined by adjusting both controls several times.

A type-N coaxial fitting is connected to the moveable disc of the coupling capacitor. The fitting is centered in a special tubular assembly which permits the whole connector to slide in and out of the chassis mounting fixture; this allows the variable disc of the coupling capacitor to move with respect to the fixed plate mounted on the tube anode clamp. When the final loading adjustment has been set the sliding fitting is clamped by a fixture similar to the slider on a variable wire-wound resistor.

The disc is mounted on a threaded shaft which moves in and out through the threaded bushing on the front panel. To avoid jumpy tuning a fine thread was used. An alternative would be to give added support to the shaft by mounting a threaded nut on a strap placed ½- to ¾-inch from the sub-panel. This would
provide two supports for the threaded shaft.

The plate contact assembly is made from two copper rings and an Eimac 008294 collet clamped together with 4-40 brass machine screws. One of the rings in the clamp has a flange to provide a mounting bracket for the plate blocking capacitor, C5.

The Centralab capacitor (C3) mounted in parallel with the feedthrough, C4, was necessary to remove rf from the plate voltage lead outside the enclosure. The feedthrough capacitor did not do the job by itself.

layout and design

The amplifier is built with two standard aluminum chassis. The plate compartment is made from a 3 x 4 x 17-inch chassis; the grid enclosure is made from a 2 x 4 x 6-inch chassis assembly that is attached to a standard 5½ x 19-inch relay-rack panel. The front panel also supports the grid and plate current meters. Just behind the panel and next to the grid compartment (which is mounted at one end of the longer chassis) is a flat aluminum plate that supports the three large resistors, the zener diode, terminal strip and the fuse in series with the zener.

The pictorial drawing in fig. 2 shows how the whole chassis assembly is put together. The back panel of the plate compartment is used to make an rf shield, an air-tight enclosure, and to serve as the mounting deck for the blower, the filament transformer, the rf output connector and the exhaust port for the cooling system. The centrifugal blower forces cooling air into the plate compartment and the air escapes through the anode cooling fins of the 8874, the Teflon air chimney and finally, out through a waveguide-beyond-cutoff air pipe.

The cooling-air inlet hole is also shielded from rf using the waveguide-beyond-cutoff technique. In this case a piece of copper honeycomb similar to a radiator core was soldered into the center of a ring and the assembly mounted between the blower outlet and the back plate of the chassis.

operation

Amplifier operation is completely stable with no parasitics. The unit tunes smoothly and the plate current dip occurs at the same time as the power output peaks. As with all grounded-grid amplifiers, excitation should never be applied
Anode compartment with plate line removed. Line has been displaced from its two Teflon support pillars to show the moveable disc of the plate tuning capacitor C6.

when plate voltage is removed from the amplifier.

The first step is to grid-dip the input and output circuits to near resonance with the 8874 in the socket. An swr meter should be placed in series with the input line and the input network adjusted for lowest vswr on the line from the exciter.

Tuning and loading follows the same sequence as any grounded-grid amplifier. Connect a swr indicator and load to the output of the amplifier and apply a small amount of rf drive. Quickly tune the plate circuit to resonance.

The cathode circuit should now be resonated. The vswr measured between the exciter and the amplifier will not necessarily be optimum. Final adjustment on the cathode circuit for minimum vswr should be done at full power level because the input impedance of a cathode-driven amplifier is a function of the plate current of the tube.

Increase the rf drive in small increments along with the output coupling until the desired power level is reached. By simultaneously adjusting the drive and loading it will be possible to attain the operating conditions given in the performance chart in table 1. Always tune for maximum plate efficiency, that is, maximum output power for minimum input power. It is quite easy to load heavily and underdrive to get the desired power input, but power output will be down if this is done.

My thanks to Dick Rasor, WA6NXB, for his help in adjusting and determining the operating conditions for this amplifier.
evaluating semiconductor diodes

Here are three simple tests for determining important diode characteristics: germanium or silicon, peak-inverse voltage and maximum current.

Silicon or germanium?
First you'd like to know whether the unidentified diode is made of germanium or silicon. Since selenium and copper-oxide diodes are not often found they will not be discussed here. Here's a quick and easy test. Note the circuit in fig. 1; it calls for a source of variable direct-current voltage, a couple of meters and a resistor. You'll need only a few volts from the supply, the meters can be multimeters of an inexpensive variety, and the resistor is quite noncritical, as it serves as a current limiter and must handle only a few milliamperes. The voltage meter should have a scale that lets you easily tell the difference between 0.4 and 0.7 volt. The other meter should be a low-range milliammeter, preferably one with rather high internal resistance. Note that the diode is connected for forward conductance.

To determine the nature of the diode, slowly advance the voltage from the variable source until the milliammeter starts an abrupt spurt of current. Stop right there and read the voltage. If it's in the general range of 0.4 volt, you have a germanium diode. If it took around 0.7 volt, it's a silicon diode.

Peak-inverse voltage
Now that you know what type diode you have, your next thought may relate to just what peak-inverse voltage you can impose on the diode and still keep it viable. For this check, you'll need...
another variable-voltage power source with a much higher upper potential, one that exceeds any expected PIV. The test setup is shown in fig. 2. Note that this time you put the diode in backwards; that is, you connect it in the normally nonconducting direction.

The resistor needs to be large enough to limit the current to a few milliamperes; if you’re expecting to use over one-thousand volts it’s best to use several resistors in series to discourage voltage breakdown. The test procedure is the same as before: increase the voltage slowly until the milliammeter starts showing current. Stop there, note the voltage, and back off before you destroy the diode.

maximum current

Maximum current-carrying capability is not so easily determined. You can get an approximation, however, with the circuit shown in fig. 3. Here again the resistor is for current limiting and must carry the maximum expected current capability of the diode. The variable-voltage source will not need to provide much voltage, but it must be capable of supplying the maximum current you suspect the diode may sustain. The ammeter, of course, also must have a range encompassing the highest current expected.

The check will not give you precise results, as you must make one qualitative evaluation: the heat of the diode. That’s how you make the test; you increase the current flow until the diode gets hot. Just how hot is a matter you must decide. If it’s a small diode, cooled only by the leads and convection air flow, you’d better stop when it starts to get warm. If, though, it’s a husky brute, meant to be mounted on a big heat sink, you can run it to the finger-burning stage! Just don’t get carried away with trying to push the current to the utmost limit, or you may end up with a cooked diode.

Also, on PIV or maximum-current tests, don’t check just one diode and assume that all of that type or number will show the same characteristics; the probabilities are that they will not. In PIV, especially, they’ll vary over a wide range. And not all germanium or silicon diodes will exhibit a uniform forward-conduction threshold voltage.

These three simple tests, easily made with commonly-available equipment, will give you most of the information you need to put those stray diodes into use in your ham shack.

ham radio
The matchless Hy-Gain/Galaxy GT-550A Transceiver. Treasured by Ham operators throughout the world as a true precision instrument. Unrivaled for performance, operating flexibility and dependability in mobile or fixed operation. This is equipment for the truly discriminating operator. Rugged, no-nonsense good looks. Hard-working, high performance guts. And the highest power output you can lay your hands on... 550 watts.

Better drop a few hints. For complete information on the Hy-Gain/Galaxy GT-550A Transceiver and matching accessories have the XYL write:

HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P. O. Box 5407-WL Lincoln, Nebraska 68505
amplitude-modulated two-meter transmitter-receiver

This compact transceiver for two meters features a high-performance mosfet receiving converter, IC i-f and audio and 10-watt rf output.

Riding on the coat tails of the current wave of two-meter fm activity is an increase in two-meter operation in general. SCR-522s and ARC-4s are being dusted off and fired up again; mountaintopping and mobiling have attracted renewed enthusiasm.

The two-meter a-m transmitter-receiver described here is an attempt to provide a unit suitable for mountain topping and mobiling. The rig serves its purpose admirably and has provided much enjoyment. However, you must remember that this is a minimum-specification rig; it does not contain any luxury features which might be desired by others.

Since advanced vhf constructors seldom duplicate equipment completely this article is presented more as a source of ideas than as a one-for-one construction article. For this reason the unit schematics are shown individually.

**performance**

With an input of 12.6 volts dc the transmitter will provide 10 watts into a 50-ohm load with average modulation. Slightly greater power output is available with the engine running as the alternator usually increases the voltage to about 13.5 volts. The modulator is capable of producing more than ample audio and must be initially adjusted with the internal input potentiometer to prevent splatter.

The receiver has some unique aspects. For example, the dial has no frequency markings but is divided into four blocks. There are four push-buttons under the...
L1 3 turns no. 22, airwound, ¼" diameter, ¼" long, tapped 1 turn from ground end

L2, L3 3 turns no. 22, airwound, ¼" diameter, ¼" long

L4 3 turns no. 16, airwound, ¼" diameter, ¼" long

T1, T2, T3 see text

tuning knob. When then the first button is depressed, the receiver tunes from 144 to 145 MHz. Therefore, each block on the dial represents 250 kHz.

fig. 2. The MHz selector switch; S1 is a 4-station push-button switch with interlock.

These dial segments can be further subdivided for additional accuracy if desired. The push-buttons interlock so that when the second button is depressed the first disengages and the dial now represents frequencies from 145 to 146 MHz.

Since the dial is four inches long this arrangement is equivalent to a dial sixteen inches long! It takes about three and one half turns of the tuning knob to traverse the dial; this is 14 turns for the entire two-meter band.

**Converter**

To tune the converter a variable voltage is used to reverse bias diodes CR1, CR2, CR3 and CR4. (See fig. 1.) When any solid state diode is reverse biased its junction exhibits a capacitance effect; the BA-110 diodes are specifically designed for use in tuned circuits.

They are effectively across the tuned circuits of the rf amplifier and local oscillator. This method of tuning frees the builder from the bulky tuning capacitor and the necessity of mechanically coupling it to the tuning knob and dial. With this method you could even mount the converter on the antenna and tune it remotely!

Two stages of rf amplification provide input sensitivity on the order of 0.1 microvolt. RCA 40673 mosfets are used in the rf amplifiers and mixer. These transistors include internal protection against breakdown from static electricity.
Later addition of an fm detector was considered so provision was made to use its output voltage to feed an afc correction circuit. If fm will not be used all circuitry to the left of CR4 may be eliminated.

Double-tuned i-f transformers are preferable to single-tuned units at the mixer output (T1 in fig. 1). J. W. Miller manufactures several types which are satisfactory.

Oscillator coil L4 should be mounted as ruggedly as possible and secured with plastic cement to prevent any vibration. All coils are mounted at right angles to each other so shielding was unnecessary.

i-f strip

Single-tuned transformers are used in the i-f strip (fig. 2) because bandwidth is determined by the crystal filter that precedes them. The transformers are used merely for interstage coupling. The i-f strip has adequate gain and about 50-dB of agc. Transistor Q5 provides some post-filter amplification while Q6 supplies agc and doubles as a detector.

receiver audio

The detector output is fed to an fet which drives a General Electric PA237 IC power amplifier (fig. 3). A problem with oscillation in the audio circuit was solved by the 8-ohm resistor across the speaker; this is made up of two 16-ohm, ½-watt resistors in parallel.

Maximum available audio is reduced slightly, but oscillations are eliminated, and the IC is protected if the speaker is disconnected with power applied.

The speaker was originally mounted internally. However, speaker vibration produced frequency modulation of the converter local oscillator so the speaker connection was brought out to a jack on the front panel.

voltage regulator

Since a voltage varied by a potentiometer is used to tune the receiver, that
fig. 4. Receiver audio amplifier. Q7 is a 2N5457 or MPF103; U3 is a General-Electric PA237 IC audio power amplifier.

voltage must be very stable. Considering the voltage variation across the average automobile battery under normal driving conditions, this is no easy feat.

The voltage regulator in fig. 5 maintains a constant output plus or minus a few millivolts with an input voltage swing from eleven to twenty volts. The resulting

fig. 3. I-f strip for the two-meter transceiver. Transformer T2 is a 10.7-MHz i-f transformer (see text). FL1 is a 10.7 kHz crystal filter with a 6-kHz bandpass.
fig. 5. Regulated power supply provides constant 9-volt output with varying 12- to 15-volt input. Choke L14 is a Stancor TC-1.

regulated 9 volts is used only for the i-f strip and the converter. Everything else is fed from the 12-volt input to the unit.

The regulator is capable of much more current than is required in this application, and the circuit might be somewhat

tion-level control is mounted on the board; it is adjusted only once during initial tuneup. Heat sinks must be pro-
vided for Q12 and Q13.

The oscillator-driver strip is capable of producing three watts into 50 ohms and

fig. 6. Amplitude modulator for the two-meter transceiver. Transformer T1, 150:500 ohms, is an Argonne AR163 (Lafayette); transformer T2, 20:8 ohms, is a Stancor TA-12.

simplified. Perhaps one of the new IC regulators might suffice.

transmitter

In the modulator a high-impedance microphone feeds an fet which drives a CA3020 integrated circuit, followed by transistors Q12 and Q13. The 5k modula-

can be used without the amplifier. An overtone crystal oscillator (Q14) supplies 72-MHz drive to Q15 via bandpass coupling consisting of L5 and L6. Trans-
sistor Q15 doubles to 144 MHz and drives Q16 straight through on two meters. The 2N3137 works particularly well in this circuit. Other rf transistors tried for Q14
and Q15 resulted in lower output power. The final power amplifier, Q17, uses a transistor rated for lower frequencies. Higher frequency types were tried initially, but oscillations were difficult to control, and tolerance for load mismatch was nil. The 2N2876 exhibited none of these problems.

**MHz selector**

Each push-button in the MHz selector switch is a dpdt unit. The divider resistors are all 18,000 ohms, 1%. However, the 5% resistors manufactured by Allen Brad-ley may be used as these are usually within 2%.

The value of the divider resistors is determined by the number of turns of the 10-turn pot that are required to traverse the dial once, the voltage-capacitance curves of the tuning diodes and the amount of frequency coverage per switch.

For different dial lengths and/or tuning diodes I would recommend an experimental approach rather than a mathematical one due to the number of variables involved. The 50k pot sets the lower voltage limit of the divider network.

---

**fig. 7. Oscillator-driver for the two-meter transmitter.**

**fig. 8. Ten-watt power amplifier for the two-meter transceiver.**
and hence, the low-voltage end of the tuning range.

Depression of a push-button puts the 10-turn pot in series with three of the 18k resistors that make up the voltage divider. If desired the entire band can be tuned in one sweep of the dial by eliminating the push-button switch and divider resistors. This will, however, reduce bandspread by a factor of four.

construction

The rig is built in a 5 x 6 x 9-inch aluminum utility box. An aluminum panel is placed across the inside of the box about 2 inches down from the top. The transmitter and modulator printed-circuit boards are mounted on this panel with 3/8-inch threaded standoffs.

The front end, i-f strip, audio amplifier and voltage regulator are mounted around the sides and the rear wall of the enclosure. This arrangement lends itself to adjustments and ease of construction. A Jones plug for power, a fuse holder and a BNC antenna jack are mounted on the

fig. 9. Interconnection of each of the modules used in the two-meter transceiver. K1 is a 12-volt coaxial relay. K2 removes power from the converter and i-f strip during transmit.

Front panel of the two-meter transceiver.
The switch that controls the tuning knob to the 10-turn pot should be removed in the construction style shown in the detail photo of the rig with the bottom cover.
metallic. A microphone clip is provided on one side of the box, and behind it is a handle. The side mounting does not interfere with under-the-dash mounting arrangements and still provides utility.

The slide-rule dial incorporates a length of dial cord looped over the tuning shaft twice and around two small pulleys at the bottom corners of the dial opening. The dial cord is tied to opposite ends of a small spring which provides the necessary tension. A small piece of plastic-covered solid copper wire is looped around the spring and held with Pliobond adhesive while the other end is looped over the top of the dial face. This provides a pointer.

alignment

Alignment procedures for vhf equipment are fairly standard and should be familiar enough not to warrant a detailed discussion here. However, there are a few points that it might be well to underscore.

I-f: Apply a modulated 10.7-MHz signal to the input to the i-f amplifier through a 10-pF capacitor and adjust the i-f transformers for proper waveshape at the input to the detector transistor. (Use a scope capable of displaying 10.7 MHz.) If a scope is not available adjust the i-f for maximum audio at the speaker. Keep reducing the input signal to the minimum discernable level when peaking. Connect the converter output to the i-f amplifier input.

Converter: Apply an accurate, modulated 144-MHz signal source to the antenna jack. Set the compression trimmers about midway through their range. Set the dial at the point where you want 144 MHz to be and adjust the 50k pot on the bottom of the voltage divider string to about 4.5 volts. Squeeze or spread the turns on L4 until the 144-MHz signal is heard. (It may be necessary to adjust the 50k pot again slightly.) Peak transformer T1; peak L1, L2 and L3 in the same manner as L4.

Move the dial to where 148 MHz will be. Set the signal generator to 148 MHz and adjust the trimmer across L4 so that the 148 MHz signal can be heard. The tuning voltage should be close to 9 volts. Adjust the trimmers across L1, L2 and L3. Since these adjustments interact you will have to go back and readjust the 144-MHz setting.

Repetition of the above steps will gradually reduce the amount of adjustment necessary each time until the set is aligned. Remember that the inductance sets the lower end and the trimmer capacitors set the high end of the tuning range. As with the i-f strip, keep the input from the signal generator as low as possible to prevent overdriving.

Transmitter: The important thing to keep in mind when aligning any solid-state transmitter is to apply reduced power initially. In this case use about 9 volts. Connect a wattmeter to the output of the amplifier and, starting with the oscillator, peak each stage for maximum. It might be necessary to back L5’s slug off slightly from its peak setting to insure oscillator starting every time power is applied.

Throughout tuneup procedure momentarily remove the crystal to insure that there is no self-oscillation. Gradually increase the power supply to full voltage. With a dummy load on the antenna, a nearby receiver can be used to set the 5k modulation control. With normal voice modulation increase the pot until splatter is noted on the receiver, then backoff slightly. An actual on-the-air check will provide the basis for further adjustments.
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DYCOMM always gives more performance than advertised. We are giving you a Xmas bonus at no additional cost to you. Anyone ordering a 500, C, D, E, 10-0, 35-0, or PSU-13 will receive their choice of a free one year subscription to “RPT” or “Ham Radio” magazine, or a Sniff-It. As an additional bonus, we will include a small Micro-Amp Meter and a “Sniff-It” with every order of a 35-0 and 10-0. Remember, it’s your choice. Specify when ordering.

This offer good at all DYCOMM dealers and mail orders received up to and including January 5, 1972.

“Merry Christmas To All And A Happy New Year”

DYCOMM Employees.
DYCOMM OFFERS MORE WATTS PER $ 

DYCOMM broadband, no tuning, ready to use boosters can increase your transmitted power up to 45 times. Fully automatic, hands off operation.

DYCOMM offers a booster for use with virtually every 2M FM rig.

DYCOMM boosters are reliable, inexpensive, straight forward, small in size and big in performance.

Over 2,000 satisfied users have NEVER paid a cent for repair; in fact, part of our warranty reads:

... If you ever have a problem with your booster take it to any DYCOMM dealer and he will replace it free of charge. If it is out of warranty he will give you another booster and we will bill you for repairs if it seems appropriate ...

500C "FM Booster", 4-12W in, 15-30W out. 10W input/output 25W. $59.95

500D "Block Booster", 8-12W in, 35-55W output 10W of drive is FB, this outstanding bargain is still only $89.95

500E "Brick" or TR22 Booster, one of the most popular, your 1-2W HT can push out 20-25W. $69.95

500ES "Super Brick/TR22 Booster", Now you can have from 35-45W for .8-2 watts input. Typically 30W output/1W input. $99.95

10-0 The ultimate in solid state power 8-15 watts input will put out 80W min., 125W max. Typically 100W output/10W input; 90W minimum/10W input. $185.00

35-0 Provides 80-110W output for 25-40 watts input, typically 100W output for 35W input. $165.00

All boosters have automatic low insertion loss in/out switching. All operate from 12-15V DC. Isn't it time you also went DYCOMM?

They are rugged; built to take vibration, load mismatch and over-voltage.

To order: See your nearest DYCOMM dealer, if none near you, order direct and add $1.55 for shipment.

For more information, call or write: JIM — W4MRI

DYNAMIC COMMUNICATIONS INC.
948 AVENUE "E" RIVIERA BEACH, FLORIDA 33404
305-844-1323
The RSGB and various European groups and clubs are to be congratulated on their vhf beacon facilities. Even little Iceland has a beacon station. In the study of vhf propagation and early forecasting of openings they are marvelous, and they permit a high order of systematic and recorded scientific investigation of sporadic-E, abnormal tropospheric, aurora and other propagation modes. It might well be that they are putting the English and European hams well in the forefront in these endeavors.

The value of the vhf beacons is not confined to propagation studies alone. These signals are transmitted continuously and are always available for amateur tests and measurements. They are a great benefit in checking antennas and receiver front ends and as frequency check points. Also, it would not be an unsurmountable problem to adapt them for use as satellite test-signal sources when the era of long-distance vhf communications begins for the radio amateur.

There is abundant unused spectrum in our vhf/uhf bands. The Technician license was initiated in hopes of some concerted vhf-uhf experimentation. A system of beacons could be a splendid scientific tool.

The caliber of the RSGB effort is disclosed in an article by R. A. Ham in the June 21, 1971 issue of the British Electronics Weekly. For example, in the study of tropospheric changes, a barograph chart of beacon signal level vs barometric pressure is kept. Mr. Ham’s tests indicate that when the pressure rises to the 30-inch level, and then begins an additional steady rise, a likely opening can be anticipated at the time the pressure begins to fall. In fact, there is some rise in the magnitude of local signal in the latter period of the rise and then long-distance openings are set off with the moment of decline.

In other checks, Mr. Ham was able to monitor European, English and Icelandic beacons continuously under sporadic-E conditions. He was able to come up with various patterns of range and direction changes that resulted from the E activity.

phase-locked operation on vhf

The vhf potentials of the phase-locked loop were mentioned in a previous
G3WXO\textsuperscript{2} uses a decade counter (Motorola SN7490N) and a quadruple two-input positive NAND gate (Motorola SN7400N) connected as a phase detector in the lock path (fig. 1). No multiplier chain is used; the fixed frequency is generated directly by a voltage-controlled two-meter oscillator. The oscillator output supplies signal to a follow-up two-meter amplifier.

A portion of the output is applied to a mixer along with a 140-MHz crystal-controlled component. The difference frequency (4-to 6-MHz range) is applied to the decade counter.

The phase-detector compares the output of the counter with the output of the low-frequency variable-frequency oscillator which is tunable from 400 to 600 kHz. This oscillator is the vfo control for the transmitter. The dc-control voltage at the output of the phase detector is applied to the voltage-controlled two-meter oscillator by way of an appropriate filter.

A varactor-diode circuit responds to the dc-control voltage. It is possible to change the frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator between 144 and 146 MHz by varying the frequency of the vfo. Furthermore, an audio signal can be used to frequency modulate the 2-meter oscillator directly. There is no trouble in obtaining full deviation with the center frequency held fast by the phase-lock system. In G3WXO's two-meter station the 140-MHz component is also used as local oscillator injection for his two-meter converter.

\textbf{beverage antenna}

I covered the subject of anti-QRM receiving antennas in a previous column.\textsuperscript{3} One of the antenna types mentioned was the Beverage. Its possibilities for receiving from a single general direction with mini-
mum pickup from side and back were verified with a Beverage antenna at W3FOJ.

The antenna was short as Beverage types go; total length was 550 feet, fig. 2. Height at no point was more than 10-feet above ground. The end was terminated in a 200-ohm non-inductive resistance (three 600-ohm resistors in parallel). A ground stake was driven 4 feet into the ground. Approximately 120 feet of coaxial cable linked the feed end of the Beverage to the shack. The inner conductor of the coaxial cable was connected to the Beverage wire; no connection was made to the outer conductor at the antenna end. A coaxial switch permitted the receiver input to be switched rapidly between the Beverage antenna and the combination transmit-receive antennas used on the various amateur bands. Here are the results:

1. The Beverage antenna was highly directive off the far end. It favored low-angle long-distance signals over short-skip and local signals.

2. In general the received signal strength was lower than a good operating antenna on any specific band. However, back and especially side pickup was in most cases, less than similar pickup with the comparison antenna. That is, the ratio of the signal from desired direction over interference from other directions was higher than with the comparison antenna.

3. Similar results were obtained on all bands 10 through 160 meters. The antenna was pointed about 15° south of west. Maximum direction therefore was directly across the continental United States and showed a definite preference for W5s, W6s and southern W6s.

Some directivity existed even on 160 meters despite the fact that the antenna should not be considered a true Beverage for this band since it is only about one wavelength long. Nevertheless, it provides a good cutback of W1 signal levels when tuning in signals from the corn-belt states. VHF checks have yet to be made.

The Beverage antenna can also be loaded for transmitting. The best method of matching is to use the common T-network often used to match single-wire antennas to a transmitter. This network consists of two tapped coils and a single

Terminated end of the Beverage antenna.

Construction used at the base angle of each element in the triangle beam.

VHF checks have yet to be made.
variable capacitor adjusted for a good match on each band. There was no trouble with loose rf in the shack with the use of coax between the transmitter and the fed end of the Beverage antenna. Stations could be raised on each band in the favored direction despite the very low antenna. Reports would be a half S-unit to several S-units below comparison antennas. It was very difficult to raise

Four triangles of the seven-element triangle beam.
anyone off the favored angle. This latter condition checks out the reciprocity theorem, indicating very low sensitivity off the favored direction.

![Diagram](image_url)

**fig. 4. Dimensions of the elements used in the W3FQJ triangle 20-meter beam.**

There is substantial work to be done on this style of antenna. The simple tests above just scratch the surface. Other amateurs who have done work with the Beverage indicate that the antenna should not be more than 10 feet above the ground or it will lose its low angle directivity and increase its side pickup.

There is a host of experiments to be done with various types of elaborate ground systems and the selection of length and height above ground to favor a specific band. Added height will increase signal pickup and transmit signal reports. However, just what is that optimum height which will not permit a serious cancellation of its anti-QRM characteristics when receiving?

**another triangle**

A high-gain beam antenna can be built at low cost with the full-wave triangle. A 20-meter seven-element triangle (driven, reflector and five directors) was constructed and suspended on nylon rope between two 40-foot telescoping TV masts, **fig. 3.** All of the closed full-wave configurations (quad, delta and triangle) perform well at low antenna heights. This is not to say that they cannot be improved upon by mounting them higher. Of the three types, however, the single-point top of the triangle is a definite advantage for low-cost storm-resistant mounting arrangements.

The seven elements were made of insulated wire. With the apex of the triangle at 40 feet off the ground the feed point of the driven triangle is readily accessible from ground level.

This antenna was positioned to favor Europe and performs well with 200 watts on a band crowded with high beam antennas and kilowatt transmitters. Raising the apex another 30 feet would permit some spectacular results with QRP power.

**more phase-locked loop**

Additional checks were made on the phase-locked loop circuit covered in September's "Circuits and Techniques." A dc voltage-control circuit was added (**fig. 5**) to provide a means of changing the frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator. Potentiometers replace the variable capacitors of the previous circuit. A fixed 250-pF capacitor between terminals 2 and 3 permitted tuning the

![Circuit Diagram](image_url)

**fig. 5. Phase-locked loop receiver with dc vco control.**

160-meter band and the high-frequency end of the broadcast band.

Two potentiometers are connected in series as coarse and fine (bandspread)
tuning controls. Excellent bandspreading can be obtained with this arrangement. For example, by using a bandspread potentiometer of several-hundred ohms, a 50-kHz segment of the 160-meter band can be spread over the entire dial. Hand-capacitance effect is virtually eliminated.

A simple fet amplifier improves the sensitivity of the receiver. Strong locals are a problem and sometimes must be trapped-out if you live in an area such as mine with a cluster of broadcast towers not too many miles away.

In one experiment, fig. 6, the resonant drain circuit was a replacement superhet rf transformer (such as Stancor 8736). The antenna winding was connected to the input of the phase-locked loop. The secondary was connected to the drain circuit of the fet. Proper adjustment of the transformer slug permitted operation on 160 meters and a large portion of the broadcast band as well.

Performance was excellent considering the simplicity of the receiver. Sensitivity was excellent with a suitable antenna; selectivity was quite good.

Selectivity is improved with the use of a mixer-oscillator ahead of the device using the phase-locked loop as an i-f amplifier and demodulator. In this arrangement a mechanical filter is placed between the mixer and the phase-locked loop, fig. 7.

The arrangement of fig. 8 was also checked out and gave good a-m performance on the 40-, 80- and 160-meter bands. A radio-frequency choke was connected in the drain circuit, while the resonant transformer was moved to the gate circuit. With this circuit arrangement a tapped resonant coil or plug-in coils can be used for the three bands.

By connecting a trimmer capacitor between terminals 2 and 3 of the PLL, a particular amateur or shortwave band can be located more readily. In this case one potentiometer is used to tune over the entire band and the second potentiometer is used for bandspread tuning within the band.

An amplifier is a definite aid in improving the sensitivity for this simple direct-detection receiver. It is wise not to use an amplifier that can go into self-oscillation; be certain that any amplifier with tuned input and output circuits is properly neutralized before it is connected to the input of the phase-locked loop.
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Another page in the log book. Time, 2:13. Just moved off the net, traffic complete. Shall I go back to the net or just shut down; A kilowatt just to work 200 miles; what a waste of power. Someone calling me? Another kW? Must be from the sound of the signal. What did he say? Walkie talkie — on 40 meters? I don’t believe it.

Those were the musings in my mind that Saturday afternoon I first met Al Clark, W6IHY. A few minutes later I was at the door of American States Electronics, a small neat building in Mountain View, California.

Al, a very affable fellow, showed me around the plant. With justifiable pride he handed me the Mini-Mitter II. This little handful is a complete ssb transceiver that weighs in at 3 pounds, complete with self-contained battery power supply. Unbelievable. I had heard the signal strength and quality of the signal, so I had to believe it.

Al gave me a chance to put it on the air. The signal strength and quality reports were excellent. I worked stations from 300-to 600-miles away with the same consistent reports. I had to have Mini-Mitter II for my own — what did I have to do to get one?

The answer to that question proved to be interesting, and to me, delightful. This transceiver is available in kit form for $149.95, complete. The accessory whip antenna is $7.95. I wondered if I could build the unit and make it work as well as the one I had in my hand. I looked over the kit and wiring instructions and came to the conclusion that it was perfect for me.

Do not be mislead, the unit contains a high-density printed-circuit board,
about the size of your hand, that contains all the pertinent parts. In the next few hours I was to learn what Al meant by the term, "high-density board."

On the way home, with the kit under my arm, many second thoughts were running though my head. Could I put it together? Would it work? Was the set of instructions as good as I thought? Then I got home and opened the box (giving second priority to my usual Saturday chores), "I" started putting the transceiver together.

I followed the instructions to the letter, no playing it by ear. When I finished, I followed the simple alignment instructions and I was on the air. On-the-air contacts confirmed that it is really easy to have a good quality ssb signal.

The Mini-Mitter II printed-circuit board contains three ICs, 15 transistors and 15 silicon diodes. A Collins mechanical filter with crystal-controlled carrier frequency places the carrier at the proper place on the slope of the filter. This gives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mini-mitter II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rf output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sideband</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suppression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>selectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

American States Electronics, 1074 Wentworth Street, Mountain View, California 94040.

an audio passband of 350 to 2450 Hz, results in beautiful quality and retains the "presence" of the human voice. The tiny transceiver has many of the refinements of larger, more expensive rigs, including alc, agc, image rejection of 50 dB, 40 dB minimum carrier suppression and 50- to 75-ohm output.

With the whip antenna in place I wondered if I could work anyone just walking around the street. I worked stations as far away as Oakland and San Jose (about 30 miles). One mobile operator had to drive over to see the miniature transceiver for himself.

With such good results with the small whip, I wondered what I could expect from the larger portable antenna — the ASE 17 DL, priced at $66.95. Five states were logged with the portable antenna on its 20-foot mast and I never miss the opportunity to show my logbook to the kilowatt advocates.

I put the little Mini-Mitter II under my arm and went over to see Al again at the factory. I got the same warm welcome I received on my first visit. Al checked out the unit for me, measured the rf output, noted all those things that fascinate engineers, then gave it back to me. We were both satisfied with its performance. I am very proud of this little gem and use it extensively on 40-meter ssb.
The electronic keyer described by VE7BFK in *Ham Radio*, November, 1969, is superb, and I highly recommend it to home builders. With a dual-lever key the dot memory and dash over-ride features make code operation a pleasure while the construction of the unit is a fine introduction to digital microcircuit techniques. The following notes describe some minor modifications to the original design that have proved worthwhile.

**Set circuit**

My keyer worked quite well as designed except for an annoying tendency to spawn an occasional extra dot. This problem was solved by reducing R14 from 4.7k to 1.2k ohms; this gives a set pulse of only 200 microseconds which is quite sufficient for reliable operation of the dot memory chain even with the supply line reduced to 2 volts.

**Keying circuit**

The original keyer is all solid state and uses a switching transistor to key the transmitter. When grid-block keying is used, as is generally the case, the keyer ground is at a different potential than the transmitter ground. Apart from presenting a minor safety hazard I found that this practice made it difficult to keep rf energy from triggering the keyer. For this reason I substituted the reed relay and driver circuit shown in fig. 1.

Operate and release times are less than one millisecond, giving negligible shaping at any practicable keying speed. The resistor in the keying lead limits current pulses and prevents sticking contacts. I wound my own bobbin around a miniature reed capsule and ended up with a coil resistance of 60 ohms. This operated nicely with a series resistor of 82 ohms to recude the drain on the power supply; higher resistance relays should not need this resistor. The diode across the coil damps the spikes of back emf which might otherwise feed back into the circuitry and play hob with the timing.

**Monitor**

The circuit as described had no monitor. Fig. 2 shows the monitor in use in

![fig. 1. Relay driver circuit. Q1 may be any small-signal silicon type such as the 2N3643 or BC108 with 300 mW or greater rating. R2 is current-limiting resistor, not required if relay K1 has coil resistance greater than 100 ohms.](image)
fig. 2. Monitor circuit. Transformer T1 is a transistor output transformer, 500 ohms center-tapped to 16 ohms. Q1 and Q2 are pnp small-signal silicon transistors such as the 2N3638 or BC118.

my keyer. It is a useful addition even if your transmitter has a built-in sidetone oscillator as it provides an audible check on keyer operation when setting it up. It also permits you to learn the squeeze-keying technique before you try it on the air. Transistor Q1 functions simply as a switch to key Q2 which is a form of relaxation oscillator. It may be necessary to juggle the values of R1 and R2 to get the best sounding note. The transformer is not critical and both the output and driver transformer from a junked transistor radio have been used with success.

components
Timing capacitor C3 in the original clock circuit is shown as a 1-μF electrolytic. This can be a source of trouble, and I recommend the use of a polyester 1-μF type at this point. A more suitable value for the speed control R7 will then be 100k ohms; R6 may also need to be increased, depending on the speed range that your own particular operation demands.

I used the Motorola RTL MC790P dual flip-flop and two MC724P quad gates as suggested by VE7BFK. These have worked very well, but experimenters may like to try the new TTL devices manufactured by Motorola and others. These devices claim a superior specifica-

tion at about half the cost of the already reasonably priced RTL devices. If you want to run the keyer from a battery supply follow VE7BFK's advice and use the special milliwatt ICs with the original solid-state keying.

If you don't want to use the printed circuit board specified in the original article I would suggest the use of Vector board made especially for dual-in-line packs. The board has the power and ground rails already set up, and wiring is much less of a chore than it is with standard Vector board.

Barry Kirkwood, ZL1BN

heath ten-minute timer
The Heathkit SB-630 Station Console incorporates a timer which uses a raucous 6.3-volt buzzer, Heath number 69-38. This buzzer has some very fine wire connections to its terminals, which appear to break off as a result of the vibration of the buzzer, mounted on a rubber grommet. Disassembly of the buzzer proved to be impossible without damage, and the unit was not sufficiently attractive to replace with an identical unit.

After some value engineering the matter was handled by putting a resistor from the 6.3-volt buzzer lead to the loudspeaker phono jack used on the phone-patch portion of the unit. This resistor can be from 30 to 100 ohms, depending upon the power capabilities of the loudspeaker, and the amount of sound desired. A junkbox resistor, therefore, proved to be more satisfactory than spending money to replace the damaged buzzer.

Incidentally, the instruction manual keeps mentioning a ten-minute interval for reminding the operator to identify. Unfortunately, this will lead to violation of the FCC regulation. The timer should be set for some shorter time so that the identification will be made before 10 minutes have expired, even if the other station is transmitting at the end of the ten minutes.

Bill Conklin, KGKA

december 1971 [75]
Dear HR:

I was delighted to see your fine article on the use of the Smith chart in the November, 1970 issue. Your generous sprinkling of the step-by-step instructions with full-fledged graphs to illustrate each use should go a long way toward inviting many amateurs to learn how to use this powerful tool. Perhaps your article will become the implement for helping them come to grips with the complex $Z$, and to discover that $Z$ often has a $jX$ as well as $R$.

My daily work involves approximately equal use of the Smith Chart and the slide rule, and as a result I am equally at home with many phases of its use. I can therefore appreciate the opportunity you are presenting to those who might otherwise never discover that all those circles aren't really all that difficult.

Without intending to detract in any way from the otherwise excellent presentation, I would, nevertheless, like to call your attention to two basic errors. One is in the matching-stub example and the other in handling attenuation through a lossy line.

The procedure is in error because impedance operation is used, rather than admittance. Stub use implies shunt connection to the line, and indeed, the schematic diagram shows the shunt connection. Thus there can be no disagreeing that admittance procedure is required to obtain a correct answer to the problem as presented.

To illustrate the required changes, refer to the Smith chart in fig. 1 above. The proper steps are as follows:

1. Normalize the load impedance
   
   $Z_L' = (32 + j20)/50 = 0.64 + j0.4$

2. Locate this point on the chart and draw a line through it and the chart center, extending the line through the peripheral scales in the negative, or bottom, portion at $0.336 \lambda (\alpha = -62^\circ)$.

3. Construct a constant-gamma circle through $Z_L$, on through the admittance point $Y_L$, and intersecting the unity conductance circle ($G = 1$) at point A.

4. Draw a line from the chart center through point A to the outer scale at $0.348 \lambda (or \alpha = -71^\circ)$. $L_d$, the distance from the load to stub, is the distance from $0.336$ to $0.348$.
   
   $L_d = (0.348 - 0.336) = 0.012 \lambda$
   
   $\alpha = 71^\circ - 62^\circ = 9^\circ (4.5$ electrical degrees)

5. To find the length of the stub, determine the amount of susceptance necessary to match out the load. The required susceptance is the difference between the susceptance at point A and the susceptance at the center of the chart. The susceptance at point A is $-j0.67$. The required stub susceptance is
   
   $\beta = +j0.67$

6. Determine the equivalent stub reactance by taking the reciprocal of the susceptance (as described in example 4, page 21, November, 1970)
   
   $X = -j1.49$

7. Locate the reactance $-j1.49$ on the rim of the chart (point B). Determine the distance between the short-circuit point and the required reactance (point B) along the “wavelengths toward generator” scale. $L_s = 0.344 \lambda$.
   
   $\alpha = 248^\circ, 124$ electrical degrees)
fig. 1. Using the Smith chart to find matching stub length and location.

For practical reasons it may not be possible to place a shunt stub only 4.5° from the load. It may be necessary to increase the distance \( L_D \) to the next point where \( G = 1 \) (not \( R = 1 \)), represented by point C, fig. 1. In this case \( L_D \) would be measured, clockwise from 0.336 through 0.50 to 0.151. Using the reflection coefficient scale, from \( a^\circ = -62^\circ \) to \( 180^\circ \) plus \( 180^\circ \) to \( +71^\circ \), which totals \( 227^\circ \), or 113.5 electrical degrees. This represents 0.316λ. This will require a \( +jX \) stub, length shown as \( L_s(C) \), of the same numerical reactance value as before.

**Lossy lines**

Turning now to the lossy-line problem in which the line attenuation is 2.0 dB, the error concerns the method used in determining the corrected voltage coefficient for the lossy condition. You have stated incorrectly in both Steps 4 and 5 that the voltage reflection coefficient in the lossy case is 2.0 dB lower than that of the lossless case. This is incorrect because the voltage reflection coefficient varies directly with power ratio of one-way line attenuation and not the voltage ratio.

Your \( \rho^* \) correction factor of 0.794, derived from

\[
2.0 \, \text{dB} = -20 \log_{10} \frac{E_{\text{output}}}{E_{\text{input}}}
\]

yields an input reflection coefficient for line attenuation of exactly 1.0 dB; not 2.0 dB. The correct correction factor is 0.631, derived from

\[
2.0 \, \text{dB} = -10 \log_{10} \frac{\text{Power out}}{\text{Power in}}
\]

This is evident because by using the radially-scaled parameter titled “Transmission Loss, 1-dB steps,” the interval

*ASA standards have adopted \( \rho \) (rho) to represent the magnitude of the reflection coefficient.
shown on your plot (to represent 2.0 dB) measures 1.0 dB on the scale. Plotting off an actual 2.0 dB with the 1 dB-step scale brings the $Z_L$ (lossy) to $1.08 + j1.05$, which indeed has a reflection coefficient of 0.631.

According to Phillip Smith, inventor of the Smith chart, "Since the propagation path is common to both the forward and reflected wave energy, the latter, in its backward path to the initial point of entry, will be attenuated in the same ratio as was the incident wave energy. At the initial point of entry the power reflection coefficient is, thus, a measure of the two-way transmission loss, expressed as a power ratio. One-half of this, therefore, represents the one-way transmission loss, viz.,

$$\text{dB} = \frac{1}{2} (-10 \log_{10} \rho^2) = -10 \log_{10} \rho \ldots . . .$$

The line in example 8 has a one-way attenuation of 2.0 dB. That quantity of power which will ultimately be reflected back to the input suffers a 2.0 dB loss in the forward direction and another 2.0 dB during the return trip. The power returning to the input ($\rho^2$) is therefore 4.0 dB below its original level at the beginning of the journey. Thus $\rho^2$ is 4.0 dB below what it would be with a lossless line, and so also would be $\rho$. Therefore, to derive the $\rho$ correction factor, we may write (all logs to base 10):

$$\begin{align*}
-10 \log \rho^2 & = 4.0 \text{ dB} \\
-\log \rho^2 & = 0.4 \\
\rho^2 & = 0.398 \\
\rho^2 & = \sqrt{0.398} = 0.631
\end{align*}$$

But a one-way loss must be, as Smith has stated:

$$\frac{1}{2} (-10 \log \rho^2) = 2.0 \text{ dB}$$
$$-\frac{1}{2} \log \rho^2 = 0.2$$
$$-\log \rho = 0.2$$
$$\rho = 0.631, \text{ and not 0.794}$$

However, $0.794^2 = 0.631$; it is evident that the corrected input reflection coefficient for the line with 2.0-dB attenuation terminated with a load whose reflection coefficient is 0.68 will be the product of $0.631 \times 0.68 = 0.429$, in contrast to the result of 0.54 as indicated in the article.

Walter Maxwell, W2DU
Dayton, New Jersey

**triangle antennas**

**Dear HR:**

The triangle antenna is a good antenna. However, I always wonder why loop-antenna articles never include the fact that a full-wave loop has 2-dB gain over a dipole ("Quads and Yagis," QST, May, 1968). A square quad or triangle delta configuration probably won't provide all of the 2-dB gain, but then cost and mechanical considerations generally take precedence over theory.

Wayne W. Cooper, K4ZZV
Miami Shores, Florida

**teacher exchange**

**Dear HR:**

I teach electronic, electrical, radio and tv, and mathematics subjects at various levels at the County Technical College in Norfolk, and I am seeking a one-year teacher exchange with an American teacher. I have been selected on this side but so far we have been unable to find an American teacher (and family) desirous of working and living in England (but retaining U. S. salary) for a year beginning August, 1972.

If any of your teacher readers (perhaps, but not necessarily a radio amateur) would be interested in an inexpensive one-year "holiday" in England, I invite them to write to me or contact my "exchange manager," WB2FBF, who will answer any local queries. Official details and application forms in the U. S. are available from the Office of Education, Washington, D. C. 20202.

David Lake, G3ZCA
County Technical College
Tennyson Avenue, King’s Lynn
Norfolk, England
10 years ago the mobile antenna concept shook the ham fraternity with "fixed station reports from the mobile" — it has since been the most imitated but never equalled!

Hustler and only Hustler gives you 10 years of proven performance, mechanically and electrically superior to all others. You get exceptional reports on every band, lowest SWR and broadest bandwidth. Matching devices are not required. Use any convenient length of 52 OHM feed line. Choose from either standard or super resonators and buy the mast and resonators for the bands you operate.

Convenience of fold-over mast for rapid band change or easy garaging, optimized performance on each band and a time proven concept in mobile communications, a concept verified by the overwhelming majority of amateurs, are yours only with Hustler!

Model MO-1—54" Mast for Deck or fender mount — Folds at 15" above base. . . . . Price: $11.95
Model MO-2—54" Mast for Bumper mount — Folds at 27" above base. . . . . . . Price: $12.25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STANDARD HUSTLER RESONATORS—400 Watts Power—Normal SSB Duty Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-10 .10 meter resonator $ 7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-15 .15 meter resonator $ 8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-20 .20 meter resonator $ 9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-40 .40 meter resonator $11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-75 .75 meter resonator $13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-80 .80 meter resonator $13.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPER HUSTLER RESONATORS—Legal Power Limit—Normal SSB Duty Cycle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-10S .10 meter resonator $11.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-15S .15 meter resonator $13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-20S .20 meter resonator $15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-40S .40 meter resonator $19.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-75S .75 meter resonator $24.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model RM-80S .80 meter resonator $24.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available from all distributors who recognize the best!

NEW-TRONICS CORP. 15800 COMMERCE PARK DRIVE BROOK PARK, OHIO 44142
coax-cable leakage

Dear HR:

I read with interest VE7ABK's article in the March, 1971 issue. His comment about shielding (or lack of it) in RG-8/U brought to mind a fact that seems to be little known among amateurs. Common single-braid coaxial cables such as RG-8/U leak like a sieve.

Many times this leakage does not matter, or the effect is not noticed; however, in some cases, as with repeaters or impedance bridges where the oscillator and detector levels are more than 150 dB apart, lack of shielding in ordinary coaxial cables and connectors is of major importance. Double-braid cables such as the old RG-9/U and RG-55/U, and the newer versions, RG-214/U and RG-223/U, are made for just such circumstances. Also, type-N connectors are much better than BNC.

Ron Guentzler, W8BBB
Ada, Ohio

rf speech clipper

Dear HR:

There are two errors in the schematic diagram of the rf clipper described in the August, 1971 issue (page 19). The fixed capacitor across the rf input to the gate of the 2N5248 source-follower stage should be 100 pF instead of the 0.01 μF shown. The 100-pF capacitor pads the tuning range of the Arco 403 trimmer to provide 130 pF, the resonant tuning capacitance for the mechanical filter.

The second error is in the 2N2222 amplifier stage. The emitter of this transistor should be bypassed with a 0.01-μF capacitor to provide sufficient ac gain to allow clipping. It has come to my attention that it may not be possible to develop sufficient gain with the untuned 2N2222 collector. This is due to a combination of lower gain devices and/or the omission of the source-follower input stage when used in a transmitter with high-frequency crystal filters (such as the Heath SB400 series).

In such cases a 455-kHz resonant circuit with a loaded Q of 10 to 20 is required in place of RFC3. This source follower provides +10 dB power gain (voltage gain slightly less than unity). Without this stage there may be lack of drive to the clipping diodes. For Heath and Kenwood transmitters, an additional power amplifier stage should be added between the 2N2222 amplifiers and the clipping diodes.

One other point: the part number of both RFC1 and RFC2 in fig. 1 should be 3E2A, not 3K2A.

Bruce Clarke, K6JYO
Fullerton, California

ac line cords

Dear HR:

A recent ham notebook item from K6JYO described a "safer suicide cord." Many of us are guilty of removing ac power cables from wall outlets by the simple and quick expedient of jerking the cable, rather than walking over to the ac plug. One of the dangers involved, unknown to most of us, is that when pulled from some distance, the cable acts like a whip — and you can LOSE AN EYE! I know of one such case. It might be wise to stop this practice and to remind others as well.

Frank Hatanaka, W6EG

using the mailing wrapper

Dear HR:

When my copy of ham radio arrives each month I slit the mailing wrapper on the open-page side and leave it attached to the magazine. On the wrapper I write the title and page number of any article that interests me. After much handling, particularly if I build something from the issue, the wrapper is well stained with solder flux and finger marks. When I remove the wrapper I have a nice clean magazine to put with the rest of my ham radio file.

Robert J. Farnum, W4PWC
Miami Shores, Florida
for the experimenter!

INTERNATIONAL EX CRYSTAL & EX KITS
OSCILLATOR • RF MIXER • RF AMPLIFIER • POWER AMPLIFIER

1. MXX-1 TRANSISTOR RF MIXER
A single tuned circuit intended for signal conversion in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmonics of the OX oscillator are used for injection in the 60 to 170 MHz range. Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz (Specify when ordering)...

2. SAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF AMP
A small signal amplifier to drive MXX-1 mixer. Single tuned input and link output. Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz (Specify when ordering)...

3. PAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF POWER AMP
A single tuned output amplifier designed to follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw, depending on the frequency and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modulated. Frequency 3,000 to 30,000 KHz...

4. BAX-1 BROADBAND AMP
General purpose unit which may be used as a tuned or untuned amplifier in RF and audio applications 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 to 30 db gain. Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or Amateur...

5. OX OSCILLATOR
Crystal controlled transistor type. Lo Kit 3,000 to 19,999 KHz, Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz. (Specify when ordering)...

6. TYPE EX CRYSTAL
Available from 3,000 to 60,000 KHz. Supplied only in HC 6/U holder. Calibration is ± .02% when operated in International OX circuit or its equivalent. (Specify frequency)...

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

INTERNATIONAL
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE • OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102

INTERNATIONAL PRECISION RADIO CRYSTALS

International Crystals are available from 70 KHz to 160 MHz in a wide variety of holders. Crystals for use in military equipment can be supplied to meet specifications MIL-C-3098E.

CRYSTAL TYPES:
(GP) for “General Purpose” applications
(GS) for “Commercial Standard”
(HA) for “High Accuracy” close temperature tolerance requirements.

for the commercial user

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 120
Weller has introduced a new hollow-tipped desoldering iron designated the DS-40. A vacuum bulb removes solder melted by the tip; this aids parts removal from printed-circuit boards or conventional wiring.

This new tool can also be used to solder in new components once the old ones have been removed. The hollow tip fits over wire leads giving 360° contact. This gives more uniform heating and better solder joints.

The unit is designed for professional as well as amateur applications. Replacement tips are available in a variety of sizes and a three-wire version is also available. The standard two-wire version is sold with a tip and vacuum bulb for $14.50.

Use check-off on page 120 for more information or write to Weller, 100 Welco Road, Easton, Pennsylvania 18042.

A new concept of instant printed circuits now permits you to rapidly build projects directly from a schematic diagram. This new approach to printed circuits consists of a complete family of circuit subelements and associated circuit materials. With instant printed circuits there is no messy etching, and in most instances, no need to drill any holes.

The instant printed-circuit subelements consist of printed conductive patterns on a very thin epoxy-glass board backed with pressure-sensitive adhesive. Subelements are available for all types of integrated circuits, transistors and other components. Any combination of circuit element configurations can be mixed on one board; The circuit subelements are all pre-drilled with holes on a 0.100-inch grid to match the pattern of 0.100-inch Vector board.

As an example, assume you are building a project using a 10-lead, TO-5 integrated circuit. Simply pick up the matching subelement, strip off the protective backing and stick it in position, matching the holes in the printed-circuit subelement with holes in the Vector board.

The printed-circuit subelement has pre-drilled holes to accept the integrated circuit leads and provisions for connecting components or leads to the integrated circuit. From this point, there are two basic ways to complete the circuit; or a third approach that uses a combination of the first two. One way to complete the
circuit is simply to use jumper wires and component leads. Or, you can use conductive tape for making inter-connections and donut pads for terminating component leads.

Just place donut pads at points where you wish to terminate components. The components terminated on the donut pads should be mechanically secure without support from the pad. That is, resistors and capacitors should be pushed through holes in the board so that the component rests firmly on the Vector board.

To use the conductive tape, hold one termination point with an X-acto knife and strip the protective paper as the tape is laid down. The knife blade is then moved to the opposite termination, pressed down, and the tape is popped off with a quick tug. For best adhesion, roll the tape down with the side or heel of the knife or other burnishing tool. The adhesive on the copper tape is electrically conductive, and, provided it is burnished for good adhesion, no soldering is needed for temporary patches and connections. However, to eliminate any possibility of opens or intermittents, a drop of solder is highly recommended at termination points.

Various assortment packets of Circuit-Stik are available from Circuit Specialists Company, Box 3047, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257 at prices of $5.50, $7.95 and $9.95; add 35 cents for shipment by air mail. For more information use check-off on page 120.

**hep semiconductor catalog**

More than 31,000 semiconductor devices are cross-referenced to HEP replacements in the new 1971 Motorola HEP Semiconductor Cross Reference Guide and Catalog. Included in the catalog are 1N, 2N, 3N, JEDEC, manufacturers' regular and special "house" numbers and many international devices, with particular emphasis on Japanese types.

Four hundred and seventy-one HEP
CIRCUIT BOARDS in 10 Minutes with just a pair of scissors

Pressure Sensitive Copper Foil Tape and Sheet

- No Chemicals — No Mess
- No Layout Restrictions
- Full Instructions
- Simple Circuit Changes
- Flexible — Conforms to any surface shape
- Use for Crossovers — Either insulate with Teflon or Mylar or use other side of board.

5 feet 1/16" or 1/8" wide .......................... $6.00
100 feet 1/16" or 1/8" wide ....................... $9.95
Sheets 6" x 12" — $2.50 each
or 5 for $9.95

Order Now Cir-kit
Division of PHASE CORPORATION
315A Boston Avenue
Medford, Mass. 02155

... THE BEST
2 METER CONVERTER

Model 407 $42.95 ppd.

144-146 MHz in. 28-30 MHz out
or 146-148 MHz with a second crystal

A full description of this fantastic converter would fill this page, but you can take our word for it (or those of thousands of satisfied users) that it’s the best. The reason is simple — we use three RCA dual gate MOSFETs, one bipolar, and 3 diodes in the best circuit ever. Still not convinced? Then send for our free catalog and get the full description, plus photos and even the schematic.

Can’t wait? Then send us a postal money order for $42.95 and we’ll rush the 407 out to you.

NOTE: The Model 407 is also available in any frequency combination up to 450 MHz (some at higher prices) as listed in our catalog. New York City and State residents add local sales tax.

VANGUARD LABS
Dept. R, 196-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423

An extremely-sharp ten-pole ladder filter for narrow-band CW and pulse operation has been introduced by Spectrum International. The new model XL 10M is manufactured by KVG of West Germany and eliminates the ringing effect commonly found in some narrow bandwidth crystal filters by a near-Gaussian response to -6 dB. The filter comes with built-in input and output transformers in its hermetically sealed enclosure. The filter features a bandwidth at -6 dB of 500 Hz, symmetrical around a center frequency of 9 MHz and with a shape factor (6:60 dB) of 2. It has a maximum insertion loss of 10 dB and a minimum ultimate rejection of 80 dB. It sells for $59.95.

For complete technical specifications write to Spectrum International, Box 87, Topsfield, Massachusetts 01983 or use check-off on page 120.
audio filters

Kojo audio filters can greatly improve reception on all receivers by removing high-frequency audio hiss, background noise and ssb buckshot. The ssb filter uses a low-pass design with sharp cutoff to provide rejection better than 30 dB at all frequencies above 3500 Hz. The ssb filter is specifically designed for placement in the low-impedance line to headphones or speaker.

The Kojo cw filter has a spot frequency of 780 Hz and a passband of 1100 Hz with a reference level 40 dB below the signal level at the design frequency. The peak of the passband is 100 Hz wide at the -3 dB points. The cw filter is designed for low-impedance input and high-impedance output; high-impedance crystal-type earphones are recommended.

The Kojo audio filters use top grade coils and quality components, and are available in kit form or ready-to-use deluxe unit enclosed in a cabinet. The cw filter kit is $7.95 (deluxe cw filter, $15.95); the ssb filter kit is $11.95 (deluxe ssb filter, $19.95). Postpaid from The J. Lynch Company, Post Office Box 7774, Phoenix, Arizona 85011. For more information use check-off on page 120.

allied catalog

The new 132-page, 1972 Electronic Parts and Accessories Catalog has just been announced by Allied Radio Shack. The catalog lists thousands of hard-to-find electronic items, accessories and repair components in addition to the complete line of Knight-Kit, Science Fair, Allied, Realistic, Archer, Micronta and Radio Shack brand products.

The new catalog, numbered 215, is designed for the amateur, hobbyist, kit builder and electronics professional. It is available free on request from Allied Radio Shack, 2725 West Seventh Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76107 or by using check-off on page 120.

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 120
International Rectifier Corporation has introduced a new line of semiconductor hardware for home experimenters. The line includes integrated-circuit and transistor sockets, universal heat dissipators, heat exchangers, semiconductor mounting kits and a dual-in-line component carrier.

A total of eight sockets are available, including three matched integrated-circuit sockets for 8-, 10- and 12-pin TO-5 case styles. Prices are 65 to 75 cents in assorted quantities. Low profile, dual-in-line IC sockets will be available in 14- and 16-pin sizes at 80 to 99 cents in assorted quantities. This is the industry’s first full assortment of sockets for every hobbyist purpose.

The International Rectifier universal transistor sockets are designed to be used with in-line plastic SCRs, triacs and some 19 transistor bases. Sockets for power transistors feature high reliability and brass/cadmium plated contacts, with a PC board drilling template provided with each socket.

The Diamond Line of semiconductor hardware will also include a wide range of heat exchangers to control semiconductor operating temperatures and extruded
aluminum heat sinks designed to deliver increased power dissipation per unit of cost.

The heat exchangers are available with universal hole patterns for various semiconductor types and TO-5 case configurations. A universal heat dissipator for all power tab plastic transistors, SCRs and triacs will be introduced to the line. Priced at 68 cents, the clip and dissipator assembly may be mounted vertically or horizontally as circuit density dictates.

Mounting kits for transistors and rectifiers will include hardware, insulating mica washers, wiring lugs and other components for application requiring electrical isolation.

A component carrier for mounting discrete components and integrated component packages rounds out the semiconductor hardware line and enables the hobbyist to create his own dual-in-line ICs. The carrier plugs into standard 0.100 x 0.300-inch dual-in-line sockets or into printed-circuit boards with the same grid pattern.

The component carrier is available with a snap-on cover. Clearance for components within the cover is keyed to accept a broad range of component and package sizes. Heavy duty pins accept wires and leads to size 24. Available at your local electronics dealer. For more information use check-off on page 120.

radio-electronics hobby projects

This new book by the editor of Radio-Electronics magazine provides a unique assortment of 32 practical electronics projects for the experimenter. For technicians the book includes projects on a fet dual-trace scope switch, a 3-way waveform generator, a scope calibrator, an audio tone-burst generator, a low-voltage electrolytic tester, a dot/bar generator and an fm stereo multiplex generator.

For the hi-fi buff there are multiplex tuners and adapters, stereo amplifiers and modifiers, mixers and speaker systems.

24 hour digital clock

ALL SOLID STATE INSTRUMENTATION QUALITY

- long-life bright red neon readout
- flashing bright red neon Station-Ident
- built-in rechargeable battery for short interval power failures
- standard metal cabinets in choice of black or gold
- optional wood cabinets in walnut or maple finish
- 12 hour version also available

specs
Accuracy: based on the U.S. power grid 60 Hz standard of within 3 seconds per year. Circuit: TTL logic with conservatively rated components, 15 integrated circuits, 4 transistors, 7 diodes, fiberglass printed circuit board with 2 oz. copper. Readout: Neon tubes, rated 200,000 hour life (22+ years). Station-Ident: Neon light, flashes for a 30-second interval every 10 minutes as a station identification call reminder; disable switch provided. Power requirements: 117 volts 60 Hz, AC, 6 watts. Size: 5½" W x 3" H x 4½" D. Weight: 2½ lbs.

warranty
Unconditionally guaranteed for one year on all parts and labor under normal use.

PLEASE SEND ME: (check one)
☐ 24-hour clock with Station-Ident ($99.00)
☐ 12 hour clock without Station-Ident ($93.00)
☐ Free Literature

PLEASE PRINT
name
street
city state
PAYMENT BY (check one)
☐ Check or money order ☐ COD (Send $20.00 with order)
☐ BankAmericard ☐ Master Charge

Card #
Signature

All postage prepaid except COD. Ohio residents add 4½% sales tax. HAM
The world's first fully automatic
Phase-Locked Loop RTTY terminal unit.

Now includes
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR
(signal regenerator and parity check)
• Copies shifts from 100 to 1000 Hz automatically
• Auto-track for drifting signals
• Enters "mark-hold" when signal fades
• Input tone range switchable to operate with SSB transceiver audio
• Autostart and selective call available

NEW OPTIONS:
Electronic Speed Converter - lets any 100 wpm machine print 60, 75 or other lower speed signals
Electronic Selective Call - solid state "stunt box" ASCII and crypto options also available

Write today for detailed specifications
Also see us for tone burst encoders for reliable repeater access.

WCI
PO Box 17, Schaumburg, Ill. 60172

DRAKE TR-4
Still the leading transceiver
Only $599.95
without noise blanker

Visit, Call or Write Today
Electronics Center, Inc.
2929 NORTH HASKELL
DALLAS, TEXAS 75204
214-526-2023

Don't miss our
Sidewalk Sale and Swapfest
first Saturday of each month

Musically-inclined experimenters will find vibrato and tremolo devices, rhythm lights plus a complete synthesizer. The auto enthusiast will find devices such as an electronic ignition system, a road icing alarm and an automatic windshield-wiper pause-controller. For the home handyman there are timers, a tape-slide synchronizer, a phototach, and an IC sound relay, among others. Each project includes a detailed parts list and a complete schematic or working drawing, plus explicit instructions on building, calibrating and operating the completed unit. 192 pages, many illustrations. $6.95 hardbound, $3.95 paperbound from TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania 17214. For more information use check-off on page 120.

midget ratchet kits

The Chapman Manufacturing Company has a complete line of midget ratchet kits that should be especially interesting to the home electronics experimenter. These kits include all types of difficult-to-find drive tools including Bristol multiple-spline adapters, Allen head adapters, Phillips head adapters, Reed and Prince adapters and slotted-head adapters, as well as a ¼-inch drive adapter. The Allen head adapters are available in both English and metric sizes.

The Chapman adapters are constructed of high-strength chrome nickel molybdenum alloy steel and are precision made to insure a proper fit. Their dual-
purpose knurled "spinner tops" allow for quick finger tightening of threads and for instant "push-down" removal of the adapter from the ratchet. The Chapman ratchet, designed to function in confined areas, operates with minimum movement of the handle.

The 6320 tool kit shown in the photograph above includes 1 midget ratchet, 1 extension, 1 screw-driver handle, 12 Allen hex adapters, 2 slotted-head adapters, 2 Phillips head adapters and a ¼-inch drive adapter. The 6320 kit is priced at $12.95 at your local distributor. Manufactured by The Chapman Manufacturing Company, Route 17, At Saw Mill Road, Durham, Connecticut 06422. For more information use check-off on page 120.

new alkaline batteries

A new generation of alkaline batteries, so good that they can outperform all previous types by as much as 20 to 25 per cent, has been introduced by the Mallory Battery Company. The new Duracell* batteries have higher energy capacity than any other alkaline batteries available up to now, made possible by an entirely different internal construction, with fewer parts allowing for an increased volume of energy-producing materials in the battery.

Featuring a new copper and black label design, the batteries will be manufactured in all popular sizes for use in radios, cameras, flashlights, tape recorders, and other consumer products. Available at your local dealer.

*Duracell is a registered trade mark of P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc.
The Robyn International Model 500 high-frequency ssb transceiver features 6-digit frequency readout with 100-Hz accuracy. The transceiver runs 500 watts PEP on all bands, 80 through 10 meters and boasts a complement of over 125 semiconductors and six vacuum tubes in addition to the six Nixies in the digital readout. An ac power supply, speaker and microphone are included in the price of $895; an optional 12-Vdc supply is available.

For more information write to Robyn International, Box 478, Rockford, Michigan 49341 or use check-off on page 120.

vhf scaler

The new Dycomm digital vhf frequency divider/prescaler, the model PSU-13, is a high-sensitivity unit with a divide-by-ten scaling factor. The unit operates over a minimum frequency range of 10 to 240 MHz. Inherently sensitive, it will operate properly throughout its frequency range with input levels under 500 mV, and is guaranteed to operate at 180 MHz with an input level of 100 mV.

Advanced circuitry and design are featured in the PSU-13. The heart of this circuitry is a custom medium-scale integration integrated-circuit chip. Other notable features include a high output level of 2 volts peak-to-peak (minimum) across an open circuit, with typical output levels of 3.5 volts. This feature is enhanced by a capability to drive up to 2 feet of coaxial output cable while measuring or dividing frequencies in excess of 150 MHz. The PSU-13 has proven extremely satisfactory when used as a prescaler for Monsanto, Heath, Hewlett-Packard and other counters. Those not owning counters may use the PSU-13 with a calibrated communications receiver to obtain relatively accurate fre-
quency measurements. The PSU-13 will also serve to sync vhf signals with oscilloscopes having frequency responses in the 10- to 30-MHz range.

Sold complete and ready to operate (not a kit), the PSU-13 is factory-adjusted for maximum sensitivity over its entire range. All adjustments are internal and need not be continuously varied by the owner.

Complete with self-contained 110-Vac power supply the PSU-13 weighs less than 1½ pounds. Attractively finished in modern flat black with white lettering and power cord, the PSU-13 is a natural complement for any existing frequency counter or communications equipment. $89.95 from Dynamic Communications, Inc., Post Office Box 10116, Riviera Beach, Florida 33404. For more information use check-off on page 120.

**solid-state battery**

The Mallory solid-state battery was developed as a highly reliable, extremely long shelf-life power source. The anode is lithium and the cathode a metal salt; the electrolyte is a lithium ion-conductive electronically insulative solid. The electrolyte also serves as the separator between the anode and cathode. The reactive nature of the materials used in these new batteries requires that they be hermetically sealed. The absence of any liquid in the system completely eliminates corrosion or gassing.

Construction of the new batteries is simple: the cells are fabricated by pressing the individual components together. The cells are stacked in a suitable container and sealed with a hermetic cap. No containers are needed as in conventional battery; this feature is ideal for high-voltage low-current power sources.

Mallory solid-state batteries are currently available only in research quantities. Interested parties should contact Mallory Battery Company, Tarrytown, New York 10591 for information and discussion of their particular requirements.

**NEW! HANDY-TALKY**

**STANDARD SRC-146**

- 5 Channels — .94/.94 and .34/.94 supplied
- .3 µV Receiver
- 1.5 W Transmitter
- **Compact** — 8x3x1½”

Full line of optional accessories includes external speaker-mike, desktop charger, “stubby” antenna — and more

Available NOW . . . Only $279.00

Send QSL or circle number for detailed brochure

**ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS**

4659 North Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, Ill. 60640 (312) 334-3200

**USE TEST EQUIPMENT**

All checked and operating unless otherwise noted. FOB Monroe. Money back (less shipping) if not satisfied. 

**Dumont 303-10MHz fast rise/trig. scope** 125  
**Fluke Monotronics 207-1 Precision VLF Receiver** 400  
**GR1419K-Prec. Decade Capacitor** 120  
**GR1432M-Prec. Decade Resistor** 75  
**GR1603A-Z-Y bridge** 176  
**Gen. Microwave 550-WW rcrv w/scope** 245  
**HP434A-Power mtr.10MW-10W DC-12.48GHz** 790  
**HP255A-100MHz plug-in for above** 85  
**HP255B-100-220MHz plug-in for above** 95  
**HP526B-Time interval plug-in for above** 45  
**HP600B-Standard sig. gen. 10-40MMHz** 385  
**Kay 570A Rada-pulser 10-80MHz** 195  
**Kintel 301-D.C. standard-null voltmeter** 235  
**NE Eng 14-20C-10MHz frec counter (as is less time standard)** 180  
**NE Eng 14-20C-complete, checked** 295  
**NE Eng 14-20C-W/plug-in to 100MHz** 355  
**NE Eng 14-21C-10-100Mhz cnv for abv** 85  
**NE Eng 14-22C-100-220MHz for abv** 95  
**Non-linear M-24 DVM system complete** 585  
**Polarad R microwave rcrv (plug-ins avail)** 375  
**Polarad TSA-spec. anal. 10MHz/4GHz (plug-ins avail)** 325  
**Sierra 121 w/vg analyzer 15-500kHz** 215  
**Stoddart NM-10A RFI mtr.10-250kHz w/AEC** 630  
**Tektronix 513D-20MHz scope** 275  
**FR2/U freq. mtr. .001% ACC 125kHz-20MHz** 125  
**TS810/U scope caliber** 72  
**RD-142A-Dual channel, 24-hr tape recorder** 145  
**URM25E-10kHz-50MHz stand sig. gen** 195  
**URM26A-3-410MHz stand sig. gen.** 225  
**USM68-Microwave pwr mtr.450MHz-up to 5W** 110  
**USM105A-Mil version HP160 scope** 550  

(Send SASE for complete list)

**GRAY**

P. O. Box 941 Monroe, MI 48161

Specializing in used test equipment
What's all the chatter and noise we hear?
It's HAMS! Checkin' out mobile gear.
It's SAROC time in the gamblin' State
Send your reservations in, before it's too late.
January 6-thru 9 that's the time to go
To see ham friends and attend a show.
The YL's will love it — so much to do
One arm bandits and a luncheon too.
There's a great first prize — Many others, as well
You might be a winner — You never can tell.
If you've never been to a SAROC fest —
You missed the ham convention that's rated best.
So let's get ready, get set and go
To eyeball at SAROC — THE BIG HAM SHOW!

by xyl of K6SF

SAROC
BOX 73
BOULDER CITY, NEVADA 89005

You homebrewed, trouble-shot, modified and tuned the rig. You experimented with all the antennas, and you finally have yours tuned as sharp as a gnat's toothpick. You can hear 50 dB below the noise. What's next?

Who was that person who gave you the 5 by 9 in Brazil with your new skyhook? Who was that fellow who gave you that "First VK9" or that fiftieth VU2? Was he a doctor? A missionary? A teacher?

Worldradio is a new amateur newspaper, DEVOID OF POLITICS, believing strongly that amateur radio is only partially reaching its potential to build bridges between people — around the world or just on the other side of the local repeater.

We're all interested in the technical aspects of our hobby, but WORLD RADIO is trying to complete the picture with insight into the people who are making our hobby the unique and fascinating international service which it is today.

For a free sample copy of Worldradio — the international communications report — just write to:

Worldradio
2509 Donner Way
Sacramento, California 95818

Sinclair Radionics announced the first integrated circuit amplifier and preamplifier, the IC-10, nearly three years ago. Integrated circuit production technology has improved tremendously during this period of time, and now Sinclair/Audionics is proud to introduce the new IC-12.

The IC-12 offers a number of important advantages over the IC-10 and other similar devices now available at low cost to the hobbyist or commercial user. Perhaps most important is the useful amount of power available combined with very low harmonic distortion. Of equal importance is the ease in which the IC-12 may be used. Each IC-12 is supplied with a comprehensive instruction manual and a predrilled and etched circuit board. The circuit board accepts the required external components and the IC-12. The IC-12 is supplied in a 16-pin dual-inline package and may be used as an integral part of other circuitry. In addition, no tricky initial setup bias adjustments are required; simply add the additional external components and the IC-12 is ready to perform as a high-gain wide-band audio amplifier.

The IC-12 is basically an operational amplifier with a quasi-complementary output stage. Power supply requirements are thus simple and inexpensive. The idle current consumption of the IC-12 is only 8 mA making batteries practical as a power source. The Sinclair PZ-5 supply is also ideal for use with the IC-12 and will power a pair to rated output. Aside from having simple setup and power supply requirements, the IC-12 is also very rugged and stable. No additional heatsinking is required; an extruded aluminum fin is part of the package and is more than adequate under all normal operating conditions.

Power output of the IC-12 is 6 watts into 8 ohms (with a 30-volt power supply). Total harmonic distortion is less than 1% at any audible audio frequency. Frequency response is 5 Hz to 50kHz ±1 dB, depending upon the values of the
external components. Total device gain is 90 dB; noise is -70 dB or better. The IC-12 is priced at $8.95 from authorized dealers, or from Audionics, Inc., 8600 Northeast Sandy Boulevard, Portland, Oregon 97220. For more information use check-off on page 120.

electronics self-taught with experiments and projects

Rather than simply telling you how to build some electronic gadget, and leaving you wondering why he bothered, this unique beginner’s guide to electronics by Jim Ashe offers a much more worthwhile challenge, and greater assurance of gaining useful knowledge from its use. Written especially for serious experimenters, hobbyists and students this book shows why certain things are done, tells how devices and circuits work, and suggests innovations that spur the reader forward to more important work in electronics.

Using what he calls a “new” electronics, author Ashe puts things in a different light than other writers—a fresh perspective that helps you see certain fundamentals clearly and gain new insights into today’s electronics. The author tells how to set up a home lab (for around $20.00 for those who are thrifty) and what tools and equipment are necessary.

The book divulges many fascinating tricks with ordinary garden variety diodes and transistors. Expensive, special-purpose types are not needed. In fact, the author continually stresses the importance of keeping things simple and inexpensive. There are circuits and projects using integrated circuits, plus communications devices, logic circuits, industrial devices and lab-type equipment the reader can build and calibrate himself. $7.95 hardbound; $4.95 paperbound, from TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pennsylvania 17214. For more information use check-off page 120.

AMRAD SUPPLY
1025 HARRISON STREET
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94607
415/451/7755

Many thousands of you have become very familiar with the various Radio Society of Great Britain books and handbooks, but very few of you are familiar with their excellent magazine, Radio Communication.

It includes numerous technical and construction articles in addition to a complete rundown on the month’s events in amateur radio. Surely a most interesting addition to your amateur radio activities.

We can now offer this fine magazine to you along with the other advantages of membership in the RSGB (such as use of their outgoing QSL Bureau) for $9.60 a year.

Box 592 • Amherst, New Hampshire 03031
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

FACTORY FRESH — NO REJECTS
W/SPEC. SHEETS

FAIRCHILD — PHILCO — RCA
MOTOROLA — NATIONAL

NEW LOW PRICES
RTL or TTL LOGIC

UL 900 Buffer .. $0.10/5.50
UL 914 Gate .. $0.10/5.50
UL 923 JK Flip-flop .. $1.50/10.85
MC 790P Dual JK Flip-flop .. $2.00/10.18.95
MC 890P Dual JK Flip-flop .. $2.00/10.18.95
MC 789P Hex Inverter .. $1.00 ea.
MC 724P Quad 2 Input Gate } 10/9.25
MC 799P Dual Buffer

MC 780P Decade $3.00
MC 767P Quad Latch $3.00
MC 9760P Decade $5.00
ONE EACH OF 3 ABOVE $10.50

7400 Quad 2 Input NAND Gate $0.50/5.95
7404 Hex Inverter $0.50/5.95
7441A Decimal Decoder/Driver $3.50/29.95
NEW!! 7447 7 Segment Decoder/Driver $3.10 each/10/$27.95
7473 Dual JK Flip-flop $1.30/10.10.95
7475 Quad Latch $2.10/10.19.95
7490 Decade Counter $2.40/10.19.95
709 Op Amp $1.75/10.16.50
741 Op Amp $2.70/10.25.00
CA 3035 Linear Amplifier $2.25/10.21.95
LM 309K 5V Regulator $3.75/10/$34.95

14 Pin Dual Inline socket terminals 25¢/10.2.25
16 Pin Dual Inline socket terminals 30¢/10.2.75

NEW NATIONAL Long Life Nixie tubes NL 9405 0-9 with two decimal points $4.50 ea. 10/$42.95
Japanese Readout will replace 5750 tube $2.95 each 10/$27.50
 SOCKET for NL 9405 100KC CRYSTAL NEW $3.95

88 MH TOROIDS $10.3.00

COOLING FAN BLOWER 4 pole 110V 60 cycle motor with 4 bladed nylon fan. Very quiet, about 50 CFM 2 1/4"W x 3 3/4"H x 2 1/4"D. Sh. wt. 3 lbs. $2.25 each

R & R ELECTRONICS
311 EAST SOUTH ST.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46225

$5.00 minimum order.
Please add sufficient postage.

PRECISION RESISTORS Pack of 100 $1.98
Frequency METERS TS 175U 85-100 MC Like NEW. $85.00
1000 PIV DIODES 1 Amp Epoxy 10/$2.95
STACO 11072 TRANSFORMER Open Frame Pri: 115V 60 cyc. Sec: 24V .15A. Sec: 75V .3A. 99¢

ARN-30 108-135 mc tunable receivers. High frequency version of the famous command receivers. Listen to local airport frequency or convert to 2 meters. Like New with schematic and operating instructions. 12 lbs. $14.95

Western Union facsimile machines, send and receive pictures and memos. Works on 115v 60 cycles. Shipped with automatic repeat auto-phase post-to-post, conversion instructions. 20 lbs. $19.95

Telfax paper for above facsimile. 2¢ each 1000 for $12.95

RADIO RECEIVERS R-257/U
BACK WITH AN EVEN BETTER SUPPLY
R & R has the Motorola Plug In's we sold out of last year and more.

We now have the popular LOW BAND 25-50 MC equipment. Unit comes with these plug-ins:
1st IF & 2nd Mixer
RF & 1st Mixer
Oscillator-Doubler unit-Amplifier
2nd IF & Discriminator
Audio Squelch
Filter Unit

SCHEMATIC Diagrams for all units supplied COMPLETE SET $9.95
AT LAST--
A SPEECH COMPRESSOR THAT
REALLY WORKS!

RPC-3M MODULE
(ONLY $22.50)

- LOW DISTORTION
  CIRCUIT
- FULLY WIRED &
  TESTED NOT A KIT
- WORKS WITH
  PHONE PATCH
- INTERNAL UNITS &
  MODULES WORK
  MOBILE
- FULL WARRANTY
  --ONE YEAR
- INTRODUCTORY
  LOW PRICES
  (Illinois residents add
  5% Sales Tax)
Write for specifications
and information sheets
(free)
Demonstration Tape (cas-
sette) available ($2.00 de-
posit)

New
3 Digit Counter

RPC-3C CABINET MODEL
($34.95)

RPC-3.3U INTERNAL UNIT
($24.95)

- The model fm-36 3-digit frequency
  meter has the same features that has made
  the 2 digit model so popular with Hams
  -- low price, small size (smaller than a
  QSL card), 35 Mhz top frequency, simple
  connection to your transmitter, +0 -0.1
  KHz readout -- PLUS the added convenience
  of a third digit to provide a 6 digit capa-
  bility. Kit or Assembled.
Example: 28,649,800 Hz reads 28.6 MHz
  or 49.8 KHz. (Add the 10 Hz module to
  read 9.80.)
- A divide-by-ten prescaler is also avail-
  able that operates up to 170 Mhz. Extend
  the range of any frequency counter -- or
  use with the fm-36 for 6 meter or 2 meter
  use.

FM-36 KIT $134.50
FM-36 ASSEMBLED $164.50

Micro-Z Co.
Box 2426 Rolling Hills, Calif. 90274

MINI-MITTER II
Portable Transceiver Kit
Handheld! QRP!

All Transistor SSB Transceiver Kit Designed Expressly For The Ham

- BIG TRANSISTOR SOPHISTICATION
- ALL SOLID STATE
- EASY TO ASSEMBLE
- SIMPLE TO OPERATE
- POWERED BY 8 Ni-Cad BATTERIES
- RUGGED ALL METAL CASE
- SIZE: 3 3/4" X 1 3/4" X 10 1/2"
- WEIGHTS LESS THAN 1 LBS
- PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
- QUALITY COMPONENTS

SSB GEAR THAT GOES WITH YOU! Introducing the new, delightfully well MINI-MITTER II KIT designed especially for the Ham. Get it together in a few enjoyable hours of creative fun. Carefully engineered using the latest techniques this fully transistor-
ized solid-state transceiver features commercial grade components, diode switching, a Collins Mechanical Filter along with the easy to follow instructions for assembly. The transceiver is powered by 8 Ni-Cad batteries easily accessible through a hinged door at the rear of the case for recharging. The printed circuit board chassis
and the complement of Field Effect Transistors along with integrated Circuits ensures the highest performance, yet simplifies the circuitry for easy assembly. The tune-up procedure requires no special test equipment since all of the tuned
circuits are pre-tuned at the factory and need only minor adjustment. For final
setting and performance checks a receiver is recommended.

RECEIVER: Crystal controlled on 40 meters, supplied with 7215
  or 7235 (specify). Crystal Tuning Range: Approx. .012
  of frequency. Audio Power Output: .7 watts nominal.
  Sensitivity: Less than 1 uW for 10 db/s/N, Select-
  activity: 2.1 KHz at 6 db. TRANSMITTER: 4 watts
  P.R.F. Carrier Suppression: -40 db or better.
  Modulation: 350 to 2500 Hz.
  Antenna Impedance: 50 ohms resistive.

AMERICAN STATES
ELECTRONICS

1074 WENTWORTH STREET MOUNTAIN VIEW CALIFORNIA 94040

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 120 December 1971
short circuits

versatile vox

In fig. 1 of this article, which appeared in the July 1971 issue, the transistors labeled 2N222A should be 2N2222A. Relay K2 should have been identified as a Hi-Vac type HC-1.

The receptacles on the output side of K2 should be labeled (from the top) "receiver," "antenna," and "P. A. tank." Also in fig. 1 the terminal labeled "to keyline" should be disconnected from the solder dot in the line between S1B and K1A and instead connected to the junction of R3 and the 0.01-μF capacitor.

high-power linear

In fig. 1, page 59 of the April, 1971 issue, the control-grid bias supply should be grounded at the positive end of the 40-μF filter capacitor nearest the 25k potentiometer.

deluxe mosfet converters

In fig. 1, page 42 and 43 of the February, 1971 issue there should be 10-pF capacitor between the rf amplifier on page 42 and the mixer on page 43. Piston trimmers are JFD VAM010W or Johanson 2951.

RTTY multimeter

In the circuit for the RTTY multimeter in fig. 13 on page 29 of the March, 1971 issue, the 20k resistor should be 200k. Also, the duty cycles quoted are incorrect; these should be approximately 33% for Teletype and 29% for Western Union. Calibration remains correct for standard Teletype machines.

sonobaby

Two of the diodes in the Sonobaby fm transmitter in fig. 2 on page 12 of October, 1971 issue are reversed — the two diodes on the right-hand side of the full-wave bridge should be turned around for proper operation.
The voice of

HY-GAIN'S

THUNDERBIRD

10-15-20

is heard around the world

Here's why Thunderbirds outperform all other tri-banders:

* Thunderbird's "Hy-Q" traps provide separate traps for each band. "Hy-Q" traps are electronically tuned at the factory to perform better at any frequency in the band—either phone or CW. And you can tune the antenna, using charts supplied in the manual, to substantially outperform any other antennas made.

* Thunderbird's superior construction includes a new, cast aluminum, tilt-head universal boom-to-mast bracket that accommodates masts from 1 1/4" x 2 1/2". Allows easy tilting for installation, maintenance and tuning and provides mast feed-thru for beam stacking.

  Taper swaged, slotted tubing on all elements allows easy adjustment and readjustment. Taper swaged to permit larger diameter tubing where it counts! And less wind loading. Full circumference compression clamps are mechanically and electrically superior to self-tapping metal screws.

* Thunderbird's exclusive Beta Match achieves balanced input, optimum matching on all 3 bands and provides DC ground to eliminate precipitation static.

* 25 db front-to-back ratio.
* SWR less than 1.5 to 1 on all bands.
* 24-foot boom...none longer in the industry.
* Extra heavy gauge, machine formed, element to boom brackets, with plastic sleeves used only for insulation. Bracket design allows full mechanical support.
* Interlaced, optimum spaced elements for higher gain and better pattern control.
* 3 active elements on 20 and 15 meters. 4 active elements on 10 meters.

New 6-Element Super Thunderbird
Model 389
Suggested retail price, $179.95

Improved 3-Element Thunderbird
Model 388
Suggested retail price, $144.95

Buy one today at your favorite Hy-Gain distributor!

HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P. O. Box 5407-WL / Lincoln, Nebraska 68501

Suggested retail price, $99.95

Fabulous 3-Element Thunderbird, Jr.
Model 221

Popular 2-Element Thunderbird
Model 390
Suggested retail price, $99.95
The QSK Mk II is a station control system that will permit you to hear other stations between your transmitted dots and dashes at speeds up to 60 wpm... full break-in cw!

* Provides high speed antenna switching, exciter keying and receiver isolation
* All band operation—no adjustments, simple installation, fully assembled
* Will not cause TVI, cross modulation or receiver desensitization
* Use with virtually any exciter/PA and receiver combination
* Proven in traffic, contest and DX work. Changes ordinary QSO's into a mode that is as effective as a telephone conversation!

8 transistor 9 diode printed timing and sequencing circuit assures cold switching of vacuum relay. 5 kw rating. Negligible losses. 110 vac internal power supply. 4 x 5 x 6 inch metal enclosure. UHF and phono connectors. See your dealer or factory direct. Allow two weeks for shipping. N.J. residents add 5% tax.

$119.95 Post Paid U.S.A.

DYNAMIC TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL, INC.
8 FELLOWSHIP ROAD, CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08034

TO TROUBLESHOOT FAST & EASY

INTRODUCTORY PRICE JUST

$29.95

POSTPAID

FREE INFORMATION

SERVISET Model E-C PATENTED

A precision engineered, professional quality electronic test instrument ideally suited to field or bench servicing of Radio, Television, Audio, Appliance, and Allied Equipment.

COMES COMPLETE:
* Serviset Model E-C
* Special ALNICO phone
* Phone Extension
* KLIPIZON Adapter
* Hi-Voltage Adapter
* Long KINKLESS Test Lead
* Short "mini" Test Lead
* 30 Page Instruction Manual
* Special Hi-Quality carrying pouch
* Battery (1.5 volt)

SERVISET MODEL E-C will outperform any tester of it's size, weight, & price ANYTIME-ANYWHERE.

IDEAL for: Professionals, Amateur Repair men, Ham Radio Operators, STUDENTS, appliance repairmen, etc.

Will complement your existing equipment and will outperform other testers costing many times more.

30-DAY UNCONDITIONAL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE, 90 DAY PARTS WARRANTY

ORDER TODAY

Manufactured by

LEE ELECTRONIC LABS, 88 Evans Street, Watertown, Mass. 02172
HAL DEVICES

HAL DEVICES

MODEL 1550

Electronic Keyer

All the features of previous HAL keys and more. TTL circuitry. Optional identifier for sending call letters. DX and RTTY ops. take notice. Transistor switching for grid block AND cathode keying. Rugged cradle cabinet with brushed aluminum panel. Designed for ease of operation. Model 1550 only $64.95. With ID $89.95.

HAL MAINLINE ST-6 RTTY TU

Complete parts kit for the W6FFC ST-6 now includes all parts except cabinet. Only 7 HAL circuit boards (drilled G10 glass) for all features. Plug-in IC sockets. Custom transformer by Thorarison for both supplies, 115/230V, 50-60Hz. $135.00 kit. Screened table or rack cabinet $26.00. Boards and manual $16.50. Shipping extra. Wired units available.

HAL TOUCHCODER II KIT $55.00

Complete parts kit, excluding keyboard, for the W4UX CW code-typer. All circuitry on one 3 x 6" G10 glass PC board. Plug-in IC sockets. Optional contest ID available. $35.00. Watch for announcement of the new HAL code-typers, both Morse and RTTY.

HAL ARRL FM TRANSMITTER KIT

Drilled, plated, glass epoxy HALPC boards. 2N5913 final transistor. RF detector with 0-1 ma. meter added. All parts, and the RF detector and meter only $50.00 + shipping. Cabinet and crystals excluded. Board only $7.50.

OTHER HAL PRODUCTS

ID-1 REPEATER IDENTIFIER $75.00 wired 33EG SSTV CONVERTER $55.00 kit DOUBLE BALANCED MODULATOR $6.50 kit DIP IC BREADBOARD CARD $5.50 MAINLINE ST-5 TU KIT $50.00 MAINLINE AK-1 AFSK KIT $27.50 HAL RT-1 TU/AFSK KIT $51.50

ORDERING INFORMATION

Catalog, including photos, of all items 24¢ postage. Please add 75¢ on parts orders, $2.00 on larger kits. Shipping via UPS when possible. Give a street address.

HAL DEVICES, Box 365H, Urbana, IL 61801 Phone 217-359-7373

HAL DEVICES

ANNOUNCING

The HAL DEVICES RVD-1002

A revolutionary approach to amateur radio tele-type. The RVD-1002 provides:

* Display of 60, 66, 75, and 100 WPM 5 level TTY
* 1000 character display in 20 lines of 50 characters per line
* Selectable letters shift on space
* Manual control of line feed and letters shift.
* Standard CCIR video output for use with modified TV receiver
* Noiseless operation with solid state reliability

RVD-1002 (assembled) $495 RVD-1002 R (rack mount) $495 ST-6 (assembled) $280 ST-6/AK-1 (assembled) $320 TTY KEYBOARD available soon Modified solid state TV receivers will be available. Write for details.

HAL DEVICES, Box 365H, Urbana, IL 61801 Phone 217-359-7373

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 120
december 1971
MEMORY-MATIC 500 KEYER
Today's newest and most advanced keyer. 500 bit memory allows 40 characters to be stored for automatic calling, contest operation, etc. Instantly store any message. Complete with near-full and overload alarm. Indispensable for the serious contest or traffic operator. Also includes all features of the Space-Matic 21 listed below.

$198.50 wired & tested

ELECTRONIC FEATHER TOUCH KEY
A dramatic new concept. This completely solid-state design detects the mere touch of your finger and eliminates forever such mechanical problems as contact bounce, improper adjustments and dirty contacts. Compact size properly weighted to prevent “walking.”

Only $19.95 wired & tested
$22.95 with SPDT switch
(required with Memory Matic 500 Keyer)

SPACE-MATIC 21 KEYER

$89.50 wired & tested

FREQUENCY MARKER STANDARD
Modern design using latest IC’s gives marker signals at 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200 or 400 kHz intervals. Complete with highly accurate 400 kHz crystal. Engineered to eliminate unwanted markers. Low power consumption battery operated circuit with high, 3.8 volt P-P, output. Simple front panel calibration. Handsome styled metal cabinet.

$32.95 complete (less batteries)
$22.95 wired & tested; $19.95 kit
Less cabinet, switch, & battery holder

DATA ENGINEERING INCORPORATED
BOX 1245 • SPRINGFIELD, VIRGINIA 22151

Collins
Swan
SBE
Galaxy
G.E.
Drake

Collins Galaxy Service!
HIGHEST QUALITY, GUARANTEED SERVICE FOR ALL TYPES OF AMATEUR AND COMMERCIAL GEAR, ABLY PERFORMED BY FCC LICENSED, FACTORY TrAINED PERSONNEL, AT

BRISTOL RADIO
420 HOPE STREET, BRISTOL, R. I. 02809
401-253-7105

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 120
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WHAT'S HIS RATE OF FREQUENCY?

FREQUENCY! ARE YOU KIDDING? HE SPENDS ALL HIS TIME WITH THAT NUTTY RADIO!!

5TH NATIONAL FM CONFERENCE
GROUP FLIGHT VACATION PLAN FROM CHICAGO ST. LOUIS • OMAHA • KANSAS CITY • DENVER

FABULOUS FLAMINGO MAIN SHOWROOM WITH JACK JONES AND MYRON COHEN

SAROC ADVANCE REGISTRATION $9.00

WITH MIDNIGHT SHOW TWO DRINKS $14.50

OR WITH DINNER SHOW $17.50

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE — SAROC HAPPY HOUR — THURSDAY
SWAN ELECTRONICS — SAROC SOCIAL HOUR — FRIDAY
HY-GAIN/GALAXY — COCKTAIL PARTY — SATURDAY

FLAMINGO HOTEL CONVENTION CENTER
SAROC, Flamingo Hotel Room rate $12.00 plus tax, single or double occupancy. Mail to Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas.
SAROC, advance registration $14.50 per person, regular registration at the door; Flamingo Hotel Late Show, Sunday Breakfast, Cocktail Parties, Seminars and Meetings. Mail to SAROC.

SAROC, sponsored by Southern Nevada ARC, Inc., Box 73, Boulder City, Nevada 89005.

VISIT THE FLAMINGO'S NEW SPEAKEASY RESTAURANT & SALOON
Las Vegas' most unique dining spot

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 120
Semiconductors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POPULAR IC's</th>
<th>TRANSISTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC1550G</td>
<td>MPF102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3028A</td>
<td>MPF105/2N5459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3020A</td>
<td>MPF107/2N5456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA3020A</td>
<td>MPF121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC1306P 1/4 W hi-gain audio power amplifier</td>
<td>J1N40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC1350P IF amp, hi-gain 50 dB power gain at 60 MHz more at lower freq.</td>
<td>J1N41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC1351P FM IF amp quadrature detector</td>
<td>MFE 3007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$1.80
$1.77
$3.07
$3.92
$1.10
$1.15
$2.50

MC1496
Balanced modulator
$3.25

DIGITAL READOUT
At a price
everyone $3.70
can afford
• Operates from 5 VDC
• Operates directly from TTL
• Will last up to 250,000 hours

DECODER — DRIVER
for above
MSD047 $3.50
7490 decade counter $1.90

NEW ADDITION
PLESSEY IC'S
SL610 RF Amp $5.65
SL611 RF Amp $5.65
SL612 IF Amp $5.65
SL620 Voice operated AGC device $8.30
SL621 AGC generator for SSB receivers $8.30
SL630 Audio Amp $5.53
SL640 Double Bal. Mod $10.88
SL641 SSB Rcvr mixer $10.88

MC1496
Balanced modulator
$3.25

FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES CW SERIOUSLY.

FOR YOU. ONLY THE BEST WILL DO.
YOUR TRAFFIC. YOUR QSO's MUST BE
PERFECT. THIS IS THE KEYER WHICH WILL
DO IT FOR YOU. PERFECT LETTERS AND SPACES,
ALL AUTOMATICALLY. 12-72 WPM. KEYS POSITIVE OR
NEGATIVE LOADS. BUILT-IN MONITOR OSC/AMP FOR
SPEAKER. WEIGHT CONTROL TO SUIT YOUR PREFERENCE.
ONE-TIME PICKERING WARRANTY.

READ THE QST WRITEUP ON THE KB-1 IN THE AUGUST,
1970 ISSUE. THEN SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BRO-
CHURE ON THE KB-1.

TO ORDER, SEE YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT DEALER,
OR ORDER DIRECT FROM FACTORY. YOU MAY USE
YOUR MASTERCHARGE OR BANKAMERICARD. SIMPLY
GIVE US YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER.

YOUR CW SENDING DESERVES THE BEST
ORDER YOUR KB-1 NOW!

model KB-1 • $265 net
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FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES CW SERIOUSLY.

FOR YOU, ONLY THE BEST WILL DO.
YOUR TRAFFIC. YOUR QSO's MUST BE
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2-M CLASS "C" AMPLIFIER

MODEL FM-3-30
1 TO 3.5 WATTS INPUT GIVES
17 TO 30 WATTS OUTPUT
TYPICALLY 20 WATTS OUT FOR 1 IN
AUTOMATIC T/R SWITCHING

MODEL FM-3-30 $89.95

13.5 V.D.C.
MOBILE OPERATION

ONLY HIGH QUALITY AMERICAN PARTS USED IN ALL MODELS

MODEL FM-7
13.5 V.D.C.
1 TO 3.5 WATTS INPUT
4 TO 12 WATTS OUTPUT
AUTOMATIC T/R SWITCHING
SIZE: 5½"x3"x2½"

Only $49.95

MODEL FM-25
13.5 V.D.C.
4 TO 12 WATTS INPUT
12 TO 30 WATTS OUTPUT
TYPICALLY 25 OUT FOR 10 IN
AUTOMATIC T/R SWITCHING
SIZE: 5½"x3"x2½"

Only $69.95

MODEL FM-10-50
13.5 V.D.C.
4 TO 12 WATTS INPUT
20 TO 50 WATTS OUTPUT
AUTOMATIC T/R SWITCHING
SIZE: 7"x5"x3"

Only $119.95

SOLID-STATE ELECTRONIC KEYER

MODEL KE-1

FEATURES
• 4-60 W.P.M. OPERATION
• TWO VARIABLE SPEED RANGES
• AUTOMATIC OPERATION
• SEMI-AUTOMATIC OPERATION (BUG)
• HOLD (TUNE) FUNCTION
• REED RELAY OUTPUT (10W)
  (Optional 50W relay add $2.00)
• 115V OPERATION
• INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE FROM EXTERNAL
  REGULATED 3 V.D.C. SOURCE

Low Low Price $54.95

ALSO AVAILABLE — 2M PREAMPS — 12 V.D.C. OPERATION — 13 dB GAIN — 3.5 dB NOISE
2" x 2½” — NO CASE — MOSFET WITH DIODE PROTECTION — WITH INSTRUCTIONS

$12.95

90 DAY PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: (Dealer inquiries invited)

vfh SPECIALISTS
PO BOX 167 VIENNA VA 22180

WE WILL SHIP UPS POSTPAID ON CASH ORDERS

C.O.D. ORDERS ACCEPTED WITH 25% DEPOSIT

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 120
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BOOKS...

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK - An outstanding technical guide to all phases of amateur radio. In 832 pages 20 complete chapters are devoted to such subjects as single sideband, antennas, mobile equipment, RIT and much, much more. This excellent book has received wide acclaim on both sides of the Atlantic and belongs in your library . . . now. $19.50

AMATEUR RADIO CIRCUITS BOOK - Completely revised — new edition. A very handy collection of many useful circuits for amateur use. Loaded with good ideas for that new converter, exciter or other project you are working on. Only $2.50

VHF-UHF MANUAL — G. R. Jessop. Probably the most comprehensive work of its kind ever published. Everything for beginners to advanced material. Only $5.95


RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK - Second Edition — By G. K. Jessop, G6JP — Here in a 148 page book is one of the most complete compilations of radio technical data in book form — charts, formulas and design data available. Whether you design, build or operate, this is a book you must have. Only $3.00

RADIO HANDBOOK - 18th Edition — How to design, build and operate the latest types of amateur transmitters, receivers, transceivers and amplifiers. Provides extensive, simplified theory on practically every phase of radio. 848 pages. Only $13.50


ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK by Robert Lewis, WB6MQL — All about design, construction, layout and testing of electronic equipment. Non-technical guide for kit-builders and your key to better performance of your equipment! $3.95

THE CARE AND FEEDING OF POWER GRID TUBES by Robert Sutherland, W6UOV — Just as the title says, a very complete rundown on the use of power tubes. Be sure to read this before you start work on your new linear. Only $3.95

SOLID-STATE QRP PROJECTS by Edward M. Noll, W3FQJ — By building QRP equipment you learn solid-state technology, since these rigs include transistors and/or integrated circuits. The low-cost units described here have power ratings from less than 100 milliwatts up to about 20 watts. Both cw and phone rigs are included. No. 24024. $4.25

F-M REPEATER HANDBOOK by Ken W. Sessions, Jr., KGMVH — The definitive book on amateur f-m repeaters. Includes: Preparing and obtaining sites for repeaters; how to build a repeater; repeater applications; an f-m repeater directory. No. 24008. $6.95

FIRE & BURLGAR ALARMS 1971 Handbook & Catalog

SAVE HUNDREDS of Dollars

Professional equipment from famous manufacturers. Easy step-by-step illustrated instructions, no special tools required. Save up to 75%. This handbook is a must for every homeowner and businessman. Just $1 cash, check or M.O.

Write W1JFT

ALARM COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS
33 NEW HAVEN AVE., DEPT. HR
MILFORD, CONN. 06460

ROTARY QSL FILE MODEL CB-8-H

Displays and protects QSL's in clear plastic pockets (3¼ x 5¼) included for 160 cards, holds up to 500 cards. Refills available. Rotates on hinge and a turn of knob brings new cards into view. Cards held securely without glue or mounting. PRICE: $9.00 ppd. U.S.A.
Ill. res add 5% Sales Tax

With order for 1 QSL File 1 packet refills FREE with this AD only.

M-B PRODUCTS & SALES
1917 N. Lowell Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60639

PROGRAMMABLE - REPROGRAMMABLE!!

- The KING of Electronic Keyers
- 20 Character Read Write Memory
- Every Conceivable Feature . . . .

EK-402 $29.95 Complete, FOB Factory
WRITE FOR BROCHURE

ANTENNA MATCHING TRANSFORMERS
- 50 ohm co-ax to 50 ohm balanced load (for doubloons & inverted vee's) $14.95
- 50 ohm co-ax to 75 ohm balanced load (for doubloons and quads) $14.95
- 50 ohm co-ax to 75, 120, and 140 ohm load (for single feed three band quad) $18.95
- Other impedance ratios available on request

All units are rated at full legal power and shipped post paid. Calif. residents add 5% sales tax.

H & H ENGINEERING
P. O. Box 68, La Mirada, Calif. 90638
G & G CATALOG
MILITARY ELECTRONICS

24 PAGES, crammed with G & G's Supreme Electronic Gear - The Biggest Bargain Buys in American. If you order for your copy - Refunded with your first order.

R48/TRC-8 UHF FM RECEIVER
230 to 250 Mc. Variable tuning, one band, 115/230 V or 60 volt. Complete with speaker, phone jack, squelch circuit 2-1/2" meter for circuit testing. Includes 15 tubes: 86A6GT, 9002, 5U4, 666, VR-150, 6N7, 6SN7, 6AL7. Size 20 x 19 x 16". Weight 75 lbs. $44.50

TV-10 UHF TRANSVERSER
28V DC
Made by Aircraft Radio Corp. Coupes UHF Antenna to VHF Transmitter and VHF Receiver, an 6 tubes: 3/9732 and 3/9641, and also a 24 tubes. Special, New, boxed... Each $1.88 2 for $3.25

R-20 RECEIVER
Made by Aircraft Radio Corp, works on 28 V., includes 4 tubes: 2/12A6W, 12AX7, 12AT7. Size: 6-1/2 x 4-1/2 x 4-5/8".
LIKE NEW... $7.50

HANDMIKE
Rugged, heavy-duty carbon handmike with press-to-talk switch. Equipped with 4-1/2 cord & phone plug. Special, New, boxed... Each $1.88 2 for $3.25

2" DC VOLTMETER
Mounts in 2-1/2" hole, Flange diameter 2-5/8". Two scales: 0-15 and 0-600. Calibrated for use on steel panel. Standard brand. Special, New, boxed... Each $1.25 2 for $2.50

TG-5B TELEGRAPH SET
For code communications or code practice. Portable, with hinged lid. Two or more units operate up to 25 miles apart. Bell cell system, 1000 cycle bowler, key, headpiece, canvas case, book. Size 5-1/2 x 2-1/4 x 10". New... $8.95

BC-733 RECEIVER
Receives radio signals being transmitted by US satellite on approx. 106 Mc., AM, crystal-controlled on 6 preset freq., in 106,3 to 110,3 Mc range. Operates on 12/24 V DC & 220 VAC 60 Mc. Complete with 10 tubes. Can be connected to FM Receiver 80 to 108 Mc, Exc. Used... $5.95

BC-922A CONTROL Box for above, New... 1.75

T-41/APS-18 TRANSMITTER
ANTENNA UNIT, designed for 115 V 800 to 1400 cps. Tubes included are two 15E and one 15K. Complete with shock mounts and blower motor, 7x8x18", New... $8.95

BC-223AX TRANSMITTER
25 Watt, CW, CW, CW, Voice, Crystal control on 4 pre-selected channels, range 2000 to 5000 Kc by use of 3 plug units, Included. Complete... BRAND NEW... $27.50

APN-1 FM TRANSCEIVER
400-450 Mc, Freq. modulated by moving coil transducer. Easily connected for radio control or 70 cms. Complete with 14 tubes, dyno... BRAND NEW... $9.95

IP-69A/ALA-2 INDICATOR
3" knobs. Front panel controls: Vertical Pos, horizontal pos, intensity, focus, gain, width, center freq. Pan. Operates on 115 V 380 to 1000 cps. Complete with tubes, Like NEW... $27.50

TELEPHONE TYPE RELAY
Made by J.H. Bunnell, has adjustable sensitivity. 200 ohm coil... NEW... $3.45

BC-645 TRANSCEIVER, 15 tubes, 435 to 500 Mc. Easily adapted for two way voice or code on Ham, Mobile, Television Experimental, and Citizens Bands... $16.95

TRANSMITTER has 4 tubes: WE-316A, 23-51, 777F
RECEIVER has 11 tubes: 2-455, 2-477, 2-766, 2-777
RECEIVER 1 F: 40 Megacycles
SIZE: 10-1/2" x 13-1/2" x 4-1/2".
Shipped wt 25 lbs.

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER: BC-645 Transceiver, Dynamotor and all accessories, including mounting, UHF Antenna Assemblies, control box, complete set of connectors and plugs.
Complete New... $26.95

TG-34A CODE KEYER, self-contained, automatic, reproduces code practice signals from paper tape.
5 to 12 WPM Built-in speaker. Brand new... $24.50

HEADSET Low Impedance. With large channels ear cushions. 4-ft cord and plug. Reg. $12.90. Our Special Price $2.95

High impedance adaptors for above... $4.95

SCR-274-N, ARC-5 COMMAND SET HQ!

FREQ. TRANSFORMER RECEIVERS... Complete with Tubes
190 - 350 Mc. BC-335 $16.95 $23.50 $27.50
6 - 9 Mc. BC-153 $9.95 $16.95 $21.95
1.5 - 3 Mc. BC-100 $7.95 $14.95 $19.95
TRANSMITTER... Complete with valves
4 - 5 Mc. BC-457 $8.95 $15.95 $21.95
5.3 - 7 Mc. BC-458 $8.95 $15.95 $21.95

AN/APR-4 FM & AM RECEIVER
"FB" for Satellite Tracking
High precision lab, instrument, for monitoring and measuring frequency and relative signal strength, 38 to 4000 Mc, in 5 tuning ranges. For 110 in cycle AC. Built-in power supply. Original circuit diagram included. Checked out... Perfect, Like New... $88.50

All tuning units available for above, P.U.R.

BC-1204-C RECEIVER
Aircraft Beacon Receiver 200 to 400 Mc. Operates on 24V DC 1.5A. Continuous tuning, vol control, on-off switch and phone jack... Very sensitive, Compact...
Complete with tubes, New...

BC-604 FM TRANSCEIVER
20 to 27.9 Mc. Output approx. 30 watts. 10 transistor controlled channels, Complete with tubes...
New...

BC-504 FM TRANSCEIVER
30 to 43 Mc.
Output approx. 30 watts. 10 transistor controlled channels, Complete with tubes...
New...

ARC-811A Modern Q-5 Receiver 190 - 550 KHz...
ARC-822 540 - 1600 KHz Receiver with tuning graph...
R/AR-2 Receiver 234-258 Mc, 11 tubes, New...

BC-605 INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER, NEW $3.45 EXC. USED...

TELEPHONE HANDSET, W. Type...
LIKE NEW...

SC-522 TRANSISTOR-RECEIVER, with 18 tubes, LIKE NEW...

AM-300/AIC PUSHBUTTON AMPLIFIER
de-tube PP power amplifier with dynamotor, works on 28 VDC, Automatic gain control...
Shipped wt 15 lbs... LIKE NEW...

DUAL AMPLIFIER has two input circuits each feeding a single 6SN7GT twin triode amplifier. Complete with 115V 60 cy, power supply...

AM-26/AIC PHASE INVERTER AMP.
4-tube pushpull power amplifier. Carbon mike Input, hi-to lmp, output. Works on 24/20VDC. Easily converted to handy 9-watt amplifier. Complete with tubes and dynamotor...
LIKE NEW...

WILLARD 2-VOLT STORAGE BATTERY
Rated at 20 Amp.-Hours, Model 20-2. Rechargeable.
Compact nansipil construction. Lightweight polyamide case, 34X1/3/4". Shippped new, was standard electrolyte. Shipped Weight 3 lbs. New...

G & G RADIO ELECTRONICS COMPANY
45-47 Warren St (2nd Fl) New York, N.Y. 10007 Ph. 212-267-4605

december 1971
NEW 2M PREAMPLIFIER

12 vdc powered
27 db gain (approximately)
noise figure 2.5
will bring most receivers
to .1 µV sensitivity
without appreciable noise.
Metal case. ONLY $17.95 ppd.

CRAWFORD ELECTRONICS
302 West Main, Genoa, IL 60135

IRON POWDER TOROIDAL CORES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORE SIZE</th>
<th>41 Mix Green 'HP'</th>
<th>3 Mix Grey 'HP'</th>
<th>2 Mix Red 'E'</th>
<th>8 Mix Yellow 'SF'</th>
<th>10 Mix Black 'W'</th>
<th>12 Mix Grn-Wht 'IRN-B'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-200</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-130</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.300</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-106</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-94</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-68</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-50</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-37</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-12</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sustained Availability
Postage 50 Cents

AMIDON Associates
12033 Otsego Street
North Hollywood, Calif. 91607

IN DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGES

| 4-2 input NAND | 7402 35 | 7403 35 | 7404 35 |
| 4-2 input NOR | 7400 35 | 7401 35 | 7405 35 |
| 4-2 input Inverter | 7406 39 | 7407 39 | 7408 39 |
| 3-2 input Decade-2-3-4-5 | 7474 55 |
| 2-2 input AND-OR-Invert | 7401 45 |
| 2-2 input AND-OR-INVERT | 7401 1.00 |
| JK flip flop | 7472 0.95 |
| Dual flip flop | 7473 0.95 |
| Decade counter | 7475 0.95 |
| 4-bit Binary Counter | 7476 0.95 |
| 4-bit 3-state Shift Register | 7477 0.95 |

FREE CATALOG-FILTERS AND CORES-NEW & SURPLUS

CRAWFORD ELECTRONICS
302 West Main, Genoa, IL 60135

2 METER FM TRANSMITTER KIT

5 WATTS - 4 FREQUENCIES

Featuring: Step-by-step instructions — **3½ x 7½**
Glass Epoxy P.C. Board — 16 Transistors —
9 diodes, 3 crystals in Crystals — Separate Oscillators
for each frequency — only 1 Amp @ 13.6 V for 5 Watts (typical) output — ±10
KHz dev.

**PRICE $59.95 plus $1.40 Postage in U.S.A.**

(No. 14-34)

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 120
CRYSTAL FILTERS
by KVG

Integrated matching devices eliminate need for input/output transformers. Small size (1 27/64 x 1 3/64 x 3/4) well suited for either solid state or conventional tube type equipment.

### Crystal Filters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Number of Crystals</th>
<th>Bandwidth (−6dB)</th>
<th>Shape Factor</th>
<th>Ultimate Attenuation</th>
<th>Insertion Loss</th>
<th>Termination (Ohms)*</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XF9A</td>
<td>SSB-TX</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5kHz</td>
<td>(6:50) 1.7</td>
<td>&gt; 45dB</td>
<td>&lt; 3 dB</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$23.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF9B</td>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.4kHz</td>
<td>(6:80) 2.2</td>
<td>&gt; 100dB</td>
<td>&lt; 3.5 dB</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$32.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF9C</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.75kHz</td>
<td>(6:60) 1.8</td>
<td>&gt; 100dB</td>
<td>&lt; 3.5 dB</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$35.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF9D</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.0kHz</td>
<td>(6:80) 2.2</td>
<td>&gt; 100dB</td>
<td>&lt; 3.5 dB</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$35.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF9E</td>
<td>NBFM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.0kHz</td>
<td>(6:60) 2.2</td>
<td>&gt; 90dB</td>
<td>&lt; 3 dB</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>$35.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF9F</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>500Hz</td>
<td>(6:60) 4.4</td>
<td>&gt; 90dB</td>
<td>&lt; 5 dB</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>$24.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL1OM</td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500Hz</td>
<td>(6:60) 2.0</td>
<td>&gt; 80dB</td>
<td>&lt; 10 dB</td>
<td>350/300</td>
<td>$65.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF107A</td>
<td>NBFM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14.0kHz</td>
<td>(6:70) 2.2</td>
<td>&gt; 90dB</td>
<td>&lt; 3.5 dB</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>$30.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF107B</td>
<td>NBFM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.0kHz</td>
<td>(6:70) 2.7</td>
<td>&gt; 90dB</td>
<td>&lt; 3.5 dB</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>$30.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF107C</td>
<td>WBFM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32.0kHz</td>
<td>(6:90) 2.7</td>
<td>&gt; 90dB</td>
<td>&lt; 4.5 dB</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>$30.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF107D</td>
<td>WBFM</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>38.0kHz</td>
<td>(6:90) 2.7</td>
<td>&gt; 90dB</td>
<td>&lt; 4.5 dB</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>$30.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*9MHz types (XF9, XL10): 30pF par., 10.7 MHz types (XF107): 25pF par.

HC 25/U crystals: XF900 (9000.00kHz, carrier), XF901 (8998.5kHz, USB), XF902 (9001.5kHz LSB), XF903 (8999.0kHz, BFO): $2.75 each.

---

CRYSTAL DISCRIMINATORS
by KVG

I.F. signal in, audio out. No more cumbersome alignment! Built-in circuit matching transformer. Size 1 27/64 x 1 3/64 x 3/8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Max. Deviation (10% non-fin.)</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Input (Ohms)</th>
<th>Output (Ohms)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XD9-01</td>
<td>RTTY, etc.</td>
<td>± 1.5 kHz</td>
<td>0.4V/kHz</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100k</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XD9-02</td>
<td>RTTY, etc.</td>
<td>± 3.0 kHz</td>
<td>0.25V/kHz</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100k</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XD9-03</td>
<td>NBFM</td>
<td>± 8.0 kHz</td>
<td>50mV/kHz</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100k</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XD107-01</td>
<td>NBFM</td>
<td>± 10.0 kHz</td>
<td>75mV/kHz</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100k</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XD107-02</td>
<td>WBFM</td>
<td>± 20.0 kHz</td>
<td>20mV/kHz</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>100k</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Both 9MHz types (XD9) and 10.7 MHz (XD107): 30pF par.

---

VHF-UHF MOSFET CONVERTERS

High dynamic range, excellent spurious signal rejection!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MM432</td>
<td>432/434</td>
<td>28/30</td>
<td>3.6dB</td>
<td>30dB</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM220</td>
<td>220/222</td>
<td>28/30</td>
<td>3.2dB</td>
<td>30dB</td>
<td>$54.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM144</td>
<td>144/146</td>
<td>28/30</td>
<td>2.8dB</td>
<td>30dB</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM50</td>
<td>50/52</td>
<td>28/30</td>
<td>2.5dB</td>
<td>30dB</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***Add $1.50 for shipping. Delivery: 4 weeks.

In compact aluminum die cast container (5 1/2 x 2 3/4 x 1 1/4). BNC connectors. 12 VDC. Other freq. ranges and I.F.'s on request.

---
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For optimum voice power and clarity

Simply connect the Comdel CSP-11 between your audio source and equipment and get instant voice clarity with a 10 dB increase in talk power. Unlike conventional speech clipper, the CSP-11 tailors the audio bandwidth and introduces no harmonic distortion. It is equally effective in Audio AM, FM and SSB systems. For further information call or write.

AMERICAN CRYSTAL CO.
1623 Central Ave., Kansas City KS 66102, 913-342-5493
Mfg. Crystals for most communication Equip.
Small Orders Accepted

For use In:

TWO WAY SCANNERS SMALL ORDERS ACCEPTED
MONITORS
TRANSMITTERS THIRD MODE
C.B. SYNTHESIZERS C.B. (Class D Single channel)
REPEATERS ELEMENT CRYSTALS .0005%
SCANNERS (oper. 152.50 to 163.50 Mhz .002%) ELEMENT CRYSTALS .0005%

Crystal prices @ .002%

FUNDAMENTALS
2 to 14.9 Mhz $5.25
15 to 19.9 Mhz 6.10
AMERICAN ELEMENT CRYSTALS
C.R. (channel freq. changed in customer’s element) 15.00
AMATEUR NOVICE, (HCB/U, ±1 kc, 32 mmF, Fund.) 2.75
2.5-8.9 Mhz 3.00

Tunes 80-10 mtr Ham Bands
Also CB — Connects between Antenna and Receiver or Transceiver
Wired $29.95 Kit $19.95
Includes $1.00 for mail and insurance

WABAN LABS
Box 17, So. Sudbury, Mass. 01776

NEW! F-100 PRESELECTOR!
BATTERY OPERATED-MOS-FET
- Typical Gain 15 db±2db
- Selective
- Free Brochure

ARIZONA SEMICONDUCTOR
QUALITY COMPONENTS
SEMI - KITS:

F7-SEGMENT INCANDESCENT
Readout: Bright, low current, 3-volt operation. May be driven directly by SN747N
5,000 hour rating instructions included $3.70

DECIDIGIT - 7:
Counter building kit includes: 7-SEGMENT DIGIT, SN746N DECIMAL DRIVER, SN7400 DECIMAL COUNTER, only $8.95
HOT- UP KITS INSTRUCTION

Send $2.00 to STAMP

POSTAGE PAID

ARIZONA SEMICONDUCTOR
P.O. BOX 112, GOODYEAR, ARIZ. 85338
The most powerful signals under the sun!

Got a space problem?

Has The Answer

Even if you’re limited to just a few square feet of real estate, you’ve got room for a Hy-Gain multi-band vertical antenna. Unquestionably the ultimate in strength and performance...occupies minimum ground space. Whatever your requirements...you can’t do better than Hy-Gain.

The incomparable
Hy-Gain Hy-Tower 18 Ht. For 80 thru 10 meters.
The finest multi-band omnidirectional vertical antenna on the market today. Entirely self-supporting and virtually indestructible. Takes maximum legal power with ease. Automatic band switching. All hardware iridite treated. Outstanding performance! Wt. 96.7 lbs. Ht. 50’
No. 182 $179.95

NEW!
Hy-Gain 18 AVT/WB For 80 thru 10 meters.
Superb wide-band omnidirectional performance combined with extra heavy duty construction...for the red-hot action you want. So strong it mounts without guy wires. Automatic switching with three Hy-Q traps. Top loading coil. True 1/4 wave resonance on all bands. A great buy! Wt. 16.2 lbs. Ht. 25’
No. 386 $59.95

Versatile
Hy-Gain 18 V For 80 thru 10 meters.
Low cost, high efficiency vertical antenna. Easily tuned to any 80 thru 10 meter band by adjusting feed point on the base inductor. Easily mounted, highly portable. Installs almost anywhere! Wt. 5 lbs. Ht. 18’
No. 193 $21.95

Hy-Gain
14 AVQ/WB For 40 thru 10 meters
Successor to the famous 14 AVQ...totally improved. Entirely self-supporting, automatic band switching, omnidirectional vertical antenna. Three separate Hy-Q traps with large diameter coils for very high Q. True 1/4 wave resonance on all bands. Peak performance! Wt. 9.2 lbs. Ht. 18’
No. 385 $39.95

Hy-Gain
12 AVQ For 10, 15 and 20 meters
Wt. 7.2 lbs. Ht. 13’6’’
No. 384 $26.95

HY-GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
P. O. Box 5407-WL / Lincoln, Nebraska 68501
WE ACKNOWLEDGE WITH GRATITUDE THESE AND OTHER GENEROUS COMMENTS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS

June 29, 1971 "... I just can't help but do a little bragging about your towers. I've had more compliments on my tower installation, (A36w/HB(18 sq/ft), which concerns your fine tower. I've sold three different towers for TV antenna installations. I also influenced several fellow hams to purchase your tower. I'm convinced it's the greatest on the market and I try to sell it at every opportunity I get ..."

Robert Eyster, Jr. (K3BG), Vienna, Oh.

March 6, 1971 "... That A48w/HB(14 sq/ft) is a great tower. It was carrying a full load comprised of stacked 4 element 20 meter, 3 element 15 meter and 3 element 10 meter beams when wind gusts last winter were 60-70 mph. There was only the slightest vibration in the tower. I have a feeling that your 80 mph rating is conservative! Congratulations on putting out such a good product ..."

Kenneth D. Grimm (K35FBH), Sweet Briar, Va.

June 22, 1971 "... I already own a Heights tower which I bought about 5 years ago and erected at my Michigan vacation home. It's a 44' telescoping tower with the manual fold-over option. I've never been more satisfied with any commercially made amateur product (except perhaps my Collins gear). That's why I'd like to buy Heights again ..."

Robert D. Hardt (WB2IHA), Norwood, N. J.

March 1, 1971 "... I purchased one of your towers (A48w/HB(11 sq/ft)) 2 years ago and I'm extremely happy with it. Because of new antenna plans I wish to convert this to a fold-over model and add additional sections ..."

Gary Woodhouse (WA2FCA), Levittown, N. Y.

October 12, 1970 "... regarding the delivery of the special tower construction that I had you fabricate to my specifications. I first of all, wish to say that I am extremely pleased with your performance. As a matter of fact, I am amazed that in this day and age a manufacturer can deliver a product that is so complete and so well designed that it has surpassed my fondest hopes ..."

John J. Dwyer, Northbrook, III.

Thanks from Drake Dimitry, Pres. and the Heights Organization.

HEIGHTS MFG. COMPANY
Almont Heights Industrial Park
4516 North Van Dyke, Almont, Mich. 48003

MANUFACTURERS OF “ALUMINUM TOWERS”

CONNECTICUT HAMS

VHFers
Visit Roger S. Miner's Surplus Electronics Company
Nights: 7pm to 10pm mon-fri and 11am to 7pm saturday. Phone: 877-0555
FOR SALE: Collins 75S-1-$250, KWM-2A w/ps-$700, HEATHKIt SB-110 w/ps-$270, SB-301 receiver-$165, HW-12A-$110, HW-30 TWOER-$25, DX-100-$90, HAMMARLUND Super Pro-$80, TECRAFT 6 & 2 mtr. converters $40 ea. MANY THOUSANDS OF PARTS.
VHFers: JUST IN: MILITARY R.F. AMPLIFIERS 220-440 MHZ. Power out: 120 watts plus. Self contained: Power supply, Antenna change over relay, input attenuator and 120 watt M.C. JONES power meter and VSWR BRIDGE. Uses two ElMAC 4CX250 tubes. COMPLETE, CHECKED OUT WITH TUBES AND INSTRUCTIONS — NO MODIFICATIONS NEEDED — $235.00. K1PXE, holder of the overland 432MHz 2 way contact of 1210 miles, Conn. to Kans., uses one of these amplifiers.
Come in and see us. High power H.Q. in the Northeast.
The ROGER S. MINER Surplus Electronics Co., 246 Naugatuck Ave., Milford, Conn. 06460
A HOLIDAY SPECIAL
SAVINGS UP TO 50%

What better gift for your amateur friends than a subscription to HAM RADIO

With our special Holiday Gift Plan the more you buy the greater your savings.

You save at least $1.00 on any subscription, but you can save as much as $3.00.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTIONS
Anywhere in the world

First Subscription $5.00 Save $1.00
Second Subscription $4.50 Save $1.50
Third Subscription $4.00 Save $2.00
Fourth Subscription $3.50 Save $2.50
Fifth Subscription $3.00 SAVE $3.00

Additional Subscriptions $3.00 each.

Here is an opportunity to whittle your gift list down in a hurry and save a lot of money doing it.

Order Today - Include your own subscription or renewal while you are at it.

Offer expires December 24, 1971

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
GREENVILLE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03048

DONOR — A gift card will be sent shortly before Christmas announcing your gift.

Name ___________________________ Call _____________________
Address ________________________________________________
City ___________________________ Zip _____________________

FIRST GIFT at $5.00 for one year.

Name ___________________________ Call _____________________
Address ________________________________________________
City ___________________________ Zip _____________________

SECOND GIFT at $4.50 for one year.

Name ___________________________ Call _____________________
Address ________________________________________________
City ___________________________ Zip _____________________

THIRD GIFT at $4.00 for one year.

Name ___________________________ Call _____________________
Address ________________________________________________
City ___________________________ Zip _____________________

FOURTH GIFT at $3.50 for one year.

Name ___________________________ Call _____________________
Address ________________________________________________
City ___________________________ Zip _____________________

FIFTH GIFT at $3.00 for one year.

Name ___________________________ Call _____________________
Address ________________________________________________
City ___________________________ Zip _____________________

Additional subscriptions $3.00 each.

Enclosed is
☐ 5.00 for one subscription
☐ 9.50 for two subscriptions
☐ 13.50 for three subscriptions
☐ 17.00 for four subscriptions
☐ 20.00 for five subscriptions

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 120 december 1971
PAYS CASH for your unused equipment, tubes, components, semiconductors, etc. Send your list today for a fast cash offer.

612 BROADWAY NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10012 212-WA-5-7000

ROBOT model 80
CAMERA

1 4 Macro lens $60.00

$465.00 net

FREE: With purchase of monitor only — 5 min. demo tape. Gets you on the air for only $495.00.

SWAN 250 6 meter SSB transceiver, excellent condition with new 117XC power supply/speaker $325
CLEGG 66'er 6 meter transmitter/receiver, excellent condition with built-in speaker $95
P&H 6-150 TRANSVERTER, 5 watts of 20 meter drive gets 150 watts pep out on 6 meters, good condition $95
PEARCE-SIMPSON GLADDING 25, 2 meter transceiver, brand new with AC/DC power supply, FM $299
LAFAYETTE HA-144 2 meter portable transceiver in like new condition, with leather case $95
DYCOMM BLOCK BOOSTER 2 meter FM mobile amplifier provides 50 watts out for 10 watts in $89.95
DYCOMM "10-9" 2 meter mobile amplifier puts out 100 watts when driven by 10 watts of FM $185
DYCOMM "BRICK" or TR-22 BOOSTER, one of the most popular your 1-2W HT can push out 20-25W $60.95
DYCOMM "SUPER BRICK/TR-22 BOOSTER" Now you can have from 35-45W for .8 watts input. Typically 38W output for a 1 watt input $99.95
DYCOMM PRESCALER divide by 10 prescaler will work with any counter, operates up to 240 MHz $89.95

NOTE: DYCOMM ALSO MAKES FCC TYPE ACCEPTED FM AMPLIFIERS FOR COMMERCIAL SERVICE WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION!

DRAKE TR-4 TRANSCEIVER covers 80-10 meters, excellent condition, with AC-4/MS-4 power supply $535
HAMMARLUND HQ-215 solid state 80-10 meter receiver, uses same mixing as Collins "5" line. In excellent condition for only $295
HALLICRATER 2-108 general coverage receiver with ham bandspread, very good condition $89.95
HAMMARLUND H-100 general coverage receiver with ham bandspread, good condition $95.00
HAMMARLUND HQ-170/CLOCK, a ham band only receiver giving superior performance on 6-160 meters $165

SIDEBAND ENGINEERS SB-3/LA linear amplifier, brand new in factory carton, matches the SB-34 Transceiver $175
PAPST "PAMOTOR" a small mufon type fan of all metal construction good for cooling hot final tubes for longer life. Brand new/Sealed carton $14.95
ITE OILED PLATE TRANSFORMER 6636 VCT @ 500 ma continuous duty. 110/220 primary. 120 lbs. $85
JO-BLOCK avalanche silicon rectifier, 12,000 piv @ 1 amp. Insulated so that chassis mounting is practical $9.95
SURE SUPPRESSOR CE-PS220C protects silicon diodes from transients coming in on the power line. For 2 KW avg. power and a 220 VAC line $39.95
CE-PS120A similar to above but 110VAC @ 1 KW $10
TRANSMATCH PARTS... WE CAN SUPPLY THE PARTS NEEDED FOR BUILDING A HIGH POWER TRANSMATCH SUCH AS THE ONES DESCRIBED IN QST (JULY '70, OCT. '71, etc.) $52.50

CERAMIC Socket for 3-500Z, 4-400A, etc. $2.50
CAPACITOR, 1000 mfd @ 400 VDC $2.50
JENNINGS UXG-500, 25-500pF @ 15KV DC r/e $120
UTC TYPE CG-310 TRANSFORMER, puts out 4000 VDC @ 1 amp on a continuous duty basis. Reg. net. $395
WE STOCK AIR-DUUX COILS
WRITE CORNELL-DUBILIER "HAM-M" ROTATOR. New/complete $99.95
GONSET COMMUNICATOR IV (3341) 2 meter transmitter/receiver with matching GONSET VFO, excellent condition $195
HALLICRATER SX-122 general coverage receiver in very good condition, 54-34MHz + ham bandspread $295
YAESU FLX-400 TRANSFORMER 80 to 10 meter transmitter with built-in power supply, mint condition $295
SONA LABS "SCAN-O-MATIC" 2 meter 10 channel receiver with scanning and channel lock-out $139.95
CRYSALS for the above receiver $5.00 ea.
COLLINS MP-1 mobile 12 VDC power supply, designed for the 325 series and KWM-2 but will work with most other modern 200 watt pep transceivers or transmitters $125
AMECO TX-62 TRANSMITTER covers both 6 and 2 meters on AM and CW. Included in this special package price is the matching AMECO 621 VFO, both in like new condition for only $165
ELECTRO INSTRUMENT DIGITAL VOLTMETER, good $125
DX ENGINEERING RF SPEECH PROCESSOR, an RF type speech clipper designed for the KWM-2 or 325 series. Contains an integral mechanical filter for splatter suppression. Specify model 325 or KWM2 $79.50
COLLINS 7553B New/w warrantee $795
TMC-GPR90 RXD w/TMC GSB-1 Both mint $495

VISITING NEW YORK?
STOP IN FOR A FRIENDLY VISIT
ASK FOR BARRY—W2LNI.

BARRY HAS SLOW SCAN TV

ROBOT model 70

MONITOR

$495.00 net

117XC 6 meter with 60 watts pep output on 6 meters, good $99.95
LAFAYETTE HA-144 2 meter portable transceiver in like new condition, with leather case $95
DYCOMM "10-9" 2 meter mobile amplifier puts out 100 watts when driven by 10 watts of FM $185
DYCOMM "BRICK" or TR-22 BOOSTER, one of the most popular your 1-2W HT can push out 20-25W $60.95
DYCOMM "SUPER BRICK/TR-22 BOOSTER" Now you can have from 35-45W for .8 watts input. Typically 38W output for a 1 watt input $99.95
DYCOMM PRESCALER divide by 10 prescaler will work with any counter, operates up to 240 MHz $89.95

NOTE: DYCOMM ALSO MAKES FCC TYPE ACCEPTED FM AMPLIFIERS FOR COMMERCIAL SERVICE WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION!

DRAKE TR-4 TRANSCEIVER covers 80-10 meters, excellent condition, with AC-4/MS-4 power supply $535
HAMMARLUND HQ-215 solid state 80-10 meter receiver, uses same mixing as Collins "5" line. In excellent condition for only $295
HALLICRATER 2-108 general coverage receiver with ham bandspread, very good condition $89.95
HAMMARLUND H-100 general coverage receiver with ham bandspread, good condition $95.00
HAMMARLUND HQ-170/CLOCK, a ham band only receiver giving superior performance on 6-160 meters $165

SIDEBAND ENGINEERS SB-3/LA linear amplifier, brand new in factory carton, matches the SB-34 Transceiver $175
PAPST "PAMOTOR" a small mufon type fan of all metal construction good for cooling hot final tubes for longer life. Brand new/Sealed carton $14.95
ITE OILED PLATE TRANSFORMER 6636 VCT @ 500 ma continuous duty. 110/220 primary. 120 lbs. $85
JO-BLOCK avalanche silicon rectifier, 12,000 piv @ 1 amp. Insulated so that chassis mounting is practical $9.95
SURE SUPPRESSOR CE-PS220C protects silicon diodes from transients coming in on the power line. For 2 KW avg. power and a 220 VAC line $39.95
CE-PS120A similar to above but 110VAC @ 1 KW $10
TRANSMATCH PARTS... WE CAN SUPPLY THE PARTS NEEDED FOR BUILDING A HIGH POWER TRANSMATCH SUCH AS THE ONES DESCRIBED IN QST (JULY '70, OCT. '71, etc.) $52.50

CERAMIC Socket for 3-500Z, 4-400A, etc. $2.50
CAPACITOR, 1000 mfd @ 400 VDC $2.50
JENNINGS UXG-500, 25-500pF @ 15KV DC r/e $120
UTC TYPE CG-310 TRANSFORMER, puts out 4000 VDC @ 1 amp on a continuous duty basis. Reg. net. $395
WE STOCK AIR-DUUX COILS
WRITE CORNELL-DUBILIER "HAM-M" ROTATOR. New/complete $99.95
GONSET COMMUNICATOR IV (3341) 2 meter transmitter/receiver with matching GONSET VFO, excellent condition $195
HALLICRATER SX-122 general coverage receiver in very good condition, 54-34MHz + ham bandspread $295
YAESU FLX-400 TRANSFORMER 80 to 10 meter transmitter with built-in power supply, mint condition $295
SONA LABS "SCAN-O-MATIC" 2 meter 10 channel receiver with scanning and channel lock-out $139.95
CRYSALS for the above receiver $5.00 ea.
COLLINS MP-1 mobile 12 VDC power supply, designed for the 325 series and KWM-2 but will work with most other modern 200 watt pep transceivers or transmitters $125
AMECO TX-62 TRANSMITTER covers both 6 and 2 meters on AM and CW. Included in this special package price is the matching AMECO 621 VFO, both in like new condition for only $165
ELECTRO INSTRUMENT DIGITAL VOLTMETER, good $125
DX ENGINEERING RF SPEECH PROCESSOR, an RF type speech clipper designed for the KWM-2 or 325 series. Contains an integral mechanical filter for splatter suppression. Specify model 325 or KWM2 $79.50
COLLINS 7553B New/w warrantee $795
TMC-GPR90 RXD w/TMC GSB-1 Both mint $495

VISITING NEW YORK?
STOP IN FOR A FRIENDLY VISIT
ASK FOR BARRY—W2LNI.

BARRY 512 Broadway NY, NY 10012
212-WA-5-7000

ELECTRONICS

112th December 1971

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 120
ONCE IN A DECADE! Call it Christmas Special, year end closeout or what you choose. Look these bargains over and act fast. Drake 2B/2AQS/ Xtal Calibrator $189; Hallicrafters SX100 $59; Hammond HQ110 $39; HQ107C $139; HQ180AC $239; National NC300/Speaker/Calibrator $109; RME 4350 $63; Drake 2NT $89; Heath HW 12 $79; National NCX5 MK IV HCXA/XCU 27, $329; Swan 500 $290; Amperex TX 62 $75; Swan TV2B $39; Swan 250C $249; Drake TX/RB/AC/MS $795; Swan TXB/RB/AC/MS $795; Drake TR4N $519; Galaxy 2000 Linear $195; Tempo 2000 linear $329. Many more items. Send for Complete List. Stan Burghardt, WOIT, Box 2000, Canton, OH 44711. 20 stations worked on 6 after January 1, 1971 DUMMY PLATE - See Arco ad in December 70 and Mar. '71 Ham Radio.

MECHANICAL FILTERS: 455 kHz. 2.1 kHz $15.00. The results - fabulous. Send QSL card for free brochure or order direct; guaranteed. Valley Technical, Inc., 2901 Sonora, Kalamazoo, Mich. 49004

EXCLUSIVELY HAM TELETYPETM - 19th year, RTTY Journal, articles, news, DX, VHF, classified ads. Sample 30¢. $3.00 per year. Box 837, Royal Oak, Michigan 48068.

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT, inc., 407 S. University, San Diego, Calif. 92109.

MECHANICAL FILTERS: 455 kHz. 2.1 kHz $15.00. The results - fabulous. Send QSL card for free brochure or order direct; guaranteed. Valley Technical, Inc., 2901 Sonora, Kalamazoo, Mich. 49004

MARTIN Mechanical Filters: 455 kHz; 2.1 kHz $15.00. The results - fabulous. Send QSL card for free brochure or order direct; guaranteed. Valley Technical, Inc., 2901 Sonora, Kalamazoo, Mich. 49004

MARS, meetings and technical sessions scheduled. Accommodations request to Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada before December 19th, Advance Registration to SAROC, Southern Nevada ARC, Inc., Box 73, Boulder City, Nevada 89005, before December 31st.

THE FCC has received notice from the Cambodian licensing authorities that pending government approval and eventual international telecommunications Union notification, there would be no objection to communications from licensed amateur stations. The commission has no objection to communications with Station UX1AA, Phnompenh, Cambodia, and U.S. licensed amateur stations. The commission has no objection to communications with Station UX1AA.

THE FCC has received notice that pending government approval and eventual International Telecommunications Union notification, there would be no objection to communications from licensed amateur stations. The commission has no objection to communications with Station UX1AA.

VALET- VS-II Speech Integrators. Immediate delivery from factory. The price-$44.50 complete. The results — fabulous. Send QSL card for free brochure or order direct; guaranteed. Valley Technical, Inc., 2901 Sonora, Kalamazoo, Mich. 49004


WANTED: Book "Practical Wireless Telegraphy" by Elmer Ford. For details write to: Sol Solomon, 19 Pierce Road, Watertown, Mass. 02172.

WANTED: Book "Practical Wireless Telegraphy" by Elmer Ford. For details write to: Sol Solomon, 19 Pierce Road, Watertown, Mass. 02172.

WANTED: The following items: book "Practical Wireless Telegraphy" by Elmer Ford. For details write to: Sol Solomon, 19 Pierce Road, Watertown, Mass. 02172.

WANTED: The following items: book "Practical Wireless Telegraphy" by Elmer Ford. For details write to: Sol Solomon, 19 Pierce Road, Watertown, Mass. 02172.

WANTED: The following items: book "Practical Wireless Telegraphy" by Elmer Ford. For details write to: Sol Solomon, 19 Pierce Road, Watertown, Mass. 02172.

WANTED: The following items: book "Practical Wireless Telegraphy" by Elmer Ford. For details write to: Sol Solomon, 19 Pierce Road, Watertown, Mass. 02172.

WANTED: The following items: book "Practical Wireless Telegraphy" by Elmer Ford. For details write to: Sol Solomon, 19 Pierce Road, Watertown, Mass. 02172.
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY FOR NIXIE READOUT STAGES

5 Mv ripple at maximum rating
110 volt input with output of 170 volt 15Mz • 5 volt 600 Mz regulated to .5%
SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF
Made especially for Nixie Readout Clocks, Frequency Counters using NX101 stages:
Kit: $14.95

NIXIE READ OUT STAGE
“NEW TTL LOGIC”

AT A LOW LOW PRICE
$12.49

KITS ARE PURCHASED AS LISTED

BASIC KIT NX100
NL 9405 nixie read out tube
NL 9405 tube socket
7490 Decade
7441 Decoder/driver
Resistor
Etched and Drilled glass epoxy P.C. board

NX100-Q SAME AS NX 100 WITH ADDITIONAL QUADLATCH

DELUX KIT NX101
NL 9405 nixie read out tube
NL 9405 tube socket
7490 Decade
7441 Decoder/driver
Resistor
Etched & Drilled glass epoxy P.C. board
7475 Quad Latch
2-16 Pin I.C. socket assembly
1-14 Pin socket assembly
10 pin PC board socket

PLEASE ORDER BY KIT NUMBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>NX100</th>
<th>NX100-Q*</th>
<th>NX101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>$14.45</td>
<td>$16.75</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>15.25</td>
<td>16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10+</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>14.75</td>
<td>15.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*WITH QUAD LATCH
Completely guaranteed

READ OUT STAGE SPECIFICATIONS
• NL 9405 Read Out Tube with two decimal points supplied (or equivalent).
• 2 x 3 etched and drilled glass epoxy printed circuit board.
• Accepts 10 pin PC board connector
• Voltage requirements 5 volts DC 80 ma for integrated circuits, 170 to 300 volts DC at 2 ma for the read out tube.
• 3 TTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
• 7490 Decade supplies a BCD code output
• 7475 Quad latch stores the count while the decade is re-counting not used in digital clocks when quad latch is not used jumpers are required.
• 7441 Decoder Driver converts the BCD code to ten different signals needed to drive the read out tube.

BY INTERCHANGING OF 3 JUMPERS THE P.C. BOARD IS ADAPTABLE TO DIVIDE BY 6 OR DIVIDE BY 10.

R & R ELECTRONICS
311 EAST SOUTH ST.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46225
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SEVENTH ANNUAL TELEPHONE PIONEER QSO PARTY. Contact as many individual members and reach members in as many different chapters and zones. Start at 1900 hours GMT on Friday, December 4 and end at 0500 hours GMT on Monday, December 6, 1971. All bands may be worked on the same station may be worked on more than one band. Phone: (±10kHz), ±3.655kHz; 7.260kHz; 14.295kHz; 21.365kHz; 28.675kHz; 50.100 MHz to 50.250MHz; 144.275MHz to 145.500MHz. C.W.: (±10kHz), ±3.655kHz; 7.065kHz; ±4.655kHz; 21.065kHz. Scoring: One (1) point for signal report exchange in any chapter. One (1) point for exchanging reports with each different chapter. Exchange: Signal report, contact number, chapter name and number. Send log extract showing date, time, station worked, chapter name and number, contact number and full call. Please note that later than January 6, 1972 to: Frank J. Wojcik, W2SNN, Stanley S. Holmes, Chapter No. 55, Telephone Pioneers of America, 5124 Central Ave., Kearney, N. J. 07032.

ALMOST FREE. Taped code lessons for beginners to 5wpm. TCRC, 3637 West Grandview, Tacoma, Washington 98466.

HOOSIER ELECTRONICS Your ham headquarters in the Midwest where only the finest amateur equipment is sold. Authorized dealers for Drake, Hy-Gain, Regency, Ten-Tec, Galaxy, Electro-Voice, and Shure. All equipment new and fully guaranteed. Write today for our low price and first class personal friendly service. Hoosier Electronics, Dept. G, R.R. 25, Box 403, Terre Haute, Indiana 47802.

See you at SAROC, Las Vegas, January 6-9, 1972.

THE PERFECT GIFT. Always hard to find, but good books always come very close. Look for our many special Christmas ideas. Comtec Books, Amherst, N. Y. 14068.

TONE ENCODERS AND DECODERS — New line of solid state encoders and decoders compatible with any sub-audible continuous tone system. Small in size, able to drive 250 kHz, $8.95 to $14.95. Send for literature. Communications Specialties, Box 153, Brea, Calif. 92621.

"DON AND BOB" new guaranteed buys. Motorola HEP170 epoxy diode 2.5A/1000PIV 39¢; Monarch KW SWR bridge 8.88 plus 1.90 postage, handling; Ham-M rotor 99.00; TR44 59.95; Mosley CL-33 114.00; Hy-Gain TH6DXX 139.00; Westinghouse fullwave bridge 300A/200/29V 199.00; Raytheon 6LQ6/6J5GC 3.50; Antenna wire #14 1.95/C; 6V-12V-DC 1A transistor 1.95; 3 ½" tape reel 12¢; 6" station speaker 1.95; MCFM 618D/418D/518D/618D OPAMP 50¢; 6x9 copper clad board 69¢; Monarch code oscillator module 1.50; gas smoke detector, protects against gas leakage 49.95; surplus list. Quote Drake, Hy-Gain, Mosley, Tri-lex, 2 meter transceivers. Tempo Kenwood dealer. Prices collect. Mastercharge, BankAmericaCard, Warranty guaranteed. Madison Electronics, 1508 McClinney, Houston, Texas 77002.


MULTICOMPONENT PRINTED CIRCUIT. American Made 3A Slide Switch. Your Choice — Red or Black. 20c each or 6 for $1.00 ppd.


DIODES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIV</th>
<th>TOP-HAT EPOXY</th>
<th>EPOXY MOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STUD-POLE EPOXY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIV</th>
<th>1.5 AMP EPOXY</th>
<th>1.5 AMP EPOXY MOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAPACITORS

ALL NEW FULL AXIAL LEADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mfd Volts</th>
<th>5 for $1.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Mfd</td>
<td>12¢ ea. ppd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Mfd</td>
<td>18¢ ea. ppd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Mfd</td>
<td>24¢ ea. ppd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Mfd</td>
<td>30¢ ea. ppd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Mfd</td>
<td>50¢ ea. ppd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Mfd</td>
<td>1.00 ppd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DSPD SLIDE SWITCH Highest Quality UL Approved American Made 3A Slide Switch. Your Choice — Red or Black. 20¢ each or 6 for $1.00 ppd.

SEND STAMP FOR BARGAIN LIST Pa. Residents add 6% State sales tax ALL ITEMS PPD. USA

m. weinschenker

K 3DPJ BOX 353 IRWIN, PA. 15642
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GIANT KILLER

...or how to and save buy a BIG SIGNAL more than $200*

Weighing only 15 pounds, the Swan TB-2 tri-band beam is a real giant killer. With the TB-2 at $69 on a TV type rotator for $30, and a $15 telescopic TV mast, you can easily get the TB-2 60 to 70 feet off the ground. At that height it will outperform 3 or 4 element beams at a lesser height. If you prefer, you can call your local TV shop and they'll put the whole thing up for you at an approximate charge of $30 to $40.

Of course we also manufacture 3 and 4 element beam antennas. If you can mount these on a 60 to 70 foot tower with a more costly heavy duty rotator, then by all means this is the ideal arrangement.

But if your choice is between putting a 3 or 4 element beam on a 30 or 40 foot tower, or the 2 element model at 60 to 70 foot, from a standpoint of dollar value, we recommend the TB-2... it's a giant killer.

It may sound odd for us to be talking you out of buying our more expensive models, but Swan has always been known for giving the radio ham more value for his dollar. In this case, the TB-2 on an inexpensive telescopic TV mast and rotator is a remarkable value.

ANTENNA BALUN—1:1 KW unit, epoxy encapsulated with fittings: $7.95. Plate Chokes — 5KV/2AMP; $5.95, 4KV/600Ma.; $4.50 both 90uH. Dual filament choke, 30 Ampere shielded: $5.95. QSL brings all information. K. E. Electronics, Box 1279, Tustin, California 92680. Dealers welcome.


METERS AND T.E. REPAIRED or calibrated. Write Horntons Repair Center, 1132 Connway, Heath, Ohio 43056.

AMA TEUR SALES AND SERVICE before you buy it anywhere give us a chance to quote you a price. Alpha 70, Clegg, Regency, Robyn and Mosley are just a few of the leading names we sell. Write or call today. Amateur Sales and Service, 1115 Norris St., Raleigh, N. C. 27604. Tel. 1-919-833-2412.

"NIXIE" TYPE READOUTS (w/internal point) $2.90, sockets 55¢; 7441A drivers $2.50; 7490 or 7493 counters $1.75; 7457 latches $1.50; most 7400 series gates 35¢. DIP/IC sockets 1.25/cin. Everything brand new. SASE full info. WAIHSJ, Box 1, Corinth, Vermont 05039.


ROCHESTER, N. Y. is again Hamfest, VHF meet and flea market headquarters for the largest event in the northeast, May 13th. Write WNY Hamfest, Box 1388, Rochester, N. Y. 14603.

TELETYPE #28 LRX8404 perforator-transmitter "as is" $100; checked out $175. Includes 2-speed gearshifts. Alltronics-Howard Co., Box 19, Boston, Mass. 02101. 617-742-0048.

WANTED R389, R390, R390A, R391, R220, Racal and 5151 receivers. SWRC. P. 0. Box 10048, Kansas City, Missouri 64111.

WORLD QSL BUREAU — See ad page 110.

21st ANNUAL DAYTON HAMVENTION will be held on April 22, 1972 at Wampler's Dayton Hara Arena. Technical sessions, Exhibits, Hidden transmitter hunt, Flea market and special program for the XVII. For information write Dayton Hamvention, Dept. H, Box 44, Dayton, OH 45401.


2-METER FM INOUE IC-20, Brand new. 10 watt, solid state, 12 channel, Xtalde, w/accessories. $220.00. Bob Brunkow, 15112 S.E. 44th Bellevue, Washington 98006.

ASK FOR FREE LIST of used Ham gear or for prompt personal attention on any new gear. Mail your order direct to Vansickle Radio, W31RC, 800 Bit Storage — 1 Mhz $10.00.

ASK FOR FREE LIST of used Ham gear or for prompt personal attention on any new gear. Mail your order direct to Vansickle Radio, W31RC, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205. 40 years experience.

LOOKING FOR FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT? If you're a self-starter able to sell excellent Electronic Courses, there are jobs available throughout America and Canada. Write to Bill Welsh (W6DBB), 234 S. Orchard, Burbank, CA 91506.


YOUR AD belongs here too. Commercial ads 25¢ per word. Non-commercial ads 10¢ per word. Commercial advertisers write for special discounts for standing ads not changed each month.
BRAND NEW FREQ-SHIFT TTY MONITOR:
NAVY OCT-3: FM Receiver type, freq. range 1 to 26 MHz in 4 bands, cont. tuning. Crystal. Reads up to 1500 Hz deviation on built-in VITV. Cost $1100.00 each! In original box, with instruct. book & cord, fob Mariposa, California. $49.50

HIGH-SENSITIVE WIDE-BAND RECEIVER COMMUNICATIONS + BUG DETECTION + SPECTRUM STUDIES
38-1000 MHz SSB-JU-5: Consists of brand new tuner/converter CV-255/ALR, all original factory pack and all exc. used, checked OK & grid main receiver R-444 modified for 120 v, 50/60 Hz. The tuner covers the range in 4 bands; each band has its own Type N Ant. input. Packed with each tuner is the factory inspector's checkout sheet. The one we opened showed SENSITIVITY: 1.1 uv at 38.4 mhz. 0.9 at 133 mhz. 2 at 538 mhz, 0.4% at 770 mhz, 7 at 1 ghz. The receiver is actually a 30 mhz IF, ampli. with all that follows, including a diode meter for relative signal strengths: an atten. calibrated in 6 db steps to -74 db, followed by an AVC position; Pan., Video & AF outputs; switch select pass of ±200 kHz or ±2 mhz; and SELECT AM or FM! With Handbook & pwr-input plug. all only $375.00

30 mhz Panadapter for the above... 129.50

REGUL. PWR SPLV FOR COMMAND, LM, ETC.
PP-106/U- Metered. Knob-adjustable 90-270 v up to 80 ma dc; also select an AC of 6.3 v 5A, or 12.6 v 2½ A or 28 v 2½ A. With mating output plug & all tech. data. Shipping wt. all only 19.50

BARGAINS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER:
LM+(-) Freq. Meter: 125-20 MHz .01%, CW or AM, with serial-backed calib. book. tech. data, mating plug. Shipping wt. 16 lbs. 57.50

TS-323 Freq. Meter: 20-4800 mhz. 0.01% 169.50

R23/ARCS Command Q-5'er 190-550 KHz, exc. cond. 16.95

A.R.C. R-22 Modified to cvr 540-1600 KHz, exc. cond. 17.95

A.R.C. R-15 (MIL-R-509) command, 108-135 MHZ, new 27.50

NEMS-CLARKE #1670 FM Rcvr 55-260 MHz like new. 475.00

WWV Rcvr/Comparator 2½ - 20 MHz, solid state 250.00

SSB Converter CV-591A/U/RR (455 KHz) w/book 137.50

Ferris #321 Field Strength Meter is a red-hot receiver from 150 KH to 800 KH, only 95.00. Empire Devices NF-114 RFI meter is a red-hot receiver from 150 KH to 800 MHz. 295.00

Spectrum Analyzer Type: Polarad TSA with STU-1 head: 10-1000 MHZ. Looks good, sold as-is. 350.00

We have the best test-equipment & oscilloscope inventory in the country so ask for your needs... don't ask for an overall catalog... we also buy, so tell us what you have.

MOTOROLA MECL IC'S
MC301G — 5 Input Or/Not Gate MC302G — RS Flip Flop (Buffered Outputs) $1.50
MC306G — 3 Input Or/Not Gate PP D
MC307G — 3 Input Or/Not Gate PP D
MC310G — Dual 2 Input Nor Gate
MC311G — Dual 2 Input Nor Gate
Motorola Differential Amplifier MD1132F Reg. $48.50 $20.00 PP D

Analog Devices Operational Amplifier LM 106 $1.00 PP D

Servo Motor, 115/115 VAC, 60 Cycles. No load speed. 1500 RPM. 2” X 1¾” Diam. Brand New. $6.50 PP D

RF TOROID ASSORTMENT — 20 CORES — ONLY $3.50 PP D

COLOR CODE
1-C Core 50KHZ- 5MHZ Blue
5-E Core 50K0H-50MHZ Red
1-TH Core 2MHZ-30MHZ White
2-QI Core 50KHZ-30MHZ Red & Blue
1-Q2 Core 10MHZ-90MHZ Black
9-SF Core 10MHZ-90MHZ Yellow

WE BOUGHT THOUSANDS TO BRING YOU THIS BUY!!

COPPER CLAD LAMINATES
G10 EPOXY GLASS
1 oz. Copper 1 Side

2614 Lake Shore Dr.
LeCrosse, 7. Wis. 54601

N O W ! IS THE TIME to get a binder for your 1971 issues
Only $3.95 each or 3 for $10.00

Also Bound Volumes
1969 & 1970 $14.95 each
1971 Available Jan. 15 - Order now $14.95

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
GREENVILLE, NH 03048

WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR ELECTRON TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS

H & L ASSOCIATES
ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206
(201) 351-4200

TRI RIO ELECTRONICS

N O W ! IS THE TIME to get a binder for your 1971 issues
Only $3.95 each or 3 for $10.00

Also Bound Volumes
1969 & 1970 $14.95 each
1971 Available Jan. 15 - Order now $14.95

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
GREENVILLE, NH 03048

WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR ELECTRON TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS

H & L ASSOCIATES
ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206
(201) 351-4200

TOROIDS — TELETEX
Lowest prices anywhere!
88 mhz TOROID $10. Pod. U.S.A. (5/$2.00)
MACHINES — SUPPLIES — GEARS — TAPE

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.
Box 1220-HR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707

BARGAINS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER:
LM+(-) Freq. Meter: 125-20 MHz .01%, CW or AM, with serial-backed calib. book, tech. data, mating plug. Shipping wt. 16 lbs. 57.50

TS-323 Freq. Meter: 20-4800 mhz. 0.01% 169.50

R23/ARCS Command Q-5'er 190-550 KHz, exc. cond. 16.95

A.R.C. R-22 Modified to cvr 540-1600 KHz, exc. cond. 17.95

A.R.C. R-15 (MIL-R-509) command, 108-135 MHZ, new 27.50

NEMS-CLARKE #1670 FM Rcvr 55-260 MHz like new. 475.00

WWV Rcvr/Comparator 2½ - 20 MHz, solid state 250.00

SSB Converter CV-591A/U/RR (455 KHz) w/book 137.50

Ferris #321 Field Strength Meter is a red-hot receiver from 150 KH to 800 KH, only 95.00. Empire Devices NF-114 RFI meter is a red-hot receiver from 150 KH to 800 MHz. 295.00

Spectrum Analyzer Type: Polarad TSA with STU-1 head: 10-1000 MHZ. Looks good, sold as-is. 350.00

We have the best test-equipment & oscilloscope inventory in the country so ask for your needs... don't ask for an overall catalog... we also buy, so tell us what you have.

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.
Box 1220-HR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707
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F.M. MOTOROLA GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-394</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
<td>RECEPTOR 152-172 MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-278</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
<td>TRANSMITTER 152-172 MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-257</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
<td>RECEPTOR 152-250 MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-208</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>TRANSMITTER 152-250 MC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Central New York Specialty Headquarters
FM by STANDARD COMMUNICATIONS
High Power by EHRHORN
Quality-Selected Used Ham Gear

Write for listing, updated twice monthly

CFP ENTERPRISES
10 Graham Road West
Ithaca, New York 14850
607-257-1575

NEW TONE GENERATOR
- Unaffected by R.F.
- No wires to connect
- 5 adjustable tones preset to 3000, 5000, 2250, 2400 Hz. (Special tones at no extra cost.)
- Automatically turns on by plugging microphone over speaker.
- Ready to use

MODEL TG-5 $26.95 ppd.

BROADBAND AMPLIFIERS at a price you can afford

The BBA-1 series offer high gain over the HF to UHF region with Noise Figures as low as 3dB max. BBA-1PB covers 30 to 400 MHz with 17dB. ±1dB, gain and 3,26dB, maximum Noise Figure. The BBA-1P covers 3 to 500 MHz with gain between 15 and 30dB, and maximum Noise Figure of 3.0 dB. For less critical use order the BBA-1 which has the same coverage as the BBA-1P but with slightly reduced UHF gain and higher Noise Figure. They are all a bargain! BBA-1PB, BBA-1P - $45.00, BBA-1 - $30.00 FOB Baltimore

RADIATION DEVICES CO.
P.O. Box 8450, Baltimore, Md. 21234

F.M. MOTOROLA GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

Send For Our BIG CATALOG No. 71

FAIR RADIO SALES
P.O. Box 1105 - LIMA, OHIO - 45802

NEW SSB MINIATURE CRYSTAL FILTERS - Made U.S.A.
Write us about your crystal filter needs
Model WP-4 Model WP-8

- No. Crystals 4 8
- Center Freq. 9.0 MHz 9.0 MHz
- Band Width at -60db 2.5 kHz 2.5 kHz
- -60db/6db Shape 2.5 (45/6) 1.8 max
- Ultimate Rejection 45 db 100 db min.
- In/Out Termination 500Ω 140Ω

PRICE $18.95 $26.95

ARKANSAS CITY
KANSAS 67005

MATCHING CRYSTALS US$ (998.5 KHZ)
Two each 9.0 MHz, 1800 Hz or 2125, 2974 Hz

MINIATURE CRYSTAL FILTERS

- Standard mark and space freq. 2125, 2974 Hz
- 70% thru 80% selectivity
- Factory warranty

PRICE $18.95 $26.95

BY STANDARD COMMUNICATIONS

SPACE ELECTRONICS division of MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP.
WANTS TO BUY

All types of military electronic equipment and parts. Call collect for cash offer.

76 Brookside Drive, Upper Saddle River
New Jersey 07458 (201) 327-7640

COMPUTER BOARDS, CORE MEMORY
MATS, IC'S and HOME EXPERIMENTER'S ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS ALL AT TRUE BARGAIN PRICES. SEND 10c FOR LATEST CATALOG. TRI-TEK, P.O. Box 14206, PHOENIX, AZ. 85031

A NEW TRANSMATCH - MODEL U-1T

- 80 thru 10 MHz, including all MARS
- 1.8u.f. PEAK SW. 1 kHz. cut off frequency
- Provides 50/70 OHM. Reflection load
- Fully guaranteed, made in U.S.A.

Write for details to
ANTEC COMPANY, INC.
67 Briarcliff Road, Wallace, New York 14225

MODEL U-1T $19.95 (ppd. continental U.S.A.)

ELECTRONIC FIST ... THE PROFESSIONAL KEYER

- OST, March 1971
- POP ELECT. July 1970
- CO. January 1971

WRITE FOR DESCRIBING BROCHURES.

Check the Reviews

TELEGRAPHERS WANTED - For membership in Morse Telegraph Club, Inc.
Non-profit - Historical - Fraternal
Includes subscription to Dots & Dashes
Dues $2 per annum
Write: Wm. H. King, GS&T
P. O. Box 56
Pasadena, Ca 91102
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... for literature, in a hurry -
we'll rush your name to the companies
whose names you "check-off"
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<td>Crawford Electronics</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis Electronics</td>
<td>104, 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cushman Corp.</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Electronics</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dade Radio Club, Inc.</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Engineering</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Communications, Inc.</td>
<td>64, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES Electronic Labs</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eimac Division of Varian Cover Company</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Center, Inc.</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erickson Communications</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair Radio Sales</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Electronics</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G &amp; G Radio Electronics Co.</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodheart Co., Inc., R. E.</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray Electronics</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H &amp; H Engineering</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H &amp; L Associates</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL Devices</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham Radio Magazine</td>
<td>111, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heights Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Radio</td>
<td>2, 128, Cover 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hy-Gain Electronics Corp.</td>
<td>23, 54, 97, 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Crystal Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Crystals</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KW Electronics</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA Electronix Sales</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Electronic Labs, Co.</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch Co., J.</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB Products &amp; Sales</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meshna, J., Sr.</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-Z Co.</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morse Telephones</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newtronics Corp.</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palomar Electronics</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennwood Numechron Co.</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickering Radio Co., Inc.</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMV Electronics</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP Electronics</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R &amp; R Electronics</td>
<td>94, 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation Devices</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot Research</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAROC</td>
<td>92, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savory Electronics, Inc.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentry Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal/One</td>
<td>Cover II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space-Military Electronics</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum International</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Glass Ltd.</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surplus Electronics Co.</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swan Electronics</td>
<td>6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJ Associates</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-Tek, Inc.</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tri-Rio Electronics</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF Specialists</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanguard Labs</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCI</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waban Laboratories</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinschenker, M.</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatlands</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World QSL</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worldradio</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This index covers all articles published in *ham radio* during 1971. The articles are listed alphabetically under each category along with the author, page number and month. Categories are: antennas and transmission lines; commercial equipment; construction techniques; fm and repeaters; integrated circuits; keying and control; measurements and test equipment; miscellaneous technical; power supplies; receivers and converters; RTTY; semiconductors; single sideband; transmitters and power amplifiers; vhf and microwave. Articles followed by (HN) appeared in the *ham notebook*.

### antennas and transmission lines

- **Antenna coupler, six-meter** K1RAK p. 44, July
- **Antenna matcher, one-man** W4SD p. 24, June
- **Anti-QRM methods** W3FQJ p. 50, May
- **Army loop antenna — revisited** W3FQJ p. 59, Sept.
- **Balun, adjustable for yagi antennas** W6SAI p. 14, May
- **Beverage antenna** W3FQJ p. 67, Dec.
- **Coaxial cable, checking (letter)** W2OLU p. 68, May
- **Coaxial-cable fittings, type-F** K2MDO p. 44, May
- **Collinear array for two meters, 4-element** WB6KGF p. 6, May
- **Collinear antenna (letter)** W6SAI p. 70, Oct.
- **Compact antennas for 20 meters** W4ROS p. 38, May
- **Corner reflector antenna, 432 MHz** WA2FSQ p. 24, Nov.
- **Double bi-square array** W6FFF p. 32, May
- **Ground-plane, multiband (HN)**
- **Ground rods (letter)** W7FS p. 62, May
- **Guy rope (HN)**
- **Inverted-vee antenna (letter)** WB6AQF p. 66, May
- **Inverted-vee antenna, modified** W2KTW p. 40, Oct.
- **Rotator, AR-22, fixing a sticky** WA1ABP p. 34, June
- **Rotator, T-45, improvement (HN)**
- **Single feedline for multiple antennas** K2ISP p. 58, May
- **Smith charts (letter)** W2DU p. 76, Dec.
- **Stress analysis of antenna systems** W2FZJ p. 23, Oct.
- **SWR bridge** WB2ZSH p. 55, Oct.
- **Time-domain reflectometry, practical experimenter's approach** WA9PIA p. 22, May
- **Tower, homemade tilt-over** WA3EWH p. 28, May
- **Transmission lines, grid dipping (HN)** p. 72, Feb.
- **Transmission lines, uhf** WA2VTR p. 36, May
- **Triangle antennas** W3FQJ p. 56, Aug.
- **Triangle antennas (letter)** K4ZZV p. 72, Nov.
- **Triangle beams** W3FQJ p. 70, Dec.
- **Two-meter fm antenna (HN)** p. 64, May
- **Vertical for 80 meters, top-loaded** W2MB p. 20, Sept.

### audio

- **Audio agc principles and practice** WA5SNZ p. 28, June
- **Audio CW filter** W7DI p. 54, Nov.
- **Audio-oscillator module, Cordover** WB2GQY p. 44, March
- **Microphone preamplifier with agc** Bryant p. 28, Nov.
- **Phone patch** WB8RG p. 20, July
- **Rf clipper for the Collins S-line** K6JYO p. 18, Aug.
- **Correction** p. 80, Dec.
- **Speech clipping in single-sideband equipment** K1YZW p. 22, Feb.
- **Speech processor, 1C** VK9GN p. 31, Dec.
- **Tape heads, cleaning** K6KA p. 67, Nov.
- **Vox, versatile** W9KIT p. 50, July
- **Short circuit** p. 96, Dec.

### commercial equipment

- **Alliance,T-45 rotator improvement (HN)** p. 64, Sept.
- **CDR AR-22 rotator, fixing a sticky** WA1ABP p. 34, June
Collins 32S-3 audio (HN) p. 64, Oct.
Collins 75A-4 modifications (HN) p. 67, Jan.
Collins S-line, rf clipper for K6JYO p. 18, Aug.
Correction p. 80, Dec.
Comdel speech processor, increasing the versatility of (HN) p. 67, March
Heath HW-12 on MARS (HN) p. 63, Sept.
Heath HW-17 modifications (HN) p. 66, March
Heath HW-100 tuning knob, loose (HN) p. 68, June
Heath SB-200 amplifier, modifying for the 8873 zero-bias triode W6UOV p. 32, Jan.
Heath kits, noise limiter for (HN) p. 64, Oct.
Heath ten-minute timer K6KA p. 75, Dec.
Mini-mitter II W6SLQ p. 72, Dec.
Motorola fm receiver mods (HN) p. 60, Aug.
Motorola P-33 series, improving WB2AEB p. 34, Feb.
Motrac Receivers (letter) K5ZBA p. 69, July
Swan television interference: an effective remedy W2OUX p. 46, April
Swan 350, receiver incremental tuning (HN) p. 64, July
Ten-Tec RX10 communications receiver W1NLB p. 63, June

construction techniques
AC line cords (letter) W6EG p. 80, Dec.
Blower-to-chassis adapter (HN) p. 73, Feb.
Component marking (HN) p. 66, Nov.
Drill guide (HN) p. 68, Oct.
Hot wire stripper (HN) p. 67, Nov.
Printed-circuit boards, cleaning (HN) p. 66, March
Printed-circuit boards, low-cost W6CMQ p. 44, Aug.
Printed-circuit boards, practical photofabrication of Hutchinson Screwdriver, adjustment (HN) p. 66, Sept.

fm and repeaters
Antenna, two-meter fm (HN) p. 64, May
Carrier-operated relay and call monitor VE4RE p. 22, June
Channel scanner W2FPP p. 29, Aug.

Channels, three from two (HN) p. 68, June
Collinear array for two meters, 4-element WB6KGF p. 6, May
Deviation measurement (letter) K5ZBA p. 68, May
Fm control head, customizing VE7ABK p. 28, April
Fm receiver frequency control (letter) W3AFN p. 65, April
Fm transmitter, Sonobaby, 2 meters WA0UZO p. 8, Oct.
Fm transmitter, solid-state two-meter W6AJF p. 14, July
Frequency meter, two-meter fm W4JAZ p. 40, Jan.
Short circuit p. 72, April
I-f system, multimode WA2IKL p. 39, Sept.
Motorola fm receiver mods (HN) p. 60, Aug.
Motorola P-33 series, improving the WB2ABE p. 34, Feb.
Motrac Receivers (letter) K5ZBA p. 69, July
Push-to-talk for Styleline telephones W1DRP p. 18, Dec.
Repeater problems VE7ABK p. 38, March
Sequential encoder, mobile fm W3JJU p. 34, Sept.

integrated circuits
Communications receiver for 80 meters, IC VE3ELP p. 6, July
Frequency dividers for ssb W7BZ p. 24, Dec.
Function generator, IC W1DTY p. 40, Aug.
Integrated circuits, part 1 W3FQJ p. 40, June
Integrated circuits, part 2 W3FQJ p. 58, July
Integrated circuits, part 3 W3FQJ p. 50, Aug.
Microphone preamplifier with agc Bryant p. 28, Nov.
Phase-locked loops, IC W3FQJ p. 54, Sept.
Phase-locked loops, IC, experiments with W3FQJ p. 58, Oct.
RTTY speed changer, IC W6UJO p. 36, Dec.
Speech processor, IC VK9GN p. 31, Dec.

keying and control
CW monitor, simple WA9OHF p. 65, Jan.
CW Processor for communications receivers W6NRW p. 17, Oct.
Electronic hand keyer K5TCK p. 36, June
Electronic keyer notes (HN) p. 74, Dec.
Morse sounder, radio controlled (HN) p. 66, Oct.
Push-to-talk for Styleline telephones
W1DRP
Relay activator (HN)
p. 18, Dec.
Step-start circuit, high-voltage (HN)
p. 64, Sept.
Vox, versatile
W9KIT
Short circuit p. 50, July

measurements and test equipment
Ac power-line monitor
W2OLU
p. 46, Aug.
A-m modulation monitor, vhf (HN)
p. 67, July
Antenna matcher
W4SD
p. 24, June
Capacitance meter, direct reading, for electrolytics
W9DZJ
Coaxial cable, checking (letter)
W2OLU
p. 68, May
Converter, mosfet, for receiver instrumentation
WA9ZMT
p. 62, Jan.
Counter readouts, switching (HN)
p. 66, June
CRT intensifier for RTTY
K4VFA
p. 18, July
Crystal-controlled frequency markers (HN)
p. 64, Sept.
Decade standards, economical (HN)
p. 66, June
Diversity receiving system
W2EEY
p. 12, Dec.
Dynamic transistor tester (HN)
p. 65, Oct.
Electrolytic capacitors, measurement of (HN)
p. 70, Feb.
Fm deviation measurement (letter)
K5ZBA
p. 68, May
Fm frequency meter, two-meter
W4JAZ
p. 40, Jan.
Short circuit p. 72, April
Frequency calibrator, general coverage
W5UQS
p. 28, Dec.
Frequency calibrator, how to design
W3AEK
p. 54, July
Function generator, IC
W1DTY
p. 40, Aug.
Meters, testing unknown (HN)
p. 66, Jan.
Multimeter (HN)
p. 63, May
Repairs, thinking your way through
Allen p. 58, Feb.
Resistor decades, versatile (HN)
p. 66, July
Resistance standard, simple (HN)
p. 65, March
RTTY monitor scope, solid-state
W82MPZ
p. 33, Oct.
RTTY signal generator
W2ZTC
p. 23, March
Short circuit p. 96, Dec.
Safer suicide cord (HN)
p. 64, March
Smith charts (letter)
W2DU
p. 76, Dec.
Sweep response curves for low-frequency I-f's
Allen p. 56, March
Switch-off flasher (HN)
p. 64, July
SWR bridge
W82ZSH
p. 55, Oct.
Time-domain reflectometry, experimenter's approach to
WA0PIA
p. 22, May
Transconductance tester for fets
W6NB1
p. 44, Sept.
Transmitter tuning unit for the blind
W9NTP
p. 60, June
Vfo, solid-state
K4BGF
p. 8, Dec.
Weak-signal source, stable, variable-output
K6JYO
p. 38, Sept.

miscellaneous technical
Audio agc principles and practice
WA5SNZ
p. 28, June
Bandpass filters for 50 and 144 MHz, etched
W5KHT
p. 6, Feb.
Binding 1970 issues of ham radio (HN)
p. 72, Feb.
Coil-winding data, vhf and uhf
K3SVQ
p. 6, April
Direct-conversion receivers
W3FOJ
pg. 59, Nov.
Diversity receiving system
W2EEY
p. 12, Dec.
Filter preamplifiers for 50 and 144 MHz, etched
W5KHT
p. 6, Feb.
Fire extinguishers (letter)
W5PGG
p. 68, July
Fire protection
Derr p. 54, Jan.
Fire protection (letter)
K7QCM
p. 62, Aug.
Frequency multipliers
W6GXN
p. 6, Aug.
Frequency synchronization for scatter-mode propagation
K2OVS
p. 26, Sept.
Inductors, how to use ferrite and powdered-iron for
W6GXN
p. 15, April
Injection lasers (letter)
Mims p. 64, April
Injection lasers, high power
Mims p. 28, Sept.
Integrated circuits, part 1
W3FOJ
p. 40, June
Integrated circuits, part 2
W3FOJ
p. 58, July
Integrated circuits, part 3
W3FOJ
p. 50, Aug.
Intermittent voice operation of power tubes
W6SAI
p. 24, Jan.
Mini-mobile
K9UQN
p. 58, Aug.
Multiple tubes in parallel grounded grid (HN)
p. 60, Aug.
Multivibrator, crystal-controlled (HN)
p. 65, July
Oscillator, phase-controlled
VE5FP
p. 6, March
Phase-locked loops, IC
W3FOJ
p. 54, Sept.
Phase-locked loops, IC, experiments with W3FOJ p. 58, Oct.


Power, voltage and impedance nomograph W2TQK p. 32, April

Printed-circuit boards, photofabrication of Hutchinson p. 6, Sept.

Radiotelegraph translator and transcriber W7CUU, K7KFA p. 8, Nov.

Rating tubes for linear amplifier service W6UOV, W6SAl p. 50, March

Relays, undervoltage (HN) p. 64, March

Resistor performance at high frequencies K10RV p. 36, Oct.

Resistors, frequency-sensitive (letter) W5UHV p. 68, July

Silver/silicone grease (HN) p. 63, May


Television, conversion from fast-to-slow-scan W3EFG, W3YZC p. 32, July

Transistor amplifiers, tabulated characteristics of W5JJ p. 30, March

Transmitter power levels, some observations W5SNNZ p. 62, April

Vacuum-tube amplifiers, tabulated characteristics of W5JJ p. 30, March

Weak-signal reception in CW receivers ZS6BT p. 44, Nov.

Power supplies

Dual-voltage power supply (HN) p. 68, Nov.

Low-value voltage source (HN) p. 66, Nov.

Power-supply hum (HN) p. 64, May

Power supply, improved (HN) p. 72, Feb.

Power supply, precision W7SK p. 26, July

Step-start circuit, high-voltage (HN) p. 64, Sept.

receivers and converters

Anti-QRM methods W3FOJ p. 50, May

Audio agc principles and practice WA5SNNZ p. 28, June

Calibrator crystals (HN) p. 66, Nov.

Collins 75A-4 modifications (HN) p. 87, Jan.

Communications receiver for 80 meters, IC VE3ELP p. 6, July

Converter, mosfet, for receiver instrumentation WA9ZMT p. 62, Jan.

Converters for six and two meters, mosfet WB2EGZ p. 41, Feb.

Short circuit p. 96, Dec.

CW monitor, simple WA9OH R p. 65, Jan.

CW processor for communications receivers W6NRW p. 17, Oct.

Direct-conversion receivers W3FQJ p. 59, Nov.

Filter-preamplifiers for 50 and 144 MHz, etched W5KHT p. 6, Feb.

Fm channel scanner W2FPP p. 29, Aug.

Fm receiver frequency control (letter) W3AFN p. 65, April

Fm receiver, tunable vhf K8AUH p. 34, Nov.

Frequency calibrator, receiver W5UQS p. 24, Dec.

Frequency calibrator, how to design W3AEX p. 54, July

Frequency calibrator, receiver W5UQS p. 24, Dec.

I-f system, multimode transceiver VE3GFN p. 66, Feb.

Local oscillator, phase-locked VE5FP p. 6, March

Radiotelegraph translator and transcriber W7CUU, K7KFA p. 8, Nov.

Receiver incremental tuning for the Swan 350 (HN) p. 64, July

Receiving RTTY, automatic frequency control for W5NPO p. 50, Sept.

Receiving RTTY with Heath SB receivers (HN) p. 64, Oct.

Weak signal reception in CW receivers ZS6BT p. 44, Nov.

144-MHz converter (letter) W0LER p. 71, Oct.

1296-MHz preamplifier, low-noise transistor WA2VTR p. 50, June

RTTY

Automatic frequency control for receiving RTTY W5NPO p. 50, Sept.

CRT intensifier for RTTY K4VFA p. 18, July

Electronic speed conversion for RTTY teleprinters WA6IYJ p. 36, Dec.

Mainline ST-6 RTTY demodulator W6FFC p. 6, Jan.

Short circuit p. 72, April

Mainline ST-6 RTTY demodulator, more uses for (letter) W6FFC p. 69, July

Mainline ST-6 RTTY demodulator, troubleshooting W6FFC p. 50, Feb.


RTTY reception with Heath SB receivers (HN) p. 64, Oct.

Signal generator, RTTY W7ZTC p. 23, March

Short circuit p. 96, Dec.

semiconductors

Charge flow in semiconductors W86B1H p. 50, April
Diodes, evaluating
W5JJ p. 52, Dec.
Dynamic transistor tester (HN) p. 65, Oct.
Frequency multipliers W6GXN p. 6, Aug.
Injection lasers (letter) Mims p. 64, April
Injection lasers, high power Mims p. 28, Sept.
Linear transistor amplifier W3FQJ p. 59, Sept.
Low-value voltage source (HN) p. 66, Nov.
Motorola fets (letter) W1CER p. 64, April
Power dissipation ratings of transistors WN9CGW p. 56, June
Power fets W3FQJ p. 34, April
Transconductance tester for field-effect transistors W6NBI p. 44, Sept.
Transistor amplifiers, tabulated characteristics of W5JJ p. 30, March
Vfo buffer amplifier (HN) p. 66, July

single sideband

Frequency dividers for ssb W7BZ p. 24, Dec.
Intermittent voice operation of power tubes W6SAI p. 24, Jan.
Linear amplifier performance, improving W4PSJ p. 68, Oct.
Linear for 80-10 meters, high-power W6HHN p. 56, April
Short circuit p. 96, Dec.
Modifying the Heath SB-200 amplifier for the new 8873 zero-bias triode W6UOV p. 32, Jan.
Multiple tubes in parallel grounded grid (HN) p. 60, Aug.
Power fets W3FQJ p. 34, April
Relay activator (HN) p. 62, Sept.
Step-start circuit, high-voltage (HN) p. 64, Sept.
Transmitter power levels, some observations regarding W4SSNZ p. 62, April
Transmitter-tuning unit for the blind W9NTP p. 60, June
Vfo buffer amplifier (HN) p. 66, July
Vfo, stable K4BGF p. 8, Dec.
50-MHz linear amplifier K1RAK p. 38, Nov.
50-MHz linear amplifier, 2 kW W6UOV p. 16, Feb.
50-MHz transverter K1RAK p. 12, March
144-MHz fm transmitter, solid-state W6AJP p. 14, July
144-MHz fm transmitter, Sonobaby WAQUZO p. 8, Oct.
144-MHz power amplifier, high performance W6UOV p. 22, Aug.
144-MHz transceiver, a-m K1AOB p. 55, Dec.
220-MHz exciter W8BDJV p. 50, Nov.
220-MHz power amplifier W6UOV p. 44, Dec.
220-MHz, rf power amplifier for W8BDJV p. 44, Jan.

vhf and microwave

A-m modulation monitor (HN) p. 67, July
Coaxial filter, vhf W6SAI p. 36, Aug.
Coil-winding data, practical vhf and uhf K3SVC p. 6, April
Fm channel scanner W2FPP p. 29, Aug.
Frequency multipliers W6GXN p. 6, Aug.
Frequency synchronization for scatter-mode propagation
K2OVS p. 26, Sept.

Pi networks, series-tuned
W2EGH p. 42, Oct.

Transmission lines, uhf
WA2VTR p. 36, May

Vhf beacons
W3FQJ p. 66, Dec.

Weak-signal source, stable, variable output
K6JYO p. 36, Sept.

50-MHz antenna coupler
K1RAK p. 44, July

50-MHz customized transverter
K1RAK p. 12, March

50-MHz deluxe mosfet converter
WB2EGZ p. 41, Feb.

50-MHz etched-inductance bandpass filters and filter-preamplifiers
W5KHT p. 6, Feb.

50-MHz linear amplifier
K1RAK p. 38, Nov.

50-MHz 2 kW linear amplifier
W6UOV p. 16, Feb.

144-MHz converter (letter)
W0LER p. 71, Oct.

144-MHz deluxe mosfet converter
WB2EGZ p. 41, Feb.

Short circuit
W4AJZ p. 72, April

144-MHz etched-inductance bandpass filters and filter-preamplifiers
W5KHT p. 6, Feb.

144-MHz four-element collinear array
WB6KGF p. 6, May

144-MHz fm frequency meter
W4JAZ p. 40, Jan.

Short circuit
W6UOV p. 50, Dec.

144-MHz fm transmitter
W6AJF p. 14, July

144-MHz fm transmitter, Sonobaby
W4BUSO p. 8, Oct.

144-MHz power amplifier, high performance

144-MHz transceiver, a-m
K1AOB p. 55, Dec.

220-MHz exciter
WB6DJV p. 50, Nov.

220-MHz power amplifier
W6UOV p. 44, Dec.

220-MHz rf power amplifier
WB6DJV p. 44, Jan.

432-MHz corner reflector antenna
WA2FSQ p. 24, Nov.

432-MHz ssb, practical approach to
WA2FSQ p. 6, June

1296-MHz preamplifier, low-noise transistor
WA2VTR p. 50, June

BINDERS
are available for your 1971 issues from HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
Details are on page 118
**LAE MW35 “STANDARD” Package**
(Free Standing Crank-Up Tower
9.5 Sq. Ft. - 50 MPH) (35 Ft.)
CDR AR-22R Rotator*
100 ft. RG-58/U Coax & Control Cable
Substitute 50 ft. free standing, add $100
*Complete with one of the following antennas:
- HY-GAIN TH2MK3 $259
- HY-GAIN TH3JR $259
- HY-GAIN DB10-15A $265
- HY-GAIN HY QUAD $280
- HY-GAIN TH3MK3 $290
*TR-44 rotor w/cable add: $30
HAM-M rotor w/cable add: $60

**LAE W51 “DELUXE” Package (51 Ft.)**
(Free Standing, 9 Sq. Ft. - 50 MPH)
CDR TR-44 rotor*
100 ft. RG58/U Coax & Control Cable
Substitute 67 ft. free standing, add $400
*Complete with one of the following antennas:
- HY-GAIN DB10-15A $575
- HY-GAIN HY QUAD $590
- HY-GAIN 204BA $610
- HY-GAIN TH3MK3 $610
- HY-GAIN TH6DXX $635
Free stdg. base incl. NO/CHARGE
*HAM-M rotor w/RG8/U add: $40

**LAE LM354 “SUPER” Package (54 Ft.)**
(16 Sq. Ft. - 60 MPH)
CDR HAM-M Rotor
100 ft. RG8/U Coax & Control Cable
Substitute 70 ft. free standing, add $650
*Complete with one of the following antennas:
- HY-GAIN TH3MK3 $735
- HY-GAIN 204BA $740
- HY-GAIN TH6DXX $765
Freight PREPAID to your door in the Continental USA west of the Rockies.
For shipment east of the Rockies, add $10.00. Substitutions may be made....
write for prices.

---

**Electronix Sales**
23044 S. CRENSHAW BLVD., TORRANCE, CALIF. 90505
Phone: (213) 534-4456 or (213) 534-4402
HOME of LA AMATEUR RADIO SALES
TEMPO... A PROVEN NAME... A PROVEN VALUE

TEMPO CT HIGH POWER VHF 2 METER AMPLIFIERS... COMPACT AND HANDSOME

A. The CT 1002-3; Operates directly from a 12 VDC power source. Antenna switching is automatic when as little as 1.5 watts of RF drive is applied. The amplifier incorporates Balanced Emitter transistors and state of the art design practices, making it virtually immune to destruction due to high VSWR or misloading conditions. It may be used anywhere in the 2 meter band without the necessity of retuning. Only 9½" x 4" x 3", the CT 1002-2 can be installed almost anywhere. Since there are no switches or meters, it may be mounted under a seat, in the trunk or in a desk drawer. SPECIFICATION: Power output: 120W. Input voltage: 13.8VDC. Current required: 12-14 amps. Drive required: 10W. Price: $220.00

B. The CT 802-2: A superior quality 80 watt VHF FM 2 meter power amplifier measuring only 6½" x 5½" x 3". $160.00

THE TOTALLY UNIQUE TEMPO CT-220 TR FM/AM TRANSCEIVER

Write for complete information on the CT 220 TR and Tempo's complete line of 2 meter, 6 meter, 220 MHz and 440 MHz amplifiers.
THE MOST EXCITING RECEIVER AND TRANSCEIVER TO ENTER THE AMATEUR SCENE IN RECENT YEARS. THE KENWOOD R-599 SOLID STATE RECEIVER AND T-599 HYBRID TRANSMITTER HAVE ESTABLISHED NEW STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY, FLEXIBILITY, STYLING AND VALUE.

THE R-599 RECEIVER: .5 microvolt sensitivity (amateur bands 1.8-21.0 MHz) • Dial readout to 1/2 kilocycle • Special detectors for SSB, AM, and FM • Transceive operation with T-599 • Built-in 100 kc and 25 kc crystal calibrator • Built-in 500 cycle CW filter • Provision for two meter and six meter coverage with optional accessory self-contained converters • Advanced "Space-Age" styling • Adjustable threshold squelch • The price... only $329.00*

The Kenwood TS-511S is a five band SSB and CW transceiver packed with power and performance... offering features never before available in its price range. For example: built-in VOX, crystal calibrator, noise blanker, receiver incremental tuning, 1 kHz frequency readout, 8 pole filter, stable FET VFO, dual conversion and accessory CW filter.

FREQUENCY RANGE:
80 meter band 3.5 - 4.1 mHz
40 meter band 7.0 - 7.6 mHz
20 meter band 14.0 - 14.6 mHz
15 meter band 21.0 - 21.6 mHz
10 meter band 28.0 - 28.6 mHz
28.5 - 29.1 mHz
29.1 - 29.7 mHz

MODES: LSB, USB, CW

INPUT POWER: 500 watts PEP, 300 watts CW nominal

SENSITIVITY: 3.5 - 21.6 mHz band: 0.5 uv S/N 10 db
28.0 - 29.7 mHz band: 1.5 uv S/N 10 db and less than 100 cps frequency drift

THE T-599 TRANSMITTER: Clear, stable, selectable side-band, AM and CW • 4-way VFO Flexibility plus Receiver Incremental Tuning (RIT) when used with the R-599 • Amplified ALC • Built-in VOX • Full metering, including cathode current, plate voltage, ALC and relative Power Output • Built-in CW Sidetone monitor and semi-automatic break-in CW • Built-in power supply • Maximum TVI protection • Employs only 3 vacuum tubes • The price... only $365.00*

*Prices subject to import surcharge

THE KENWOOD TS-511S TRANSCEIVER

FREQUENCY RANGE:
80 meter band 3.5 - 4.1 mHz
40 meter band 7.0 - 7.6 mHz
20 meter band 14.0 - 14.6 mHz
15 meter band 21.0 - 21.6 mHz
10 meter band 28.0 - 28.6 mHz
28.5 - 29.1 mHz
29.1 - 29.7 mHz

MODES: LSB, USB, CW

INPUT POWER: 500 watts PEP, 300 watts CW nominal

SENSITIVITY: 3.5 - 21.6 mHz band: 0.5 uv S/N 10 db
28.0 - 29.7 mHz band: 1.5 uv S/N 10 db and less than 100 cps frequency drift

THE KENWOOD

TS-511S

TRANSCEIVER

per 30 minutes after warm-up

SELECTIVITY:
SSB more than 2.4 KC (at 6 db) with 2 to 1 slope ratio
CW more than 0.5 KC (at 6 db)
AUDIO OUTPUT: more than 1 watt (10% distortion)

TUBE & SOLID STATE COMPONENTS:
10 Tubes, 1 IC, 37 Transistors, 4 FET, 52 Diodes

PRICE: $398.00

ACCESSORIES:
Power Supply with built-in speaker $105.00
External VFO $99.00
CW Filter $35.00

*Prices subject to import surcharge
Right on! Power tubes have come a long way since the nostalgic days of EIMAC’s first triode, the 150T. All the way up to the giant X-2159 developmental tetrode having a plate dissipation of one and one-quarter megawatts.

The amazing X-2159 powerhouse can develop two megawatts of CW power up to 30 MHz or so with up to 17 decibels stage gain. It can also be used as a 60 kilovolt, 1,000 ampere switch tube, or as an extremely high power pulse modulator.

Two EIMAC X-2159s can be used in a 2.5 megawatt, 100% plate modulated medium or shortwave transmitter. At VLF, moreover, two X-2159s can develop 4 megawatts of CW power.

The X-2159 is a thought provoking example of EIMAC’s capability to produce tomorrow’s tube today.

For full specifications on EIMAC’s new super power tetrode and other outstanding products write: EIMAC Division of Varian, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070. Or contact any of the more than 30 Varian/EIMAC Electron Tube and Device Group Sales Offices throughout the world.